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Abstract 

The overall aim of this thesis is to shed new light on how shipboard factors may 

influence the ability to achieve and maintain situation awareness (SA) in day-to-day 

operations on offshore vessels. The term, ‘shipboard factors’ refers to factors in the 

internal environment on board the vessel, such as work practices, on-board leadership 

and job demands. Situation awareness is seen as a cognitive process in the individual 

but also as a distributed characteristic of a complex collaborative system. The thesis 

consists of three studies, in which we have used three different methods to explore 

the overall aim of the thesis.   

The first study, and our point of departure, aimed at identifying human, technical and 

organizational factors that may have influenced loss of SA in previous accidents at 

sea.  In order to investigate this issue, accident reports (n=23) concerning collisions 

between offshore vessels and offshore facilities on the Norwegian continental shelf 

during the period of 2001 to 2011 were analysed. The first part of the study revealed 

that the collisions were preceded by a loss of SA on the bridge in 18 of the 23 

instances. In the second part of the study, the human, technological and 

organizational causes described in the accident reports were analysed to evaluate how 

they may have affected the bridge crews’ awareness of the situation. The results 

indicate that inadequate operation planning, communication failure, 

interrupting/distracting elements, inadequate design and insufficient training were the 

most common factors that may have contributed to the bridge crews’ loss of SA.      

In the second study, we used a fieldwork approach to examine how safety critical 

aspects of shipboard operations, such as planning practices, communication practices 

and management of disturbing/interrupting elements, identified in Study 1, play out 

in real time on board offshore vessels. By means of fieldwork on board four different 

platform supply vessels, the study aimed to discuss how shipboard practices relative 

to these matters may affect transactions of SA-related information between different 

agents on the bridge such as the officers and various technological tools on the 

bridge. The study thus favours a systems approach to studying SA, viewing it not 
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only as a phenomenon that solely happens in each individual’s mind but rather as 

something that happens between different agents such as the officers and the tools 

that they use in day-to-day operations. The study revealed noticeable variations in 

shipboard practices. In Article II, we point to the following observations as being 

inappropriate, from a SA perspective: planning and completion of checklists as an 

individual activity, limited use of standardized and close loop communication, and 

interruptions/distractions caused by other crew members, electronic devices and 

administrative tasks. We discuss how these practices may affect timely and adequate 

transaction of SA related information from the environment and, in that way, 

influence the ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-to-day operations.   

In the third study, we used survey data to examine how on-board leadership and 

psychological job demands combine and influence SA and the willingness to take a 

risk in day-to-day operations. To this end, a conceptual model was developed and 

tested on survey data collected on board offshore vessels within a Norwegian 

controlled shipping company. The model was tested in both the deck department 

(n=178) and the engine department (n=103). With regard to SA, 21.6% of the 

variations could be explained by the combined influence of authentic leadership, 

laissez-faire leadership and job demands in the deck department sample, whereas 

27.5% of the variations in SA could be explained by the two leadership styles alone 

in the engine department sample. Job demands and SA explained 18.9% of the 

variations in risk-taking behaviour in the deck department sample, whereas these two 

variables explained 30.8% of the variations in the engine department sample.  

Taken together, the three studies shed new light on how various shipboard factors 

may influence the ability to achieve and maintain SA and safe behaviour in a 

complex collaborative work environment such as bridge operations on offshore 

vessels. In particular, the study provides insights into how planning, communication 

and management of distracting/interrupting elements are realized in bridge 

operations; it also notes possible areas for improvement to enhance SA. In addition, 

the study expands our understanding of how active and passive leadership styles may 
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combine with psychological job demands to influence SA and safety outcomes in 

maritime operations. 
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1 Introduction and theoretical framework 

This thesis examines how shipboard factors may influence the crews’ ability to 

achieve and maintain situation awareness (SA) on board offshore vessels. The term, 

‘shipboard factors’ refer to factors in the internal environment on board the vessel, 

such as work practices, on-board leadership and job demands. SA is seen not only as 

a cognitive process in the individual but also as a distributed characteristic of a 

complex collaborative system. To set the agenda, a brief introduction is provided, 

along with the theoretical foundation for the thesis.      

1.1 Background  

In general, seafaring involves the risk of grounding, capsizing and colliding with 

other objects such as other vessels, bridges, quays and offshore facilities. Studies 

conducted within the maritime industry show that accidents involving loss of SA are 

frequent (Barnett, Gatfield, & Pecan, 2006; Grech, Horberry, & Smith, 2002). Most 

common SA is then defined as “the perception of the elements in the environment 

within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the 

projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1995, p. 36). It follows, from 

this definition, that the seafarers either missed relevant information, failed to 

comprehend the information or failed to project future states relative to their goals.  

Platform supply vessels, anchor-handling vessels, stand-by vessels, various subsea 

vessels and shuttle tankers – all categorized as offshore vessels – are indispensable 

actors in the oil and gas industry. Because the environment on board offshore vessels 

is dynamic, it is a prerequisite that SA is maintained according to the changes in the 

environment. From the perspective of the bridge crew, this requires continuous 

attention towards both the internal and external environment. It also requires that the 

bridge crew has a well-developed understanding of the system in order to be able to 

comprehend and project future states. Since the loss of SA has been shown to be an 

important factor in previous accidents and incidents at sea, the maritime industry may 
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improve safety by facilitating conditions on board the vessels that maintain and 

improve SA. Empirical research on how shipboard factors may influence SA is still 

needed, and this thesis contributes to this end. The research purpose and the research 

problem are further outlined below.     

1.2 The research purpose and research problem  

The overall aim of this thesis is to shed light on the following research problem: How 

may shipboard factors influence the crews’ ability to achieve and maintain SAin day-

to-day operations on offshore vessels? By means of several data sources (i.e. accident 

reports, observational data and survey data) and various methodologies (i.e. 

documentary study, field studies and statistical analysis), the thesis illuminates the 

theme from multiple angles.  

The genesis for the thesis was an initial analysis of a selection of accident reports 

concerning collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities. The analysis 

indicated that human error caused by loss of SA was an important contributing factor 

to the collisions. However, in order to understand the process that led to the 

collisions, it is necessary to see these findings in light of factors that have influenced 

the bridge crews’ ability to achieve and maintain SA. A reanalysis of the accident 

reports is thus aimed at identifying factors that might have contributed to the loss of 

SA in the course of events (marked “Study 1” in Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Research questions and design 

Acknowledging that accident analysis is based on historical data, the next study 

aimed to examine how shipboard practices such as planning practices, 
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communication practices and management of disturbing/interrupting elements, which 

had contributed to loss of SA in Study 1, played out in day-to-day operations (marked 

“Study 2” in Figure 1). In this study, we favoured a systems approach to studying SA, 

viewing it as a distributed phenomenon that happens between different agents in the 

system. In that way, Study 2 aimed to provide a discussion on how shipping 

companies may improve shipboard practices in order to facilitate SA.  Since Study 1 

did not reveal any information about how on-board leadership had influenced the 

course of events, a theoretical model on how the leadership style of masters and 

psychological job demands may combine and influence SA and safe behaviour was 

developed. Our theoretical model was tested on survey data from a selection of 

offshore vessels (marked “Study 3” in Figure 1). Hence, the overall thesis contains 

three studies, each of which, in its own way, has aimed to examine shipboard factors 

that may influence the ability to achieve and maintain SA  on board offshore vessels.  

Taken together, the following research aims have directed the research:   

I. Identify human, technical and organizational factors that have influenced loss 

of SA in previous accidents at sea (results presented in Article I)  

II. Examine how contributing factors to loss of SA (as presented in Article I) 

play out in day-to-day operations (results presented in Article II) 

III. Examine how leadership styles of masters influence SA in day-to-day 

operations (results presented in Article III) 

This thesis is important because there are relatively few empirical studies on SA 

conducted within a maritime context. To our knowledge, none of the previous studies 

has examined how shipboard factors may influence the seafarers’ ability to achieve 

and maintain SA. This thesis will thus provide new knowledge that has both practical 

and theoretical implications. It has practical implications in that the maritime industry 

may use the findings to facilitate conditions that improve SA on board vessels. It has 

theoretical implications because it adds to our understanding of SA as a distributed 

phenomenon and provides new knowledge about factors that may influence our 
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ability to achieve and maintain SA. The practical and theoretical implications of the 

thesis are further outlined in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2.     

1.3 System description 

1.3.1 The bridge  

The design of both the bridge and the technical equipment on the bridge are essential 

factors that will affect the bridge crews’ ability to achieve and maintain SA (Endsley, 

2012). Offshore vessels, however, are designed to support the oil and gas industry 

with a wide range of tasks. The bridge and equipment design will therefore vary, 

according to the type of vessel in question. However, to give the reader an idea of the 

physical environment on board an offshore vessel, Figure 2 provides an illustration of 

a typical bridge on board a platform supply vessel (PSV).   

    

Figure 2: Sketch of a typical bridge 
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The forward steering position consists of two Electronic Chart Display and 

Information Systems (ECDIS); these are electronic systems that integrate real-time 

data from various information sources such as Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and 

Automatic Identification Systems (AIS). ECDIS includes navigational charts and 

displays sailing directions and the vessel’s position relative to other objects such as 

other vessels. In practice, the bridge crew establish a passage plan in the electronic 

chart that is embedded in the ECDIS. Throughout the voyage, the system will provide 

alarms whenever the vessel deviates from the predefined route, for instance if the 

bridge crew fail to change course at a waypoint in the passage plan. The forward 

steering position also includes two radars, which use radio waves to measure the 

direction and distance of other objects. This system will provide alarms whenever the 

vessel is on a collision course with another object in the fairway. The forward 

steering position also consists of various indicators relative to the status of the 

technical system on board the vessel, such as thruster control, engine control and 

autopilot. When sailing between ports and the oil and gas fields, the forward steering 

position is used. Operations alongside the offshore facilities, however, are normally 

performed by means of a dynamic positioning (DP) system, located in the aft steering 

position.  The DP is a system that keeps the vessel in a fixed position by means of 

reference systems such as GPS. The bridge crew’s role in these situations is to 

programme the DP, monitor the system, diagnose errors and implement actions 

whenever needed. In addition, the aft steering position is equipped with 

communication facilities and computers for cargo control. The aft steering position is 

also equipped with manual controls that allow the bridge crew to manoeuvre the 

vessel manually, such as in cases of technical deficiencies or failure in the DP-

system.  

The ECDIS, radars, the DP-system and other indicators on the technical status of the 

vessel will provide important SA information in relation to the safe operation of the 

vessel. From this perspective, the bridge may be viewed as a complex collaborative 

system where SA relevant information is distributed between both humans and 

technological aids. It is thus essential that information is transferred to the person 
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who needs it in a timely and accurate manner. Failed or delayed transactions of SA 

relevant information from technological equipment to the bridge crew may be caused 

by factors such as the inattention of the bridge crew or inadequate presentation of 

information in technological equipment.  

1.3.2 The crew 

The bridge organization on an offshore vessel is hierarchically organized and 

normally consists of four officers (i.e. the master, chief officer, first officer and 

second officer). The officers are organized in two shifts, and it is common that the 

chief officer and the master are paired with an officer of lower rank. Considering that 

the life on board a vessel is a 24-hour community, in which the bridge crew work in 

close cooperation with each other, it is a reasonable assumption that the master, as the 

highest-ranking leader on board the vessel, will have great influence on work 

performance.   

According to international conventions (e.g. the International Convention for the 

Safety of Life at Sea1) and national regulations (e.g Forskrift om vakthold på 

passasjer og lasteskip), two persons are required to be present on the bridge during 

the voyage. This may be two officers or one officer and one crew member with a 

bridge watch certificate. It is, however, sufficient to have one officer present on the 

bridge in daylight, given that other relevant factors such as weather conditions, 

visibility and traffic density do not represent a risk. In addition, one or two cadets 

may add to the bridge organization for training purposes.  

In order to be able to carry out the operations in a safe and efficient manner, it is 

important that the bridge crew function well as a team. From a SA perspective, it is 

particularly important that the necessary information is available for each crew 

member to acquire sufficient SA to fulfil their role in the team. To do so, it is a 

                                              

1 International Maritime Organization. (2012). 
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prerequisite that the bridge crew members share information with each other and 

communicate in an accurate manner.       

Operations close to the offshore facilities are associated with risk. As a consequence, 

the offshore facilities are surrounded by a 500-metre safety zone, which vessels are 

not allowed to enter without permission from the offshore facility control room. 

Whenever a vessel is operating inside the safety zones, the bridge is normally manned 

by two officers. In this way, there will be redundancy in the bridge organization, as 

the officers can provide support to each other. Even though redundancy in the bridge 

organization is supposed to increase safety, it is a prerequisite that the bridge officers 

have clarified their roles before they enter the safety zone – if that is not the case, the 

system may be vulnerable to human error caused by misunderstandings.  

To reduce the risk of colliding with the offshore facilities, the bridge crew must pay 

particular attention to the planning phase prior to the operation. The bridge crew 

should also complete a checklist with regard to critical factors before they enter the 

safety zone. The items in the checklist will vary from shipping company to shipping 

company but will typically include establishment of communication lines with the 

offshore facility, assessment of weather conditions and specific checkpoints regarding 

the status of the technical system. If the bridge crew is going to conduct a dynamic 

positioning operation, it is further required that the bridge crew conducts a technical 

test of the system. In this way, the checklists will remind the bridge crew to pay 

attention to factors that are important in order to acquire the necessary SA for the 

operation.    

1.3.3 The regulations  

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has developed several international 

conventions aiming to improve safety at sea worldwide. For instance, the Safety of 

Life at Sea (SOLAS) specifies minimum standards for the equipment on board 

vessels. Of particular significance for the bridge crews’ ability to achieve and 

maintain SA are that navigational systems and equipment should enable the bridge 

crew to have convenient and continuous access to essential information in a clear and 
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unambiguous manner (International Maritime Organization, 2012). Furthermore, 

following a series of major accidents at sea in the early 1990s, the International 

Maritime Organization developed regulations that account for human factors 

(Gholamreza & Wolff, 2008). For instance, the International Convention on 

Standards for Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) 

(International Maritime Organization, 2011) incorporated new minimum 

requirements for the training and competence of seafarers and thus aimed to increase 

the knowledge and skills of seafarers worldwide. From a SA perspective, these 

requirements are important since sufficient knowledge about the system is a 

prerequisite when it comes to the seafarers’ ability to achieve and maintain SA. 

Furthermore, in 1993 IMO adopted the International Safety Management (ISM) Code 

(International Maritime Organization, 2010), which aimed to establish a minimum 

standard for safety management systems (Rodriguez & Champbell Hubbard, 1998-

1999). The code requires that the shipping companies’ safety management systems 

should include specific functions such as procedures and checklists for safety critical 

operations and a procedure that ensures that all personnel are properly familiarized 

with their duties. Within the framework of the code, the maritime industry is, 

however, free to design their safety management systems to their own needs. A recent 

example is the Guidelines for Offshore and Marine Operations (G-OMO)2 

(Guidelines for Offshore Marine Operations, 2013), the purpose of which was to 

incorporate the best practices within the industry. In that way, the guidelines serve as 

an industry standard for the safe operation of offshore vessels. Implemented on June 

1st 2014, the G-OMO were developed as a joint project by maritime and offshore 

organizations in Denmark, the Netherlands, the UK and Norway.   

                                              

2 G-OMO superseded the North West European Area (NWEA) Guidelines, which were implemented in June 2009. 
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1.4 Theoretical foundation 

The following sections will outline the theoretical foundation for the thesis. There 

will be particular emphasis on theories of SA and leadership styles (i.e. authentic 

leadership and laissez-faire leadership).      

1.4.1  Theories of SA   

Situation awareness (SA) has always been critical in operational settings that involve 

risk. According to Gilson (1995), the concept of SA was first recognized by Oswald 

Boelke during World War I as “the importance of gaining an awareness of the enemy 

before the enemy gained similar awareness, and devised methods for accomplishing 

this” (p. 3). It was during the late 1980s, however, that the concept first became 

subject to increased interest as a research topic. The early seeds of interest arose as 

the technological developments in the aviation industry had changed the crews’ role 

from active doers towards being monitors of automated systems. The term ‘SA’ was 

then coined to describe how the crew perceived and processed large amounts of 

information in a dynamic environment (Endsley & Garland, 2000). Since then, 

various definitions of and approaches to SA have emerged. A primary distinction 

between definitions is whether they refer to SA as a product or a process. The 

distinction is made clear by Dominguez (1994), who argues that “The process of SA 

refers to how SA is developed and maintained (…), while the product is the resultant, 

elusive thing we call SA itself” (p.7).  In other words, process refers to “perceptual 

and cognitive activities involved in revising the state of situational awareness 

whereas product refers to the state of situational awareness with regard to available 

knowledge” (Stanton, Chambers, & Piggott, 2001, p. 197). This thesis does not 

examine the product of SA itself but rather the working practices and other conditions 

on offshore vessels that are decisive in the process of achieving and maintaining SA. 

Hence, this work is supported by theories that emphasize the process of achieving and 

maintaining SA, rather than theories that solely emphasize the product of SA itself.  

SA related research has gradually become comprehensive, but to date there are no 

agreements about the definitions and models of SA (Salmon et al., 2008). Lack of 
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agreement regarding what SA is was most recently demonstrated in a special issue on 

SA in the Journal of Cognitive Engineering and Decision Making (2015, Volume 9, 

No. 1). The genesis of this special issue was an article by Mica Endsley (2015), 

which reviewed criticism of her model for SA. Her most prominent critics were 

invited to discuss her response to the criticism. In that way, this special issue provides 

an overview of the grounds on which the most prominent contributors to SA research 

disagree and agree.    

According to Stanton et al. (2001), despite disagreements regarding how SA is 

defined, the literature may be divided into two main disciplines. The principal 

distinction between these disciplines is whether it can be best understood from a 

psychology or systems ergonomics perspective. From a psychology perspective, SA 

refers to cognitive processes in each individual mind. Hence, the unit of analysis is 

the operators within the system. From a systems ergonomics perspective, SA is 

viewed as a system property. Hence, the unit of analysis is the whole sociotechnical 

system.  In the next sections, these two perspectives are further outlined.  

1.4.1.1 The psychology approach to SA  
The psychology approach is by far the most dominant within the body of research on 

SA, and Mica Endsley’s three-level model is the most cited one (Stanton, Salmon, 

Walker, & Jenkins, 2010). She defines SA as “the perception of the elements in the 

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, 

and the projection of their status in the near future” (Endsley, 1995, p. 36). The 

theory highlights SA as both a product and a process. However, the state of 

knowledge is defined as SA and the process of achieving and maintaining that 

knowledge is defined as situation assessment (Endsley, 1995). Although the model 

describes SA on three levels, time is central in the definition and highlights the 

dynamic aspects of situations. Along with time and changes in the situation, the 

operator’s SA must change, to avoid becoming outdated and increasing the 

probability of human error (Endsley, 2000). Returning to the three levels in Endsley’s 

model, the operator must perceive critical information that is relevant to his or her 

goals (SA Level 1). In the context of safe navigation, this information may include 
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the vessel’s operational status, the vessel’s positioning and other approaching vessels. 

The officers also need to integrate and evaluate the information at hand. They must 

understand the perceived information in relation to relevant goals, such as safe 

positioning alongside an offshore facility (SA Level 2). Finally, the officer must use 

his or her comprehension of the situation to forecast future status (SA Level 3). 

Although the definition highlights that SA should be understood relative to the 

operator’s goal, it also highlights that it is necessary to switch between “data-driven 

(bottom-up) and goal-driven (top-down) processing” (Endsley, 2000, p. 13). In goal-

driven processing, the officers’ attention is directed towards information in the 

environment that is relevant in light of the officers’ goals. In data-driven processing, 

the officer scans the environment for information that may indicate a need to switch 

goals. The switching between these two kinds of processing information in the 

environment is viewed as critical (Endsley, 1995). 

As shown in Figure 3, SA is closely related to decision-making and performance in 

dynamic environments. In order to make good decisions, it is a prerequisite to have a 

well-developed SA (Endsley, 1995). For instance, information regarding the heading 

and speed of both one’s own and nearby vessels and a subsequent calculation of the 

‘closest time to approach’ (SA level 3) determines good decision-making (e.g. the 

decision to alter course).                
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Figure 3: Model of situation awareness in dynamic decision-making (Endsley, 1995, p.35).  
Reprinted by permission of SAGE Publications, Inc. 

Endsley’s theory of SA has been criticized because it does not explicitly include the 

wider sociotechnical system (e.g. Salmon, Stanton, Walker, Jenkins, & Rafferty, 

2010). The model does include, however, several factors, both on the task/system 

level and on individual level, which influence the operators’ SA. This will be further 

outlined in Section 1.4.2.  

Mica Endsley’s theory also includes SA in teams, which is defined as “the degree to 

which every team member possesses the SA needed for his or her responsibilities”  

(Endsley, 1995, p. 39). From this perspective, it is acknowledged that operators 

within a given system have various roles and responsibilities and therefore need 

different SA to fulfil their role in the system. It is thus important that SA information 

is transferred to the person who needs it, so that he/she may achieve the SA necessary 

to fulfil his/her role in the system (Endsley, 2015). A related concept to team-SA is 

shared SA, which is defined as “the degree to which team members have the same SA 

on shared requirements” (Endsley & Jones, 2001, p. 48). The concept of shared SA 

refers to the fact that some SA requirements may be shared by team members, due to 

overlapping responsibilities (Endsley, 2015; Endsley, 1995). From this perspective, a 

great deal of coordination in teams involves sharing of information, including sharing 

of higher levels of SA (i.e. comprehension and projection) (Endsley, 1999).    
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Smith and Hancock (1994) have developed another approach within the tradition of 

psychology. In their theory, they refer to Neisser’s (1976) “perceptual cycle”, which 

suggests that information in the environment modifies our knowledge (schema3), our 

knowledge (schema) directs our search for information in the environment, our search 

for information leads to a gathering of information – which in turn leads to 

modification of knowledge (schema) and so on. In this way perception is a circular 

construct with no beginning and no end (Smith & Hancock, 1995). Following on 

from this, Smith and Hancock (1994) suggest that SA is an “adaptive externally 

directed consciousness towards a task environment” (p. 60). The term ‘adaption’ 

refers then to the match of our “knowledge, beliefs, and goals to the information and 

activity made available by the environment”, while the term ‘externally-directed’ 

indicates that SA is “goal-driven behaviour” (Smith & Hancock, 1994, p. 60). In a 

maritime context, SA as an externally directed consciousness could be understood by 

the following example: an offshore vessel is in open waters heading towards port. A 

lighthouse may tell him/her that he/she is approaching coastal water, and the officer’s 

schema will be modified. This will in turn direct the officer to explore risks 

associated with coastal water such as looking for islets and reefs. Depending on the 

result of the exploration, the schema may be modified or/and attention may be 

directed towards other aspects of the situation. Endsley (2012) also recognizes SA as 

a circular construct and argues that a person’s SA will influence the kind of 

information we attend to. Smith and Hancock (1994) have added an element to 

Neisser’s perceptual cycle. The ‘invariant’ symbolizes a link between the other 

elements in the model.  In order to understand the ‘invariant’s’ role, it is necessary to 

keep in mind the distinction between competence and performance. While 

performance is related to behaviour in a specific situation, competence is related to 

knowledge that is independent of a specific situation (Smith & Hancock, 1995). The 
                                              

3 The concept of schemata was introduced for the first time by Bartlett in the 1930s. He defined schemata as various 
knowledge structures, located in our long-term memory. Similar to the concept of mental models (which are also located in 
our long-term memory), we use schemata to interpret and to predict what will happen next in the world. In this perspective, 
schemata are similar to mental models (Jones, Ross, Lynam, Perez, & Leitch, 2011). However, there have been some 
attempts to distinguish between the two concepts. For an overview, see Jones et al. (2011).       
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authors then argue that the ‘invariant’ is competence in coding information in the 

environment or the knowledge that the operator needs to evaluate the information and 

the behaviour it directs.  SA is thus recognized as an “invariant but adaptive 

component in a cycle of knowledge, action and information” (Smith & Hancock, 

1994, p. 67).    

1.4.1.2 The systems ergonomics approach to SA  
The psychology approach views SA as something that is situated in the minds of 

individuals. The systems ergonomics approach emphasizes interactions between 

people and the objects they use in day-to-day operations (Stanton et al., 2010). This 

approach is inspired by Hutchins’ (1995) theory of distributed cognition, which 

proposes that cognition is a system property rather than an individual property in 

collaborative systems. Artman and Garbis (1998) were the first to combine the theory 

of distributed cognition with SA. Stanton and colleagues (Stanton, Salmon, Walker, 

& Jenkins, 2009; Stanton et al., 2006) advanced this idea and have proposed a theory 

of distributed SA (DSA). The theory of DSA is distinguished from other approaches 

to SA by looking at the whole system as its unit of analysis rather than the operators 

within it. From this perspective, the physical objects are important holders of SA 

relevant information and should be included in an analysis of the systems’ SA. It does 

not matter whether an operator or a physical object holds the information, as long as 

the information is transferred to the person who needs it in due time (Stanton et al., 

2010). In a maritime context, the bridge is a cognitive system, consisting of the 

bridge crew members and the physical objects that they use (e.g. various items of 

technical equipment, checklists, procedures). Following on from a DSA perspective, 

the bridge can only be understood by focusing on how each crew member and 

physical object contributes to the operation and how the work is coordinated in order 

to accomplish the goal.  

Each operator’s SA is not redundant in a DSA perspective. Rather, the authors view 

each operator’s SA as equal to the state of their perceptual cycle, as proposed by 

Smith and Hancock (1994) (Salmon et al., 2010; Stanton et al., 2009). The notion of 

shared SA is rejected in a DSA perspective because each individual will have a 
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different view of a situation – even when the information input is identical (Stanton et 

al., 2009). The reason for this is that information within the environment will be 

linked to already existing information in each individual mind and produce unique 

schemas. Consequently, it will be impossible to achieve shared SA between team 

members (Stanton et al., 2010).  The DSA perspective emphasizes, however, the 

importance of compatible SA in collaborative systems (Salmon, Stanton, Walker, & 

Jenkins, 2012). The idea entails each agent’s SA being compatible, in the sense that 

each agent has the necessary SA to realize her/his/its role in the system. Thus, on a 

team level, the notion of compatible SA is comparable with Endsley’s (1995) team 

SA concept, as they both highlight the fact that each team member should possess the 

SA necessary for his or her role in the system (although Endsley’s model does not 

include physical objects). The DSA approach may explain SA in bridge operations 

with the following example: for the vessel as a system to hold the necessary SA for 

the voyage, it is essential that each agent has the necessary SA for his or her role in 

the system (e.g. the lookout and the officer in command). Both the lookout and 

technological objects such as radars are important holders of SA information in 

relation to the officer in command’s role in the system (i.e. information about nearby 

vessels and other objects in the fairway). That is, the radar should be able to provide 

information on the subject, the officer in command should be able to understand and 

act upon that information, and the lookout should be able to transfer relevant 

information to the officer in command.             

1.4.1.3 Pulling the threads together  
In the previous sections, I have presented two different approaches to SA: the 

psychology approach and the systems ergonomics approach. The psychology 

approach was represented by Mica Endsley’s (1995)  three-level model, along with 

Smith and Hancock’s  (1994; 1995) theory of SA as “adaptive externally directed 

consciousness”. Stanton, Salmon and co-workers (Stanton et al., 2009; Stanton et al., 

2006)  represented the systems ergonomics approach to SA. Throughout this review, 

it became evident that, despite the approaches being supported by different theoretical 

traditions, they coincide on some points. For instance, the DSA approach emphasizes 

that it is important for each agent (e.g. the officer) to have the necessary SA in 
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relation to his or her role in the system (compatible SA). This is to some extent in line 

with Mica Endsley’s team SA concept, which highlights that each team member’s SA 

should be in line with his or her role in the system. Furthermore, Smith and 

Hancock’s theory of SA builds on Neisser’s (1976) “perceptual cycle”, which, from a 

DSA perspective, equals each individual operator’s SA. When it comes to the 

‘perceptual cycle’, this is to some extent in line with Endsley (2012), who argues that 

the current state of our SA will influence the kind of information we attend to. 

However, the theories differ regarding their unit of analysis. The three-level model 

focuses on cognitive processes in each individual mind; SA, as ‘adaptive, externally 

directed consciousness’, focuses on the interface between the operator and the 

environment, while, from a DSA perspective, the unit of analysis is the whole 

collaborative system. Table 1 summarizes how the theories relate to a selection of key 

elements.  
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Table 1: Summary of key elements in selected theories on SA 

  The three-level model SA as adaptive 
externally directed 
consciousness 

Distributed SA 

SA in individuals  The ability to perceive, 
comprehend and project 
future states. 

Equals the state of the 
operator’s perceptual 
cycle. Competence in 
coding information is 
central (the invariant). 

Equals the state of the 
operator’s perceptual 
cycle.  

SA in teams The degree to which each 
team member possesses 
the necessary SA relative 
to the role he or she has 
in the system.  

Not included in the 
concept. 

Not included in the 
concept, but each agent 
in a system should 
possess the SA necessary 
for his or her role in the 
system (compatible SA). 

SA as a system property Does not recognize SA as 
a system property, but 
emphasizes factors within 
the wider sociotechnical 
environment that 
influence the ability to 
achieve and maintain SA 
(e.g. design of 
technology). 

Not included in the 
concept. 

Views SA as a system 
property rather than an 
individual property. 

Shared SA The degree to which team 
members have the same 
SA on shared 
requirements. 

Not included in the 
concept 

Rejects the possibility of 
shared SA. 

Unit of analysis Cognitive processes in 
each individual mind. 

Interactions with the 
environment. 

The whole sociotechnical 
system.   

 

For an overview of theories on SA, see Salmon et al. (2008), Stanton et al. (2001) and 

Wickens (2008). 

1.4.2 Antecedents to SA 

Knowledge regarding factors that influence the ability to achieve and maintain SA 

may improve safety in the maritime industry. From previous research, we have 

gained considerable knowledge about such factors. In the following, I present a 

summary of relevant themes.  
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1.4.2.1 Technical factors  
The design of technology is an important factor when it comes to our ability to 

achieve and maintain SA in technology driven systems. In this respect, Endsley (see 

e.g. Endsley, 2001; 2012) suggests several design principles that intend to contribute 

to a SA-oriented design. In general, it is highlighted that “Presenting a ton of data 

will do no good unless it is successfully transmitted, absorbed and assimilated in a 

timely manner by the human to form situation awareness” (Endsley, 2001, p. 4). One 

of the design principles concerns co-locating information associated with a specific 

goal (Endsley, 2001; 2012). Co-location of information means that the bridge crew 

does not have to relate to several sources to find the information needed for a single 

goal. When it comes to the goal of avoiding collisions and groundings, the ECDIS 

may serve as a simple example. Latter versions of the ECDIS provide for the 

possibility to integrate information from the radar. In this way, it is possible to show 

important information that concerns the risk of colliding or grounding on one screen. 

It is further recommended that the system provide for direct presentation of higher 

levels of SA information (i.e. level 2 and level 3 SA) rather than a lower level of SA 

information. For instance, in the ECDIS the bridge crew has the possibility to 

compute a ‘sector’ ahead of the vessel. The ECDIS will thus use information about 

the sea depth within the sector and integrate it with information about the vessel’s 

draught (the depth below the water line to the bottom of the vessel’s hull). Whenever 

the bridge crew finds itself in a situation where there is a risk of grounding, an alarm 

will sound. In this way, the bridge crew does not have to integrate and interpret the 

lower level of SA information (i.e. sea depth and draught) manually, but, rather, the 

information will directly support the bridge crew’s higher levels of SA in relation to 

the risk of grounding. Another key principle in SA-oriented design is to filter 

information that is not related to SA needs and to make critical cues salient (Endsley, 

2001)4. The technology aspect has been particularly highlighted in the engineering 

approach towards SA. The engineering approach emphasizes that SA is manifested in 

the physical world, represented by various aids and objects that people use to fulfil 
                                              

4 For a more detailed description on SA-oriented design, see Endsley, 2012. 
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their goals (Stanton et al., 2010). The engineering approach is not rooted in a 

theoretical context; rather, the literature refers to cases where the practitioners 

themselves view SA as situated in technology. For instance, in one study, military 

helicopter pilots referred to information presented on the displays as their SA 

(Jenkins, Stanton, Salmon, Walker, & Young, 2008 as cited in Sorensen, Stanton, & 

Banks, 2011).  

1.4.2.2 Individual factors 
Our cognitive capacities influence our ability to achieve and maintain SA. For 

instance, our attention is finite and the amount of information that we can attend to is 

determined by our attention capacity (Endsley, 2012; 1995). When we integrate new 

information with existing information, we use our working memory to comprehend 

the meaning of the information. Working memory is our “temporary store of 

information that is rapidly forgotten if not rehearsed” (Wickens, 2002, p. 129). Our 

working memory has also limited capacity and may therefore exceed the 

requirements in dynamic environments. To overcome the limited capacity, however, 

we may use our mental models stored in the long-term memory (Endsley, 1999). 

More precisely, mental models may be defined as “mechanisms whereby humans are 

able to generate descriptions of system purpose and form, explanation of system 

functioning and observed system states and prediction of future states” (Rouse & 

Morris, 1986, p. 7). In practice, the use of mental models relies on our ability to 

identify key information in the environment, which in turn is mapped to key 

information in the mental model. The mental model may then provide for higher 

levels of SA such as generating probable scenarios (Level 3 SA) (Endsley, 1995). 

Following prior experience and mental models, a form of automaticity may occur, 

which “tends to be fast, autonomous, effortless, and unavailable to conscious 

awareness” (Endsley, 1995, p. 45). Automaticity requires minimal attention and may 

overcome some of the problems related to limited attention capacities. For instance, 

the officer may be aware of a certain problem in the technical system but unaware of 

the cues that led to that awareness (e.g. a specific sound) (Endsley, 1995).  
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1.4.2.3 Task factors 
Factors that are related to the way we conduct tasks (shipboard practices) and the 

total workload may influence our ability to achieve and maintain SA. As focused 

attention is a prerequisite (Endsley, 1995), we are vulnerable to distractions and 

interruptions (Endsley & Robertson, 2000; Flin, O’Connor, & Crichton, 2008; 

Robertson & Endsley, 1995). The management of interrupting and distracting 

elements is thus an important task from a SA perspective. Distracting and interrupting 

elements may stem from various sources such as incoming telephone calls, 

concurring tasks and informal conversations with other crew members, to mention a 

few. The risk associated with interruptions and distractions is acknowledged in the 

maritime industry. For instance, the guidelines for offshore marine operations (G-

OMO) cite that “Each member of the bridge team should be able to concentrate on 

his primary responsibilities. Other activities should only be undertaken when they 

will not compromise such responsibilities” (Guidelines for Offshore Marine 

Operations, 2013, p. 62).  Workload may also influence our ability to achieve and 

maintain SA (Endsley, 1995). For instance, in previous studies, workload that 

exceeds our capabilities has been found to be linked to negative work outcomes such 

as increased stress (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007; Karasek, 1979). A high amount of 

stress may in turn challenge the operator to maintain SA in several ways, including 

“attentional narrowing, reductions in information intake and reductions in working 

memory capacity” (Endsley, 1999, p. 265). High-quality planning prior to a task is in 

general important from a safety perspective. It may also reduce the risk of SA errors, 

as it can increase bridge teams’ understanding of risk associated with a specific task 

(Flin et al., 2008). Studies also indicate that high-quality planning before performing 

a task promotes shared mental models in a team (Stout, Cannon-Bower, Salas, & 

Milanovich, 1999). Anticipating possible scenarios and threats in the planning phase 

of a task is believed to be particularly important (Endsley & Robertson, 2000; Shook, 

Bandiero, Coello, Garland, & Endsley, 2000). Furthermore, communication between 

team members is critical in operational settings and may prevent misunderstandings 

and loss of SA (Flin et al., 2008; Kanki, 2010; Weick, Sutcliffe, & Obstfeld, 1999). In 

order to understand how practices regarding these matters can affect bridge crews’ 
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information needs, it may be useful to distinguish between information exchange and 

communication. Information exchange refers to the kind of information transferred 

among the bridge team members, such as the location of other nearby vessels and the 

transfer of command during shift handover. In contrast, communication refers to the 

quality of the information exchange. One ideal that has been identified is to use brief 

and accurate terminology and to stay on task during the execution of navigation 

(Smith-Jentsch, Johnston, & Payne, 1998). In addition, actively checking that the 

information is correctly understood is important. Closed-loop communication is an 

effective technique for achieving this (Bowers, Jentsch, Salas, & Braun, 1998).  

1.4.3 Previous research on SA in the maritime industry 

Research on SA within the maritime context is sparse. A search in psycINFO and 

Web of Science using the search string: (“situation* awareness” OR “situation 

assessment”) AND (“maritime” OR “nautic*” OR “sea” OR “ship” OR “ocean” OR 

“in bridge operation*” OR “on board vessel*”) generated respectively 45 hits in 

psycINFO and 91 hits in Web of Science. Many of these articles were not relevant, as 

they were duplicates or SA was not the main focus. Moreover, some articles were 

related to vessel traffic services, maritime security, unmanned water surface vehicles 

and aquaculture. Thus, in the review of previous research on SA, the inclusion criteria 

were research articles that had SA as the main theoretical concept and were 

conducted on the bridge within either a merchant or a military setting. Below, the six 

articles that meets the inclusion criteria is presented.        

A study performed by Grech and colleagues (Grech et al., 2002) found that human 

error caused by loss of SA in the maritime industry is common. The study revealed 

that 71% of human errors in 177 maritime accidents were caused by loss of SA. Loss 

of level 1 SA was applicable in 58.5% of the cases. Loss of level 2 SA was applicable 

in 32.7%, while 8.8% was related to loss of level 3 SA. Research with more 

theoretical relevance has also been conducted within the context of the maritime 

industry. For instance, by means of a critical incidents technique, Øvergård and 

colleagues (Øvergård, Sorensen, Nazir, & Martinsen, 2015) collected information 
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about 24 incidents that involved DP-systems. In their analysis of critical incidents on 

board vessels, the authors found that in some cases the operators were able to predict 

the outcome of an event (Level 3 SA), although their lower levels of SA were flawed. 

The authors thus suggest that SA does not have to be sequential but, rather, “adaptive 

and related to the work systems higher level goals” (p. 383). In that way, the operator 

may achieve higher levels of SA, independent of lower levels of SA. Further, when it 

comes to SA and decision-making, Chauvin and colleagues (Chauvin, Clostermann, 

& Hoc, 2008) found that correct perception of relevant SA elements (level 1 SA) was 

of secondary importance, relative to the decisions that were made. Rather, 

anticipation of the other vessels’ intentions and interpretation of the rules or what was 

considered as common practice was determinative for the decision-making. A 

simulator study conducted at a Naval Academy examined the relationship between 

personality traits and SA. The results from the study showed that participants who 

scored low on neuroticism and high on both conscientiousness and extraversion 

(measured by the NEO Personality Inventory) benefited the most from SA training 

(Saus, Johnsen, Eid, & Thayer, 2012). Moreover, Koester (2003) examined bridge 

crew communication in eight voyages on board two different ferries. The underlying 

assumption for the study was that, although SA is difficult to measure with the 

available methods, it is possible to observe changes in crew behaviour and 

communication, which in turn may give valuable indications about SA. Based on an 

analysis of communication on the bridge, the study provides examples of 

communication patterns that indicate that the bridge crews are proactive in the time 

before a major planned change in the situation, such as arrival in port.  Finally, in a 

recent study from the petro-maritime industry, Sætrevik and Hystad (2017) examined 

how the authentic leadership of masters and SA combine and influence the seafarers’ 

risk assessment and unsafe actions. The study consists of survey data from 63 

offshore vessels on hire to a major oil company. They found that an increase in the 

bridge crews’ SA was associated with a decrease in risk assessment and unsafe 

actions. An increase in the authentic leadership of masters was associated with a 

decrease in unsafe action and SA. 
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As shown above, research on SA in a maritime context is relatively sparse. In this 

respect, the present thesis is important and contributes to our understanding of how 

loss of SA has materialized in previous incidents at sea. In addition, the present thesis 

contributes with knowledge regarding factors that may affect the seafarers’ SA in 

day-to-day operations on the bridge.       

1.4.4 Leadership styles  

This thesis has aimed to examine how authentic leadership and laissez-faire 

leadership in masters may influence SA in day-to-day operations. In the following, 

the concept of authentic leadership and laissez-faire leadership will be further 

outlined.  

1.4.4.1 Authentic leadership 
According to Ford and Harding (2011), Bernard M. Bass was the first to introduce the 

term ‘authentic leadership’ in his theory of ‘transformational leadership’. He included 

the concept of ‘authentic leadership’ in his original theory as an answer to critics, 

who pointed at the possibility for “narcissistic and authoritarian managers to 

masquerade as transformational leaders” (Ford & Harding, 2011, p. 464). Bass and 

Steidlmeier (Bass & Steidlmeier, 1999) argue that “Authentic transformational 

leadership must rest on a moral foundation of legitimate values” (p. 184). Following 

Bernard M. Bass’s introduction of ‘authentic leadership’, several authors have 

developed the concept. However, in Article III, we relied on Avolio and Gardner’s 

(2005) theory on authentic leadership, which suggests that authentic leadership is 

composed of the four components: self-awareness, relational transparency, balanced 

processing and internalized moral perspective. Self-awareness refers to an awareness 

of how the leader makes meaning of the world and how this meaning influences the 

way the leader views himself/herself. Relational transparency concerns presenting an 

individual’s true self to others, such as openly sharing information and honestly 

expressing one’s thoughts and feelings. Balanced processing refers to leaders, who 

objectively consider all relevant data before they reach a decision. Authentic leaders 

also encourage workers to express viewpoints that challenge the leader’s own 
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position. Finally, the internalized moral perspective refers to the fact that authentic 

leaders are guided by their own moral standards in their decision-making and 

behaviour. Instead of complying with the expectations of others, authentic leaders 

hold their own positions (Shamir & Eilam, 2005). They are also aware that their 

behaviour and decisions will send important signals to others and thus influence 

worker behaviour, which means that authentic leaders can serve as positive 

behavioural models (Avolio, Gardner, Walumbwa, Luthans, & May, 2004; Ilies, 

Morgeson, & Nahrgang, 2005). In a study from the maritime industry, Borgersen, 

Hystad, Larsson and Eid (2013) found that authentic leadership by masters was 

positively related to crew perceptions of safety. This is in accordance with a study 

from the oil and gas industry, where Nielsen Birkeland, Eid, Mearns and Larsson 

(2013) demonstrated a positive relationship between authentic leadership and safety 

climate. These authors also found that authentic leadership was negatively related to 

workers’ risk perception. Overall, the accumulated data suggest that authentic 

leadership has a positive effect on safety-related outcomes. The importance of a 

safety-oriented shipboard management is also highlighted in other studies (Håvold, 

2010; Hetherington, Flin, & Mearns, 2006; Oltedal & Wadsworth, 2010; Oltedal & 

Engen, 2009).  

Theories on authentic leadership have not been introduced without controversy. For 

instance, Wetzel (2015) argues that the idea of a “stable core self” in the sense that it 

can be recognized and explained to both ourselves and others is a myth (p. 41), and a 

leader will therefore always fail in his search for his/her true self. Ford and Harding 

(2011) also discuss the notion of a ‘true self’ and argue that theories of authentic 

leadership “refuse to acknowledge the rounded subject as someone full of 

contradictions” (p. 476). Wetzel (2015) further argues that a leader does not hold an 

unambiguous role in relation to the organization. Rather, the leader will face 

contradiction in expectations and demands that will influence the leader’s behaviour. 

In other words, both the leaders and the organization lack a stable core – whereupon 

authenticity will be impossible. This argument is supported by a study conducted by 

Nyberg and Sveningsson (2014), who found that leaders reported to have restrained 

their authenticity in order to be perceived as good leaders. According to the authors, it 
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is thus misleading to examine leadership disconnected from the context in which the 

leadership takes place.  

1.4.4.2 Laissez-faire leadership 
According to Bass (1997), laissez-faire leaders “avoid accepting their responsibilities, 

are absent when needed, fail to follow up requests for assistance, and resist 

expressing their views on important issues” (p. 134). In other words, laissez-faire 

leadership may be seen as lack of leadership. Surprisingly, few studies have 

examined the effect of laissez-faire leadership on safety related outcomes, as opposed 

to studies concerning leadership that is more active. However, Kelloway, Mullen, & 

Francis (2006) found that passive and active leadership should be viewed as distinct 

constructs in a sample of part-time workers. These authors argued that active and 

passive leadership should be considered as distinct constructs rather than opposite 

ends of the same continuum. Zohar (2002) conducted a study that focused on the 

effect of laissez-faire leadership on safety climate. Not surprisingly, this study found 

that laissez-faire leadership was negatively related to the group-level safety climate. 

Laissez-faire leadership has also been shown to be associated with other workplace 

variables such as worker job satisfaction (Judge & Piccolo, 2004), motivation 

(Chaudhry & Javed, 2012), role conflicts, role ambiguity and conflicts with co-

workers (Skogstad, Einarsen, Torsheim, Aasland, & Hetland, 2007). These studies 

lend support to Skogstad and colleagues' (Skogstad et al., 2007) argument that 

laissez-faire leadership should be viewed as a destructive form of leadership rather 

than a type of zero leadership.     
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2 Research questions  

The previous sections have presented the research aims and theoretical foundation for 

the thesis. The overall research problem guiding the presentation was:        

How may shipboard factors influence the ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-

to-day operations on offshore vessels? 

In order to shed light on the research problem, the following research questions have 

been developed: 

1. How may shipboard factors have influenced loss of SA in previous incidents at 

sea?  (Article I)  

2. How may shipboard practices affect transactions of SA related information on 

board offshore vessels? (Article II) 

3. How may on-board leadership affect the ability to achieve and maintain SA on 

board offshore vessels? (Article III) 
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3 Methodology  

In the initial phase of this thesis, several preparatory activities were carried out in 

order to gain system knowledge about the maritime industry: (1) a field trip, lasting 

for one week, on board a platform supply vessel, (2) a field trip to a traffic 

surveillance centre, (3) simulator activities, and (4) informal conversations with 

seafarers. System knowledge derived from these types of activities is considered a 

prerequisite for conducting research within a specific area (Neuman, 2006).  

In the following sections, I describe the methodology that applies to each of the three 

studies in the thesis. Methodological considerations are accounted for in Section 6.2.   

3.1 Study one     

Study 1 is an analysis of accident reports concerning collisions between offshore 

vessels and offshore facilities on the Norwegian continental shelf in the period 2001-

2011. Collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities were selected as 

study objects due to the potential catastrophic outcome, inherent in these types of 

incidents. In addition, offshore-related maritime operations involve interaction 

between several actors, such as the offshore facilities. In that way, the complexity of 

the organization adds a unique aspect to the cases, compared to other incidents within 

the maritime industry.  

3.1.1 Data collection 

Accident reports were retrieved from various organizations, including the Norwegian 

Maritime Authority, the Norwegian Petroleum Authority, a shipping company and an 

oil company. Reports were collected from 24 of a total of 28 incidents in the selected 

period, but one collision was excluded from the sample due to sparse information in 

the accident report. Three of the incidents were investigated by more than one agency 

or organization, resulting in a total of 28 accident reports. Thus, 28 accident reports 

concerning 23 collisions were included in the study. The accident reports were 

prepared by various organizations. Ten reports originated from operators, 14 from 
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shipping companies, two from consulting firms in cooperation with shipping 

companies, one from the owner of an offshore facility and one from the Norwegian 

Petroleum Safety Authority.  

3.1.2 Data analysis 

Initially, the aim of the study was to examine contributing causes to the collisions in 

general terms. To this end, several methods were considered before the final decision 

was made. An example of a strategy that was rejected is the Human Factors Analysis 

and Classification System (HFACS). HFACS is a classification scheme that allows 

classification of unsafe acts and preconditions for unsafe acts (Wiegmann & 

Shappell, 2003). HFACS turned out to be inappropriate with regard to the cases in 

question, due to the type of information that was available in the accident reports.  

The final decision regarding analyses of the accident reports followed a three-step 

process. The first step was open coding followed by axial coding (Neuman, 2006). 

By means of open coding, each section in the accident report that described a cause of 

the collision was assigned an initial code. The open coding was followed by axial 

coding, where initial codes were compared across the cases. The objective of the 

axial coding was to look for similarities between different codes and to collapse 

codes into broader categories.  The results from the axial coding indicated that 

failures related to “problem detecting” and failures related to “problem diagnosis” 

were two categories that occurred frequently in the sample. The categories derived 

from the axial coding were then compared with theoretical concepts in the literature, 

whereof “problem detection” and “problem diagnosis” were considered to correspond 

with the two first levels in Mica Endsley’s (1995) three-level model of SA. In the 

second step, the accident reports that involved some sort of human error were re-

examined and analysed, according to Jones and Endsley’s (1996) taxonomy that 

allows for classifications of accidents in accordance with Endsley’s three-level 

model. Finally, in order to provide a greater understanding of how human, 

technological and organizational factors may have contributed to the loss of SA, 

factors that may have influenced the bridge crews’ SA in the course of events were 
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identified. The coding of influencing factors followed a process of open and axial 

coding, as described above.  

3.2 Study two 

Study 1 identified inter alia planning failure, communication failure and 

interrupting/distracting elements as factors influencing the loss of SA in the course of 

events. Study 2 draws on these findings and examines how shipboard practices 

related to these matters play out in day-to-day operations on board offshore vessels. 

The methodological approach to Study 2 is field studies, and the theoretical 

foundation is DSA, which allowed for examination of shipboard practices in order to 

describe how SA information is distributed and coordinated on the bridge. 

3.2.1 Data collection 

The fieldwork was conducted on board four different platform supply vessels, which 

belong to two Norwegian-controlled shipping companies. Platform supply vessels 

were selected as study objects because these vessels frequently approach offshore 

facilities, as well as being the most common vessel type involved in the cases 

included in Study 1. A total of 18 bridge crew members (15 officers and three cadets) 

from eight shifts participated in the study. The fieldwork was conducted in the period 

October 2012 to October 2013. Each observation period lasted between 8 and 14 

days, with an average attendance on the bridge of approximately 10 hours a day.  

Several have suggested that writing field notes in view of the participants may 

influence the relationship between the researcher and the participants (Emerson, 

Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Fangen, 2005). Field notes were therefore written in retrospect 

when I was out of sight of the bridge crew.  I therefore withdrew to my cabin several 

times a day, or immediately after a significant event, to write down observations and 

quotes in a fieldwork diary. During the fieldwork, no form of video or audio 

recordings was utilized. The reader should therefore be aware that observations and 

quotations that are presented in this thesis are as remembered in retrospect by the 

researcher. 
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The themes for the fieldwork were planning, communication and management of 

distracting/interrupting elements. These themes refer to interactions among agents in 

the system and thereby connect to DSA. However, in order to focus on situations 

relevant to the PSV setting, the study required more accurate concepts. In the process 

of developing such concepts, we drew on findings from Study 1 along with previous 

studies of collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities (Kvitrud, 2011; 

Oltedal, 2012), information derived from a preparatory field trip on board a platform 

supply vessel and informal conversations with experienced navigators. Concepts were 

then selected based on previous research and the informed opinions of navigators. 

Together, these concepts served as a framework that gave the study direction. The 

framework is provided in Table 2.  

Table 2: Framework that gave the study direction  

Themes Observable practices 

Planning  Planning of approach towards the offshore facility 

Contingency planning during operations  

Communication  During completion of checklists  

During transfer of command  

During transfer of manoeuvring position 

Distractions and 

interruptions 

Caused by administrative tasks 

Caused by electronic devices 

Caused by non-essential conversations 

 

During the fieldwork, I adopted a role in line with Gold’s (1958) “participant-as-

observer”. That is, I observed and interacted with the bridge crew in their day-to-day 

activities. This involved taking part in conversations and asking questions when the 

bridge crew members were available. The bridge crew also demonstrated how some 

of the equipment on the bridge worked, thereby providing the opportunity to 
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elaborate on technical information that emerged during conversations and 

observations.  

3.2.2 Data analysis 

Initially, observations and quotes were systematized, according to the concepts 

included in the framework. We thereby used a “provisional coding” method, where 

codes were generated from investigations carried out prior to the fieldwork (Saldaña, 

2009). The representational style can be classified as a “realist tale”, according to 

John Van Maanen’s (2011) classification (p. 45). That is, the results are presented as 

concrete descriptions of what the bridge crew do and say, organized according to the 

framework in Table 2 and finally discussed according to the theoretical concept of 

DSA.  

3.3 Study three 

Study 3 is independent of the findings in the two previous studies but is thematically 

related to them, as we examined factors that influence the ability to achieve and 

maintain SA in day-to-day operations. The study is based on survey data from 

offshore vessels; it tests a theoretical model on how the leadership style of masters 

may combine with psychological job demands and influence SA and risk-taking 

behaviour (see Figure 4). The reason for conducting the study was that Study 1 did 

not reveal the role of on-board leadership in the course of events leading to the 

collisions. As a result, we decided to design a study that included the effect of the 

master’s leadership style on the bridge crew’s SA.     

 

Figure 4: Theoretical model showing hypothesized relationships among the willingness to 
take a risk, situation awareness, psychological job demands, authentic leadership and 
laissez-faire leadership. 
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In addition to examining how leadership factors and psychological job demands 

influence SA, Study 3 examined the relationship between SA and behaviour (i.e. risk-

taking behaviour). The study was conducted in a Norwegian-controlled shipping 

company that controls a large fleet of various types of offshore vessels. The 

theoretical model was tested in both the deck department and the engine department.  

3.3.1 Data collection  

Questionnaires were sent out to 926 crew members on board 22 vessels. In total, 402 

questionnaires were returned, yielding a response rate of 43.4%. Since the study 

concerned participants working in either the deck or the engine department, 

questionnaires from respondents working in the galley department were excluded, 

leaving an eligible research sample of N = 281 (n = 178 in the deck department and n 

= 103 in the engine department). 

Ten different nationalities were represented in the engine sub-sample. Norwegians 

constituted the largest group (31.1%), followed by Filipinos (30.1%) and Polish 

employees (25.2%). Permanent employees accounted for 52.4% of the sample, 

whereas 36.9% were on temporary contracts and 9.7% were apprentices (1% missing 

responses). The mean length of the seafaring career was 14.3 years, and the mean 

length of employment with the shipping company was 3.3 years. Ten different 

nationalities were also represented in the deck sub-sample. Norwegians constituted 

the largest group (50.6%), followed by Filipinos (29.2%); overall, 65.2% were 

permanent employees, 29.2% were on temporary contracts and 3.4% were 

apprentices (2.2% missing responses). The mean length of the respondents’ seafaring 

career was 14.6 years, and the mean length of employment with the shipping 

company was 3.8 years. Thus, there were only minor differences in demographic 

variables between the two samples.   

3.3.2 Measures 

Authentic leadership was measured by the Authentic Leadership Questionnaire 

(Gardner, Cogliser, Davis, & Dickens, 2011), which includes 16 items, where the 
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respondents were asked to rate the behaviour of the master using five response 

categories (1 = not at all; 5 = often, nearly always). The questionnaire measures the 

four components of authentic leadership: Self-Awareness (e.g., “Seeks feedback to 

improve interactions with others”), Relational Transparency (e.g., “Is willing to admit 

mistakes when they are made”), Balanced Processing (e.g., “Solicits views that 

challenge his or her deeply held positions”) and Internalized Moral Perspective (e.g., 

“Demonstrates beliefs that are consistent with actions”). Since it is the four 

components, as described above, that compose authentic leadership (Avolio & 

Gardner, 2005), only a total mean authentic leadership score was computed for the 

present study (Cronbach’s α = .94).  

Laissez-faire leadership was measured by the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire 

(Avolio & Bass, 2004).  The respondents were asked to rate the behaviour of the 

master on five items with response categories, ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very 

often or always). Examples of items included: “has avoided telling me how to 

perform my job” and “has steered away from showing concern about results”. Three 

items that are negatively scored were reversed before creating a total mean laissez-

faire leadership score. Cronbach’s α in the present study was .71.  

Psychological job demands were measured by four items drawn from the General 

Nordic Questionnaire for psychological and social factors at work (Dallner, 2000).  

The items were rated on a five-point scale, ranging from 1 (seldom or never) to 5 

(very often or always). These items measure the degree to which the work 

environment places demands on the individual in terms of time pressure and work 

load, through questions such as: “Is your work load irregular so that work piles up?” 

and “Do you have too much to do?” Cronbach’s α in the present study was .71.  

To measure the seafarers’ SA, they were asked to rate themselves on a context-

general situation awareness scale (Sætrevik, 2013). The questionnaire consists of 13 

items that are scored on a five-point scale, ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 5 

(completely agree). This instrument measures SA, according to the three levels from 

Endsley’s (1995) theoretical model. Four of the items reflect Level 1 (e.g., “I 
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sometimes lose track of safety due to receiving too much information at the same 

time”), five of the items reflect Level 2 (e.g., “I know which situations in my work 

involve higher risk than others”), and finally, four items reflect Level 3 (e.g., “I plan 

ahead in order to handle various adverse incidents that may arise”).  Five items that 

were negatively scored were reversed before creating a total mean SA score. 

Cronbach’s α in the present study was .78. 

Willingness to take risks on the job was measured by seven items that were adapted 

from a review of the relevant literature (Nielsen et al., 2013). The participants were 

required to respond to items such as “I have been in situations where I exposed 

myself to danger to get the work done” and “To get the job done, I sometimes ‘cut 

corners’ with regard to safety” on a five-point response scale, ranging from 1 (very 

seldom, or never) to 5 (very often, or always). Cronbach’s α in the present study was 

.73.  

3.3.3 Data analysis  

To test hypotheses, we performed path-analyses with a maximum likelihood 

estimation using Stata version 13.1. All analyses were conducted separately for the 

deck and machine sub-samples. In addition, we used a generalization of the 

Huber/White/sandwich estimator (Rogers, 1994; Williams, 2000) that relaxes the 

assumptions of normality in the errors and is also robust to heteroskedasticity. This 

estimator also relaxes the usual requirement of the observations being independent 

(i.e., independence of errors) and replaces it with the assumption of independence 

between clusters. In other words, the observations are assumed to be independent 

across the 22 ships included in our study but not necessarily within ships. Model fit 

was judged by examining the magnitude and statistical significance of path loadings, 

the variance explained and the standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR). The 

coefficient of determination (CD) and the SRMR are the only goodness-of-fit 

statistics that Stata provides when the Huber/White/sandwich estimator is used.  
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3.4 Research quality 

In the three studies that are included in this thesis, we have applied both qualitative 

and quantitative methods. Study 1 is a documentary study. In Study 2, we used 

fieldwork as a methodological approach, while Study 3 is an analysis of survey data. 

In this respect, Lincoln and Guba (1985) have argued that, for quality, qualitative and 

quantitative studies need diverse evaluation criteria. Traditionally, the evaluation 

criterion of surveys has been validity, reliability and objectivity.  According to 

Lincoln and Guba (1985), evaluation of research quality in a naturalistic enquiry such 

as fieldwork should focus on the trustworthiness of the study, including credibility, 

transferability, dependability and confirmability. Further, according to Scott (1990), 

the quality criteria in documentary studies, such as accident reports, should be 

authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning. In the following sections, I 

will describe how these quality criteria apply to the respective studies in the thesis.   

3.4.1 Study one   

Scott (1990) has suggested authenticity, credibility, representativeness and meaning 

as quality criteria for documentary research.  

Authenticity refers then to the truthfulness of the document – whether the document is 

genuine and not a forgery. When it comes to the accident reports included in Study 1, 

there are reasons to believe that they describe an actual event that has been 

investigated by designated investigators.   

Credibility refers to whether the document is free from errors and falsification. 

According to Scott (1990), the accuracy of any document can never be known with 

certainty, but it is important to identify conditions that might have led to inaccuracy. 

In general, there are two potential sources of bias in the content of an accident report. 

Firstly, the informants may give an untruthful description of the actual course of 

events. Reasons for this can be that they do not remember exactly what happened, or 

they are not telling the truth because they fear reprisals or want to “save face”. 

Secondly, the investigators themselves may represent a bias through the “What-You-
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Look-For-Is-What-You-Find” principle (Lundberg, Rollenhagen, & Hollnagel, 2009). 

That is, the methodology that the investigators apply in the investigation will direct 

which aspects of the accident are paid attention to and which are ignored. However, 

in the majority of the cases included in Study 1, it is uncertain what kind of 

methodology the investigators have applied. It is therefore difficult to judge what 

kind of information was attended to and what kind of information was ignored. This 

in turn entails certain challenges when judging the credibility of the reports. This is 

not unique, however, for the reports included in this study but applies to accident 

reports in general, as they represent a subjective and selective version of the course of 

events (Reason, 2008).  

Representativeness refers to whether the document is typical of its kind (Scott, 1990). 

In cases where the document is judged as untypical, the researcher needs to know in 

which way it is untypical in order to say something about the limitations in relation to 

the conclusions drawn. The sample in this study consists of available accident reports 

concerning collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities on the 

Norwegian continental shelf from the period 2001-2011. This period was chosen 

because the industry implemented a range of mitigating actions around 2000. Hence, 

there are reasons to believe that collisions that happened before 2001 would have a 

somewhat different causal picture. Each accident is, however, unique and the industry 

has a constant focus on improving safety on board the vessels. The conclusions drawn 

from the findings in Study 1 are thus not necessarily applicable for collisions that 

have happened since 2011 either. 

Meaning refers to whether the content in the documents is clear and understandable 

(Scott, 1990). This matter relates to both the reader and the content of the reports. 

When it comes to the reader, we had some challenges in understanding the course of 

events in some of the reports, which was mainly a consequence of lack of nautical 

experience. To overcome this barrier, we discussed the reports with experienced 

navigators, who then explained the course of events. In addition, in some reports the 

investigators described some of the contributing causes to the collisions as means of 
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concepts, such as ‘poor seamanship’ and ‘lack of safety culture’. These concepts are 

ambiguous and it is thus difficult to understand how they relate to the causal picture.      

In addition to the assessment of Scott’s (1990) quality criteria in documentary 

research, we examined the inter-rater reliability in the coding of accident reports, 

according to Jones and Endsley’s (1996) conceptual framework. The reports were 

independently analysed and classified by two of the authors. The results showed that 

we agreed in the majority of cases. In all but two cases, we reached agreement by 

clarifying and explaining our positions. In the remaining two cases, a third person 

analysed and classified the accident reports. The final classifications were in 

accordance with the classifications of the majority. In addition, in Article I we 

provide rich descriptions of the course of events, which in turn increases the 

transparency of the coding.                                           

3.4.2 Study two 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest four quality indicators for naturalistic inquiry:  

credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability.  

When it comes to the credibility of Study 2, several techniques described by Lincoln 

and Guba (1985) are relevant. Prolonged engagement and persistent observation are 

techniques that refer to the importance of spending enough time in the field in order 

to build trust with the informants, to learn about the shipboard culture, to be able to 

test for misinformation, and to become sufficiently involved. In this particular study, 

the observation periods lasted between 8 and 14 days, with an average attendance on 

the bridge of approximately 10 hours a day. It is difficult to know with certainty, 

however, whether trust was established with the bridge crews – it may be assumed 

that the level of trust varied from officer to officer. Further, the technique peer 

debriefing refers to external checks by a disinterested peer. Throughout the whole 

study, I frequently discussed my preliminary findings with my colleagues, including 

other PhD students that had experience and knowledge of fieldwork. These 

discussions gave valuable input to the research process.  Finally, member checking is 

a technique that refers to data, categories, interpretations and conclusions being 
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tested/checked by persons that have first-hand knowledge and experience from the 

field. In this respect, preliminary findings and interpretations were frequently 

discussed with practitioners within the maritime industry.  

Transferability refers to whether the findings of the study could be transferred to a 

similar context or, alternatively, to the same context, if the study was repeated at 

another time. Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue that it is impossible for a naturalistic 

researcher to deliver precise statements about external validity in comparison to 

quantitative research. The naturalistic researcher can only provide working 

hypotheses, along with tick descriptions about the context and the time of the study. 

The authors state that “Whether they [the findings] hold in some other context, or 

even in the same context at some other time, is an empirical issue, the resolution of 

which depends upon the degree of similarity between sending and receiving (or 

earlier and later) contexts” (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 316). Through tick 

descriptions of the context, it is thus the researchers’ responsibility to make 

“transferability judgements” (p. 316) possible. In this study, we have emphasized 

detailed descriptions of the context by providing a sketch of a typical bridge, a 

description of relevant regulations and descriptions of the shipboard organization. In 

addition, we have provided rich descriptions of observations and statements from the 

officers. We believe that these descriptions may help the reader to make 

transferability judgements.  

Dependability refers to whether the findings show stability over time and across 

researchers. Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest several techniques to ensure 

dependability. In this study, we applied what they labelled an inquiry audit, which is 

a form of external examination of the research process leading to the findings and the 

conclusion. As previously mentioned, the research process was frequently discussed 

with colleagues and with the co-authors for the article. The research process was also 

described in detail in the article: that is, a description of the framework that guided 

the study, a description of the methodology, the presentation of findings and a 

description of how the findings led to the conclusion. The article was then presented 
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to reviewers in a journal and other members of the academic community, which in 

turn ensured external examination.   

Confirmability refers to whether the findings are affected by researcher bias: that is, 

whether the informants’ behaviour is influenced by the researcher’s presence or the 

findings are influenced by the researcher’s pre-understanding and/or prejudices 

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Pre-understanding of the research field is in general seen 

as a prerequisite for understanding and sense-making in fieldwork (Fangen, 2005; 

Gadamer, 2004; Grenness, 2001; Neuman, 2006). Some researchers, however, have 

highlighted that pre-understanding may lead to subjectivity and, in that way, affect 

the outcome of the study (Guneriussen, 1996; Paulgaard, 1997). From the perspective 

of Study 2, my pre-understanding originated from various sources such as previous 

research, informal conversations with seafarers and findings from Study 1. Schwartz 

and Schwartz (1955) argue that both the fieldworker and the informants create a 

context that would have been different if the fieldworker was different or not present 

at all. In that way, it is possible that the bridge crews would have behaved differently 

without my presence.  This made me reflect on the ‘pitfall’ imbedded in my pre-

understanding of the field and on my own influence on the bridge crew. However, 

spending a relatively long time on board the vessels may counteract some of the 

pitfalls associated with conformability in social sciences. In this respect, it has been 

argued that the informants will have difficulty in producing information that 

uniformly supports the researcher’s pre-understanding, just as it will be difficult for 

the researcher to only see the things that support prejudice and pre-understanding 

(Fangen, 2005).  

3.4.3 Study three 

Apart from authentic leadership, the Cronbach’s alphas in this study were all in the 

lower region of what is generally considered ‘acceptable’ (i.e., .70).  Although 

Cronbach’s alpha is the most widely known and reported indicator of a test’s 

reliability, it is also considered a lower bound to reliability and known to give severe 

underestimates in many cases (Sijtsma, 2009). Cronbach’s alpha should therefore be 
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regarded as a conservative estimate of reliability. Moreover, it also depends on the 

number of items in a test (Nunnaly, 1978), with more items generally equalling 

higher alpha estimates. With the exception of situation awareness, the scales with 

relatively low alphas in this study all contain few items (between four to seven 

items). Finally, the alphas obtained in this study are comparable with alphas reported 

in the existing literature (e.g., Sætrevik (2013) for situation awareness; Wännström, 

Peterson, Åsberg, Nygren, and Gustavsson (2009) for job demands; Nielsen (2013) 

for laissez-faire leadership. 

Ideally, the response rate from the survey (43.4%) should have been higher. 

However, compared to other studies conducted within organizational research, the 

response rate is considered acceptable (Baruch & Holtom, 2008). Furthermore, in the 

survey the seafarers were asked to rate their master according to the items on both the 

authentic and the laissez-faire leadership scales. Ideally, the personnel in the engine 

department should have been asked to rate the chief engineer, since they largely relate 

to him/her as the nearest leader. Hence, although the master is unquestionably the 

supreme leader on board the vessels, it is a reasonable assumption that the master’s 

leadership style influences the personnel in the engine department to a lesser extent. 

Furthermore, the items in the ‘risk-taking behaviour’ scale were adapted from a 

review of relevant literature and not validated according to normal practices.  

3.5 Ethical considerations 

All three studies included in this thesis were independently reviewed and approved by 

the Norwegian Social Science Data Service. The studies were conducted in 

accordance with the preconditions for approval. However, some ethical 

considerations are outlined and discussed below.    

The guidelines for research ethics in the social sciences, law and the humanities 

(2006) emphasize the principle of informed consent and the participants’ rights to 

withdraw from the study at any time. In accordance with this, the seafarers received 

information about the project, including the right to withdraw from the project at any 
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time. It is easy, however, to imagine situations where it may be difficult for the 

seafarers to refuse to participate. For instance, in Study 2, the initial request regarding 

access was communicated to the seafarers via the shipping company’s onshore 

organization. Since the seafarers on board the vessels are in an employment 

relationship, they may be less reluctant to refrain from participation when the request 

comes from a leader compared to an unknown researcher. Consequently, it is difficult 

to know with certainty whether the willingness to participate is based on ‘true’ 

consent or whether the participants recognize participation as part of their job. It is 

important, however, for the researcher to be aware of this possibility and to be 

sensitive to this issue during fieldwork. However, none of the participants in Study 2 

expressed the view that they had doubts related to participation.  

As mentioned in Section 3.2, a framework that consisted of predefined themes and 

observable practices initially guided the fieldwork. However, we wanted to remain 

open minded in our approach to the field in order to be able to capture themes that 

were not identified as analytically interesting in advance. This makes the issue about 

informed consent problematic, as the focus may change somehow throughout the 

research process (Punch, 1994). Some have even argued that truly informed consent 

is impossible in qualitative research because it is impossible to anticipate what may 

happen (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Yet, the researcher must decide how much 

information beyond the general objective he/she will share with the participants 

(Fangen, 2005). In Study 2, the seafarers were informed as follows: “At this stage of 

the study, the focus is broad and will encompass individual, technical and 

organizational factors that are of significance for safety on board the vessel” and 

“The study involves collecting data from a sample of vessels – primarily by following 

the bridge crew in day-to-day operations”. In other words, rather than presenting the 

framework, the research aims were presented to the seafarers in a broader sense. 

However, the scope of Article II remains within the boundary of the information 

about the research aims.  
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4 Findings 

This section summarizes the most important findings from the three studies included 

in the thesis. For a more detailed presentation of findings, the reader is referred to the 

articles.  

4.1 How shipboard factors have influenced SA in previous 
incidents at sea 

The main aim of Study 1 was to examine how human, technical and organizational 

factors had contributed to loss of SA in 23 collisions between offshore vessels and 

offshore facilities on the Norwegian continental shelf. According to Jones and 

Endsley’s (1996) taxonomy of SA errors, analysis revealed that loss of SA might 

have been applicable in 18 out of the 23 cases. In 13 cases, loss of SA was related to 

the first level in Endsley’s (1995) three-level model; that is, the bridge crews were 

not aware of essential SA related information. In four cases, loss of SA was related to 

the second level; that is, the bridge crews were aware of SA relevant information but 

did not understand the meaning of it. The last case was related to loss of SA on level 

three, which involved the failure to project the consequence of a particular 

manoeuvre. Loss of SA on the first level, caused by the ‘failure to monitor or observe 

data’, occurred most frequently in the sample – applicable in eight out of 13 cases. 

The most common source when it comes to loss of SA on the second level was ‘lack 

of/poor mental model’ – applicable in all four cases. The first column in Table 3 

below displays the overall findings from the analysis, according to Jones and 

Endsley’s (1996) taxonomy on SA errors.   

Acknowledging the fact that human errors caused by loss of SA may be symptoms of 

underlying conditions, Study 1 aimed at examining how human, technical and 

organizational factors may have influenced the bridge crews’ ability to achieve and 

maintain SA in the course of events. These results are displayed in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Contributory causes associated with sources of SA errors 

 Contributory causes 

 

Sources of SA errors 

Level 1 error – perception (n=13)      

Failure to monitor or observe data (n=8) 2 5 4 4 3 

Hard to discriminate or detect data (n=1) 1 0 0 1 0 

Data not available (n=2) 1 1 1 0 0 

Misperception of data (n=2) 1 2 1 0 0 

Level 2 error – comprehension (n=4)      

Lack of/poor mental model (n=4) 2 1 1 0 4 

Level 3 error – projection (n=1)      

Other (n=1) 0 1 0 1 0 

Total 7 10 7 6 7 

 

As shown in Table 3, ‘planning failure’ was the most common contributing factor to 

the loss of SA – applicable in 10 out of 18 cases. We then defined ‘planning’ as the 

planning of the approach to the offshore facilities. Examples of planning failures are 

insufficient risk assessment and the failure to apply mandatory checklists prior to 

entering the 500-metre safety zone. Further, seven cases involved ‘communication 

failure’. Examples of communication failure are inadequate transfer of command and 

the failure to transfer operational information during shift handover. Seven cases 

involved ‘inadequate design’, which was related both to the layout of the bridge and 

the design of technical equipment. An example of the latter is inadequate presentation 

of information in the technical system. ‘Insufficient training’ was applicable in seven 

cases and was related to inter alia insufficient on-board training. Finally, six cases 

involved ‘distracting elements’ such as incoming telephone calls and conducting 

administrative tasks, which in turn drew attention away from navigational 

responsibilities.  

When it comes to a combination of the sources of loss of SA (according to Jones and 

Endsley’s taxonomy) and contributory factors, ‘planning failure’, associated with the 
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‘failure to monitor or observe data’, was identified as the most common – applicable 

in five out of eight cases. A typical example of this combination is the bridge crew 

refraining from applying mandatory checklists that may have led to identification of 

critical indicators in the technical system.    

4.2 How shipboard practices influence transactions of SA 
relevant information 

Study 2 aimed to follow up on the retrospective analysis of the accident reports in 

Study 1, by obtaining data from fieldwork on how shipboard practices related to 

‘planning’, ‘communication’ and ‘management of distracting/disturbing elements’ 

play out on board a selection of PSVs in day-to-day operations. The aim of the study 

was to discuss how shipboard practices regarding these matters might influence the 

ability to achieve and maintain SA. Acknowledging that it is not possible to examine 

cognitive processes by means of fieldwork, the theoretical foundation for this study 

was the theoretical concept of DSA. This approach allows for observations of 

interactions between different agents on the bridge in order to examine how SA 

related information is transferred and distributed within the system.  

As expected, the study revealed great variations in practices on board the vessels. 

Some practices were considered favourable, while others were considered 

unfavourable from a DSA perspective. Table 4 provides an overview of the findings 

according to the framework for the study. The codes V1-V4 symbolize each of the 

four vessels that were included in the study. The symbols (+/*/-) displayed in 

brackets indicate whether the observable practice was applicable to each of the 

vessels.      
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Table 4: Summary of how shipboard practices apply to each vessel  

Themes Observable practices 

Planning  Planning of approach as an individual activity: 

V1 (*), V2 (-), V3 (*), V4 (*)  

Contingency planning as an individual activity: 

V1 (+), V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+)  

Communication  Completion of checklists as an individual activity: 

V1 (-), V2 (-), V3 (*), V4 (*)  

Limited use of standardized communication during 

transfer of command: 

V1 (+), V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+) 

Inadequate transfer of information during DP 

operations: 

V1 (*), V2 (-), V3 (-), V4 (*) 

Limited use of standardized communication during 

transfer of manoeuvring position: 

V1 (*), V2 (-), V3 (+), V4 (+) 

Distractions and 

interruptions 

Administrative tasks: 

V1 (*), V2 (-), V3 (+), V4 (+) 

Electronic devices: 

V1 (*), V2 (-), V3 (+), V4 (+) 

Non-essential conversations: 

V1 (+), V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+) 

(+) = could find; (*) = found a tendency; (-) = could not find 

In terms of planning practices, the study aimed to examine practices related to 

planning the approach to the offshore facilities and contingency planning during 

operations alongside the offshore facilities. When it comes to planning the approach 

to the offshore facilities, the study identified various practices. On board vessel V2, 

planning the approach was consistently performed as a team activity. That is, the 

bridge crew discussed alternative approaches to the offshore facility before the final 

decision was made. On board the other vessels (V1, V3, V4), the decision on how to 

approach and position the vessel alongside the offshore facility was mainly made by 
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the officer in command. In contrast to planning the approach, contingency planning 

refers to a devised plan in the case of an outcome other than the one expected. During 

the fieldwork, the bridge crews did not openly discuss contingencies. However, when 

asked, they reported that they were constantly thinking about what might go wrong 

and how to act if these scenarios should materialize.  

Communication practices on board the vessels were examined in relation to a 

selection of activities that frequently are carried out on board the vessels, that is, 

during completion of checklists, during transfer of command, during DP-operations 

and finally during transfer of manoeuvring position. None of the vessels used 

standardized communication during transfer of command; that is, communication 

during transfer of command did not follow a standardized procedure such as, “You 

are now in command” followed by “I am now in command”. However, when it 

comes to transfer of manoeuvring positions, one of the vessels (V2) used a 

standardized communication, which also involved closed loop communication. The 

standardized phrases exchanged between the officer at the aft and the officer at the 

forward steering position were as follows: “All controls set to neutral position – are 

you ready?” and “All controls set to neutral position – I am ready.” One of the other 

vessels (V1) also occasionally used this standardized phrase. On the two remaining 

vessels (V3, V4), the transfer of command between steering positions was mainly 

performed by one single officer – making communication irrelevant. Communication 

while conducting mandatory checklists also varied between the vessels. On one 

vessel (V1), Officer A cited the items in the checklists, whereas both Officer A and 

Officer B checked the system independently and reported on the items. On another 

vessel (V2), Officer A cited items in the checklist, whereas Officer B checked the 

system and reported back to Officer A. On the two remaining vessels (V3 and V4), 

the method for completion of the checklists depended on the officer on duty. The 

general rule on these vessels was that a single officer performed the checklists, with 

either no communication with the other officer or two-way communication about 

some of the items.  Observations from DP operations on two of the vessels (V1, V4) 

further indicate that the officer responsible for loading/offloading sporadically 

acknowledged pre-warnings on the DP system. Pre-warnings are distinguished from 
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an alarm in the way that they indicate that the vessel’s location has started to deviate 

from the DP set point. It is not critical, but this situation may develop into one in 

which the vessel deviates from the DP set point in critical terms. Pre-warnings do not 

provide an audible alarm but are described by text and a colour code on the DP 

screen. On some occasions, the pre-warnings were acknowledged without 

communication of the action to the DP operator.       

When it comes to the management of interrupting/distracting elements, on board two 

of the vessels (V3, V4), there seemed to be an acceptance of the use of electronic 

devices or the performance of administrative tasks simultaneously with the 

maintenance of navigational activities. On the two other vessels (V1, V2), such 

activities were seldom or never observed. However, when it comes to 

interruption/distractions from other crew members, there seems to be limited 

restriction of access to the bridge on board all the vessels. This in turn caused 

interruptions/distractions during rather critical phases of the voyage, such as DP-

operations alongside the offshore facilities.   

4.3  How on-board leadership influences SA  

The main aim of Article III was to test a theoretical model on how the leadership 

style (i.e. authentic and laissez-faire) of masters may combine with psychological job 

demands and influence SA and safe behaviour (i.e. the willingness to take a risk). As 

mentioned in Section 3.3, the model was tested in both the deck department and the 

engine department on board 22 offshore vessels belonging to a Norwegian shipping 

company. Results from the statistical analysis from the deck department sub-sample 

and the engine department sub-sample are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.  
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Figure 5: Final model for the deck department sub-sample. Standardized coefficients are shown.  

SRMR = .042; CD = .225.  

* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001

 

 
Figure 6: Final model for the engine department sub-sample. Standardized coefficients are shown. 

SRMR = .051; CD = .301.  

* p < .05. ** p < .01. *** p < .001 

 

An initial path-analysis showed that, in the deck department sample, situation 

awareness was negatively related to the willingness to take a risk (β = -.20, p = .003). 

Psychological job demands were negatively related to SA (β = -.15, p = .02), 

authentic leadership was positively related to SA, while laissez-faire was negatively 

related (β = .26, p = .002 and β = -.29, p < .001, respectively). Regarding SA, 21.6% 

of the variations could be explained by the combined influence of authentic 

leadership, laissez-faire leadership and job demands in the deck department sample. 

Psychological job demands and SA explained 18.9% of the variations in the 
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willingness-to-take-risks variable. In terms of model fit, the SRMR indicated a well-

fitting model (SRMR for deck department = .042), based on the usual 

recommendations (Hu & Bentler, 1998; McDonald & Ho, 2002).  

In the engine department sample, situation awareness was negatively related to the 

willingness to take risks (β = -.35, p < .001). Psychological job demands predicted the 

willingness to take risks (β = .41, p < .001), but SA did not (β = -.09, p = .33). 

Authentic leadership and laissez-faire leadership were significantly associated with 

SA (β = .47, p < .001 and β = -.21, p = .02, respectively). Authentic leadership was 

‘marginally’ significantly associated with job demands (β = .19 and p = .051).  

Laissez-faire leadership was statistically associated with job demands (β = .19 and p 

= .048). Laissez-faire leadership could explain 3.7% of the variations in job demands, 

whereas 27.5% of the variations in SA could be explained by laissez-faire and 

authentic leadership alone. When it comes to psychological job demands and SA, 

these two variables explained 30.8% of the variations in the willingness to take risks. 

In terms of model fit, the SRMR indicated a well-fit model (SRMR for engine 

department sample = .051), based on the usual recommendations (Hu & Bentler, 

1998; McDonald & Ho, 2002).  

 

With a few notable exceptions, the results support our hypothesized model in both the 

deck and the engine department samples. In summary, the current study highlights 

leadership style, psychological job demands and SA as antecedents to risk-taking 

behaviour. However, some differences between the samples are worth noting. While 

the effect of job demands on SA proved to be significant in the deck department, it 

proved to be non-significant in the engine department. Additionally, the effect of 

authentic leadership on SA appeared to be noticeably stronger in the engine 

department (β =0.47) than in the deck department (β =0.26). The most notable 

difference beyond this was that, in the engine department sample, the combination of 

job demands and SA explained 30.8% of the variations in the willingness to take 

risks, compared to 18.9% in the deck department sample. 
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5 Discussion  

The main aim of this thesis has been to examine shipboard factors that may influence 

the ability to achieve and maintain SA on board offshore vessels. In order to do so we 

designed three studies that, each of which, in its own way, have contributed to this 

end. In particular, the findings from the overall study have revealed that planning 

practices, communication practices, management of interrupting/distracting elements, 

training and experience, design issues and leadership styles are important factors 

from a SA perspective. In the following, these main findings will be discussed in 

more detail. The discussion is thematically organized relative to the main findings in 

the overall study and discussed according to the research problem for this thesis.     

5.1 Planning and situation awareness 

In Study 1, ‘planning failure’ was identified as the most common factor influencing 

loss of SA in collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities – applicable 

in 10 out of 18 cases. A typical example of an influencing factor that was categorized 

as planning failure is related to improper use or non-use of mandatory checklists prior 

to the operation. In general, there seems to be some scepticism in relation to the use 

of written procedures in the maritime industry. Many seafarers perceive written 

procedures such as checklists as “counteracting the use of common sense, experience 

and professional knowledge epitomized in the concept of seamanship” (Knudsen, 

2009, p. 295). Although a checklist does not contain SA information per se, it 

contains items that will ensure that important SA information is paid attention to. A 

checklist is typically “a list of action items or criteria arranged in a systematic 

manner, allowing the user to record the presence/absence of the individual items 

listed to ensure that all are considered or completed” (Hales & Pronovost, 2006, p. 

231). For instance, on board offshore vessels, the function of the 500-metre zone pre-

entry checklist is to remind the officers to pay attention to a list of predefined 

variables such as weather conditions and the status of the technical system. From a 

DSA perspective, checklists may thus be considered as tools to facilitate transactions 
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of SA relevant information from the external and internal environment to the officers. 

From a cognitive psychology perspective, they may compensate for our limited 

capacity in working memory. Wickens (2002) has argued, however, that the use of 

checklists as a tool to achieve SA falls short in several ways. Firstly, checklists may 

ensure that important information elements are paid attention to, but they do not 

necessarily support higher levels of SA (i.e. comprehension and projection of future 

state). Secondly, in dynamic environments checklists do not take into account 

unexpected events that may occur. Hence, the officers must continuously stay alert 

and pay attention to information elements that are relevant in light of their goals – 

independent of the checklist items. Further, they must be able to comprehend the 

meaning of the information and project future states in order to achieve the necessary 

SA for the operation. In this respect, the use of checklists in the planning phase of an 

operation should be regarded as useful but, on their own, inadequate tools.      

 

When it comes to the items in the ‘500-metre zone checklist’, they vary in nature. 

Some items do not rely on the officer’s ability to comprehend multiple variables. 

Rather, they concern one single observation, such as “Autopilot off – yes/no”. Some 

items, however, place greater demands on the officer’s cognitive abilities such as the 

item: “Safe direction of approach towards installation evaluated – yes/no”. The 

evaluation process prior to the final decision on how to approach the offshore 

facilities varied substantially between the vessels that were included in Study 2: some 

of the vessels performed it as an individual activity, while others performed it as a 

team activity. A practice that favours planning the approach as a team activity may 

facilitate exchange of SA relevant information. In addition, planning as a team 

activity may provide an opportunity to help each other out in making sense of the 

situation and to facilitate shared understanding of potential threats and disturbances. 

In this respect, planning the approach as a team activity may facilitate SA on all 

levels.   
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5.2 Communication and situation awareness 

In general, the exchange of information and accurate communication is considered a 

central activity when it comes to our ability to actively maintain SA in teams (Flin et 

al., 2008); that is, if one officer is in possession of information that another officer 

needs in order to fulfil his/her role in the system, the information must be 

communicated to that person (Endsley, 2015; Stanton et al., 2006). In order to do so, 

it is a prerequisite that the bridge crews have a mutual understanding of each other’s 

roles at all times. There are, however, examples from the accident reports that suggest 

that the bridge crews’ loss of SA was related to misunderstandings regarding each 

other’s roles in the system. Specifically, this concerned misunderstandings regarding 

who was in command of the vessel. Observations from the field studies offer no 

reasons to suspect that the bridge crew did not have a mutual understanding of each 

other’s role at all times. However, observed practices regarding transfer of command 

may be unfortunate and may lay the ground for misunderstandings in future 

operations; that is, transfer of command was never performed explicitly by means of 

standardized communication phrases. In general, explicitness in communication is 

recommended in order to avoid ambiguities, and standardized phraseology and closed 

loop communication are proposed as a predictable way to communicate in teams 

(Bowers et al., 1998; Flin et al., 2008; Smith-Jentsch et al., 1998). Overall, I observed 

limited use of both standardized communication phrases and closed loop 

communication during the fieldwork. In addition to communication during transfer of 

command, the field studies focused on communication practices related to transfer of 

manoeuvring positions, DP-operations and completion of checklists. 

Misunderstandings in these situations may be critical, and it is thus important that 

communication between the bridge crew members functions well. Although I 

observed differences in communication practices between the vessels, we argue that, 

to prevent misunderstandings, the bridge crews should strive for increased 

explicitness in communication.  
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5.3 Distractions/interruptions and situation awareness  

Due to our limited attention resources, interruptions and distractions such as 

incoming telephone calls pose a threat to SA (Endsley & Robertson, 2000; Flin et al., 

2008; Robertson & Endsley, 1995). Findings from Study 1 indicate that interruptions 

and distractions preceded loss of SA in six out of 18 cases. In these cases, the 

interrupting and distracting elements were related to both factors that largely were 

imposed by the seafarers themselves (e.g. conducting administrative tasks) and 

factors that were beyond individual control (e.g. incoming telephone calls). In the 

fieldwork from Study 2, we examined interrupting and distracting elements in day-to-

day operations on board a selection of PSVs. Our findings indicate that conducting 

administrative tasks, using electronic devices and non-essential conversations were 

applicable in varying degree on board the vessels.  

It is obvious that, frequently in day-to-day operations, the bridge crews must 

simultaneously relate to and manage multiple tasks, such as monitoring parameters in 

the technical equipment and communicating with other entities. Our findings from 

Study 3 revealed, however, that psychological job demands have a minor effect on 

SA in the deck department sub-sample. This finding was surprising since negative 

factors often associated with overload in job demands such as stress and fatigue had a 

negative effect on SA in previous studies (Sneddon, Mearns & Flin, 2013). A 

potential explanation for this finding could be that the seafarers’ training and 

professionalism contributed to a satisfactory SA despite high job demands.      

Some research has, however, been conducted into the effect of interruptions on task 

performance within various industries. According to Trafton and Monk (2007), the 

research literature has identified two main themes: how the characteristics of the 

interruptions affect task performance and how to moderate negative effects. In 

addition, the nature of interrupting and distracting elements may be distinguished 

according to whether they are caused by factors that are essential or non-essential for 

the officers’ primary task. Although the officers frequently direct attention towards 

their primary task, distractions and interruptions caused by non-essential tasks might 
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still have significant implications for the bridge crews’ SA requirements, that is, 

delayed transactions of SA relevant information because of the failure to switch 

attention in a timely manner. Further, even if attention is shifted in a timely manner, 

cognitive effort is required to update SA (Loukopoulos, Dismukes, & Barshi, 2009), 

which in turn places additional strain on limited cognitive resources. In light of this, 

the aim should be to eliminate the risk of interruptions/distractions in critical phases 

of the voyage. This is in line with the aviation industry’s ‘sterile cockpit rule’, which 

prohibits the crew from performing non-essential tasks in critical phases of the flight 

(Sumwalt, 1993).  

5.4 Training and situation awareness 

In particular, training and experience are proposed to be a prerequisite to well-

developed mental models, which in turn are important to achieve SA on all levels 

(Endsley, 1995). That is, it is important for the officers to have sufficient knowledge 

about the system in order to identify relevant information, to comprehend the 

meaning of the information and to be able to project future states. The results from 

Study 1 indicate that insufficient training was associated with loss of SA in seven out 

of 18 cases. In one of these cases, the investigators reported that one of the officers 

involved had been on board the vessel for less than a week and during this time had 

not received sufficient familiarization and vessel-specific training. Consequently, the 

investigators argued that the officer was not aware of what was going on in the course 

of events prior to the collision (I19-D04 & I19-D025). On-board training, in the sense 

that senior officers train the cadets and junior officers on board their respective 

vessels, is an essential part of the shipping companies’ training regime. This is of 

utmost importance, since vessels of the same type in a shipping company’s fleet can 

be equipped with devices from different manufacturers, and these differences can 

entail significant differences in man-machine interfaces. On-board training and 

familiarization are thus a prerequisite for establishing sufficient mental models of the 
                                              

5 Refers to the investigation reports in question.   
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tasks. Conversely, if the officers’ work is based on poor mental models, they will be 

vulnerable to human error caused by loss of SA.    

 

The training regime in the maritime industry has traditionally focused on the 

development of technical skills, that is, training on technical equipment related to the 

vessel’s core activities, such as training in navigational simulators. However, training 

methods concerning non-technical skills, including SA, have gained increased 

attention within the human factor community over the last decade. Training on non-

technical skills has also most recently gained increased interest within the maritime 

industry. For instance, following the 2010 Manilla Amendments of the 1978 STCW 

Convention, the officers on the bridge are required to undergo training in non-

technical skills, such as operational leadership and teamwork, in order to retain their 

certificates (International Maritime Organization, 2011). When it comes to training 

on non-technical skills that may improve SA, Endsley and Robertson (2000) have 

suggested some focus areas: training on task management strategies such as 

management of interruption/distractions; the development of comprehension skills 

such as evaluation of the risk level; and planning strategies such as contingency 

planning. Findings from the studies in the present thesis, which suggest that planning, 

communication and management of distracting/interrupting elements may be 

important antecedents to loss of SA, indicate that training that aims to improve the 

seafarers’ skills in relation to these matters may contribute to improving SA in day-

to-day operations.        

5.5 Design and situation awareness 

From a DSA perspective, technical equipment and other artefacts are considered as 

important actors in technology driven systems, and analysis of a systems DSA should 

thus include an analysis of how SA related information is transferred from the 

technology to the operators (Salmon et al., 2012). In Study 1, inadequate design was 

identified as a factor that may have influenced the bridge crews’ ability to achieve 

and maintain SA in seven out of 18 cases that were associated with loss of SA. When 
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it comes to design of technology, a previous study hypothesized that technological 

developments on board the vessels were associated with increased risk of loss of SA. 

The results showed that vessels with more sophisticated technology more frequently 

were associated with loss of SA than older vessels (Grech, Horberry, & Koester, 

2008). To my knowledge, the study did not take into account the possibility that the 

age of the vessel does not necessarily correlate with the age of the technical 

equipment on the bridge. These findings may stress the importance, however, of SA-

oriented design processes on board the vessels.  

 

Several of the cases included in Study 1 concerned the lack of adequate indicators on 

the status of the technical system, such as alarms. Examples are lack of an audible 

alarm when the bridge crew tried to steer the vessel manually with the autopilot 

activated or lack of an alarm or other adequate indicators in the case of deficiencies in 

the steering system. Challenges associated with alarms in operational settings were 

most recently examined in a study within the high-speed vessel segment. Fagerholt 

and her colleagues (Fagerholt, Kongsvik, Moe, & Solem, 2014) found that 33% of 

the navigators reported that they always or often experienced alarms that contribute to 

confusion about the cause of the alarm. In addition, 26% reported that they always or 

often experienced alarms that were difficult to localize. In general, alarms are 

indicators of underlying conditions in the system, such as various forms of technical 

faults. However, alarms must frequently be interpreted in light of other information in 

the environment in order to fully comprehend the underlying conditions that initiated 

the alarm in the first place. The cognitive processes involved in the interpretation and 

integration of information to form higher levels of SA draw on several factors such as 

our mental models on the system, previous experience with the system, other relevant 

information in the environment and our experience with system reliability (e.g. false 

alarm rate). The design of alarm functions must deal with these realities in order to 

support the bridge crews’ SA needs (Endsley, 2012).    
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5.6 On-board leadership and situation awareness 

The bridge crew on board an offshore vessel must work in close cooperation in order 

to execute the operation in a safe and efficient manner. In addition, they have to relate 

to each other during meals and in recreation facilities on board the vessel. In this 

respect, the life on board a vessel may be characterized as a “total institution”, as 

described by Goffman (1961). It is thus a reasonable assumption that the bridge crew 

members have a considerable influence on each other when it comes to attitudes and 

work performance. In particular, it is reasonable to believe that, as the vessel’s 

superior leader, the master will have an influence on work performance and safety on 

board the vessel. In Study 3, we hypothesized that the master’s leadership style will 

affect the bridge crew’s ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-to-day operations. 

The findings showed that authentic leadership was positively associated with SA. 

These findings were not surprising, since authentic leaders are characterized by high 

moral standards; it is therefore assumed that authentic leaders will prioritize the 

safety of the vessel (Hystad, Bartone, & Eid, 2014). Since authentic leaders openly 

and honestly share information and express their values and viewpoint, it is 

reasonable to believe that the seafarers themselves will prioritize safety and thus have 

a greater awareness of safety related information. In this way, they will be able to 

establish greater SA in relation to their safety goals. Laissez-faire leaders, on the 

other hand, do not contribute any kind of leadership (Bass, 1997). Hence, the bridge 

crew have relatively greater freedom in their work performance. Our findings from 

Study 3 showed that laissez-faire leadership was negatively associated with SA. That 

is, bridge crews that must relate to masters that practise laissez-faire leadership are at 

greater risk of losing their SA in day-to-day operations. Since SA is closely linked to 

decision-making and behaviour (Endsley, 1995), these findings are important for the 

safety of the vessels. In particular, the findings will have implications for the shipping 

company’s recruitment and leadership training of masters. 

Several researchers have highlighted certain challenges when it comes to authentic 

leadership in organizations.  For instance, Nyberg and Sveningsson (2014) and 

Wetzel (2015) point to the fact that leaders do not hold an unambiguous role in 
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relation to the organizations and that leaders may experience a tension between their 

authenticity and the contradictory expectations of others. For instance, masters on 

board the vessels might experience a tension between the desire to practise authentic 

leadership and the expectations from both their own organization and the wider 

system. For instance, in their day-to-day operations, masters must relate to various 

actors and cultures (i.e., various authorities, national and international regulations, 

various charterers and the shipping company’s onshore organization), whose 

requirements are not necessarily in line with their own values and beliefs. Naturally, 

this may pose a threat to the authenticity of the master’s leadership. In other words, it 

may be challenging or even impossible to practise ‘true’ authentic leadership in the 

maritime industry. This should not hinder masters, however, from striving to the 

greatest extent possible for authenticity in their leadership on board the vessels.     
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6 Conclusion and implications    

This thesis has examined and discussed shipboard factors that may influence the 

ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-to-day operations on board offshore 

vessels. Figure 7 provides an overview of the overall research problem and the three 

research questions that were addressed in this thesis.     

 

Figure 7: The research problem and the research questions 

Research Question 1 was addressed in a study of accident reports concerning 

collisions between offshore vessels and offshore facilities on the Norwegian 

continental shelf in the period from 2001 to 2011. The findings indicated that loss of 

SA was an important contributory factor to various forms of human error on the 

bridge. The findings further indicated that planning of operations, communication 

failure, interrupting/distracting elements, inadequate design and insufficient training 

may have influenced the bridge crews’ SA in the course of events.  

Research Question 2 was addressed by means of fieldwork on board four different 

PSVs belonging to two Norwegian controlled shipping companies. The aim of the 

study was to examine how planning of operations, communication and management 

of interrupting/distracting elements play out in real-world settings. The field studies 

revealed various practices on board the vessels. However, in light of a DSA 

perspective, we argue that increased use of standardized communication, planning as 

a team activity and better management of interruptions/distractions caused by non-

essential tasks would be advantageous from a DSA perspective.   
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Finally, Research Question 3 was addressed by means of survey data collected on 

board vessels in a Norwegian controlled shipping company. The findings indicate 

that, in the deck department sample, 21.6% of the variations in SA could be explained 

by the combined influence of authentic leadership, laissez-faire leadership and job 

demands, while, in the engine department sample, 27.5% of the variations in SA 

could be explained by laissez-faire and authentic leadership alone. 

6.1 Implications for practice   

This thesis has some practical implications for the maritime industry. Firstly, Study 1 

revealed that human error caused by loss of SA was a significant contributing factor 

in previous incidents at sea. Considering the significance of loss of SA, the shipping 

companies may benefit from applying SA as a framework in future audits, analyses of 

unwanted events and in accident investigations. By so doing, the shipping companies 

may identify latent conditions that affect the bridge crews’ SA and implement 

necessary measures. Secondly, the present thesis provides insight into how shipboard 

practices in day-to-day operations related to planning, communication and the 

management of interrupting/distracting elements may influence the bridge crews’ 

ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-to-day operations. These findings may 

support the shipping companies in developing procedures that aim to support the 

bridge crews’ SA. In addition, the study reveals that inadequate design was an 

important contributing factor to loss of SA.  This in turn stresses the need for SA-

driven design processes. Study 1 also revealed that insufficient training was an 

important contributing factor in relation to the failure to comprehend the situation at 

hand. The shipping companies should therefore provide for both individual technical 

training and training on non-technical skills. Finally, Study 3 revealed that the 

masters’ leadership style influences the bridge crews’ ability to achieve and maintain 

SA. These findings are important for the shipping companies because they should 

have consequences for both their leadership training and recruitment processes.  

Taken together, the thesis may contribute to an increased focus on SA within the 

maritime industry. In particular, it is hoped that the thesis will increase the shipping 
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companies’ understanding of how planning, communication, management of 

interrupting/distracting elements, training, design issues and on-board leadership may 

influence the seafarers’ SA in day-to-day operations.     

6.2 Implications for theory  

This thesis will also have implications for theory. Firstly, the theory of DSA is a 

rather new theoretical concept within the body of SA theories. As a result, there are 

relatively few empirical studies on SA as a distributed phenomenon. Since Study 2 

favoured a DSA perspective, the thesis adds to our understanding of SA as a 

distributed phenomenon in the maritime industry. The study might also serve as a 

window onto studying SA as a distributed phenomenon in other industrial settings.  

Secondly, our study has contributed with knowledge regarding the significance of on-

board leadership from a SA perspective. Since laissez-faire leadership proved to be 

negatively associated with SA, the thesis also lends support to Skogstad and 

colleagues’ (2007) argument that laissez-faire leadership should be seen as a 

destructive form of leadership, rather than a type of zero-leadership.       

6.3 Methodological considerations  

An issue that must be discussed regarding the methodology in Study 1 is how suitable 

accident reports are for examining SA. Obviously, it is not possible to state anything 

with certainty in respect of the seafarers’ cognitive processes in the course of events 

prior to the collisions. Rather, the classification of SA errors was supported by 

descriptions of the bridge crews’ behaviour and what they were thinking in the course 

of events. However, this is in line with similar studies that have made use of accident 

reports for examining the role of loss of SA in previous accidents and incidents. 

Nevertheless, when it comes to the part of the study that examines factors 

contributing to the loss of SA, it is fair to admit that it is not possible to state with 

certainty whether the collisions could have been prevented if the contributing factors, 

as referred to in Study 1, were not present. Based on the investigators’ statements in 

the accident reports, there are, however, reasons to believe that an absence of these 
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factors would have influenced the bridge crew’s ability to perceive SA relevant 

information, comprehend that information and project future states in a positive way.   

I hope that the reader is convinced that the best way to examine shipboard practices 

in day-to-day operations is by means of fieldwork. However, the methodological 

approach has its limitations. Firstly, structurally, all the members of the bridge crew 

had specific duties on board the vessels. The fact that I, as a researcher, did not have 

any duties on board the vessel might have caused some uncertainty about my role on 

board the vessel. This in turn might have affected the bridge crews’ behaviour and 

statements. Secondly, a PSV is a high-tech, expert-run system that an outsider 

without nautical experience is unlikely to fully understand. The use of highly 

specialized terminology and tacit agreements among the bridge crew members may 

also have impeded my understanding of the ongoing process on board the vessels. 

Thus, the reader must bear in mind that this might have affected the quality of the 

data presented.     

In Study 3, we developed a conceptual model, which in turn was tested on survey 

data collected from a selection of offshore vessels. In this respect, self-report on one’s 

own deviant behaviour may be problematic, as the informants may be reluctant to 

provide truthful answers. It might therefore be a possibility that the seafarers have 

underreported their own deviant behaviour for fear of reprisals. On the other hand, 

self-report may be the most practical measure, as the seafarers are the only ones who 

are fully aware of their behaviour.     

That said, the present thesis presents new empirical evidence that contributes to our 

understanding of SA and safety outcomes in complex collaborative work systems 

such as bridge operations in offshore vessels. Based on a multiple method and 

multiple sample approach, significant shipboard factors that may influence the 

seafarers’ ability to achieve and maintain SA in day-to-day operations have been 

identified.     
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a b s t r a c t

This study examined accident reports (n = 23) for collisions between attendant vessels and offshore facil-
ities on the Norwegian continental shelf during the period of 2001–2011. An initial analysis indicated
that the concept of situation awareness (SA) might be useful for providing a more detailed understanding
of the processes that lead to collisions. SA is defined as ‘being aware of what is happening around you and
understanding what that information means to you now and in the future’ (Endsley, 2012, p. 13). The first
part of the study contains an analysis of accident reports that reveals that the collisions with offshore
facilities were preceded by loss of SA on the bridge in 18 of the 23 instances. Three types of SA errors were
identified: failure to perceive the situation correctly (Level 1 SA; n = 13), failure to comprehend the situ-
ation (Level 2 SA; n = 4), and failure to project the situation into the future (Level 3 SA; n = 1). In the sec-
ond part of the study, the human, technological and organisational factors described in the accident
reports are analysed to evaluate how the factors may have affected the duty officers‘ awareness of the
situation. The results indicate that inadequate operation planning, inadequate bridge design, insufficient
training, communication failures and distracting elements were the underlying factors that significantly
contributed to the collisions.
� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

During the period of 2001–2011, a total of 27 collisions were
reported between attendant vessels1 and offshore facilities on the
Norwegian continental shelf. At least six of these collisions were
deemed to have very high hazard potentials (Kvitrud, 2011;
Oltedal, 2012). The catastrophic potential of collisions between
attendant vessels and offshore facilities was demonstrated in dra-
matic fashion by the Mumbai High North accident in July 2005. A
multipurpose support vessel lost control and hit several marine ris-
ers at the Mumbai High North offshore complex off the west coast of
India. The collision caused a gas leak that resulted in a serious fire,
and parts of the complex collapsed after approximately two hours.
Of the 384 persons who were on board that day, 362 were rescued,
and 22 died (Daley, 2013). The objective of this study is to

understand the human factors and processes that contributed to
the reported collisions on the Norwegian continental shelf to prevent
similar events in future. The analysis was based on the assumption
that to be effective, bridge crews on attendant vessels must act deci-
sively during stressful, high-risk situations. The analysis also
assumed that situation awareness (SA) is a prerequisite for quick
and good decisions (Endsley, 1995b). According to Endsley (2012,
p. 13), SA can be described as ‘being aware of what is happening
around you and understanding what that information means to you
now and in the future’. That is, the bridge crew must be able to iden-
tify key aspects of the environment accurately, understand the
meaning of what they sense, and have a good sense of what can hap-
pen. Although we have no data to verify that SA errors contributed to
the Mumbai High North accident, the available information strongly
suggests that a loss of SA might have been a contributing factor. The
weather conditions were unfavourable when the vessel approached
the offshore facility on its windward side. Due to technical problems,
the approach was initially made in manual mode and, subsequently,
in emergency mode, which indicates that the vessel’s position was
entirely under human control (Daley, 2013). In such conditions, it
is particularly important that the bridge crew is attentive and has
the ability to assess the situation continuously and act appropriately
to avoid severe consequences. Any collision between seagoing ves-
sels and fixed installations, such as bridges and quays, has the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2015.06.021
0925-7535/� 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

⇑ Corresponding author at: Department of Maritime Studies, Stord/Haugesund
University College, Bjørnsonsgate 45, N-5528 Haugesund, Norway. Tel.: +47 928 58
788, +47 52 70 27 62.
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1 This term refers to vessels that provide services to offshore installations and

includes platform supply vessels (PSVs), anchor-handling vessels, standby vessels and
oil tankers. Historical data show that 98% of collisions between vessels and offshore
facilities on the Norwegian continental shelf involve attendant vessels (the North
West European Area Guidelines, 2009).
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potential for major consequences to human, environmental and eco-
nomic assets. However, as shown in the Mumbai High North case,
collisions with offshore production facilities have notably high haz-
ard potentials. In addition to the risk of injuries and fatalities, dam-
age to hydrocarbon pipes and subsequent ignition and fire may
cause severe oil spills and thus represents a threat to marine life
and vulnerable ecosystems.

In the current study, we examined 23 of the 27 collisions that
occurred in the period from 2001 to 2011 to determine the role
of human errors that might have been related to the loss of SA.
However, because human error caused by the loss of SA can be per-
ceived as a consequence of the underlying circumstances in an
organisation (Reason, 1997), the current study also aimed to iden-
tify the human, technological and organisational factors that might
have influenced the bridge crews’ abilities to achieve and maintain
SA as the events unfold. The incidents that we analysed occurred
within a petro-maritime context in which various organisations
and actors, including both internal actors on board the vessel and
external actors (e.g., the offshore facility), interact on a daily basis.
However, our primary emphasis was on the bridge operations, and
our study is therefore limited to the course of events on the bridge.
To provide a frame of reference, we will briefly outline the concept
of SA and suggest several factors that might have affected the
bridge crews’ SA formation.

1.1. The concept of situation awareness

According to Endsley (1995b), SA in bridge operations generally
involves three levels of information processing. At the first level
(SA Level 1), the duty officer perceives the status and dynamics
of the relevant elements in his/her environment. Given that our
attention and working memory capacities are limited and selective
(Simons, 2000), a typical error at this level would be the missing of
critical information. At the second level (SA Level 2), the duty offi-
cer will integrate and evaluate the information at hand. He/she is
required to understand the perceived information in relation to
the relevant goals and objectives. Because our attention and work-
ing memory capacities are limited, we rely on information stored
in our long-term memory in the form of particular mental models
(Endsley, 1995b). A mental model can be understood as ‘the mech-
anisms whereby humans are able to generate descriptions of system
purpose and form, explanations of system functioning and observed
system states, and predictions of future system states’ (Rouse and
Morris, 1986, p. 351). Thus, a typical error at the second level
would be a failure to comprehend the situation. The duty officer
might misinterpret the information or experience limitations in
working memory due to information overload and/or stress
(Endsley, 2012). At the third level (SA Level 3), the duty officer uses
his/her perception and comprehension of the current situation to
estimate what will happen in the near future (Endsley, 1995b).
For example, by calculating speed, currents and wind, the duty offi-
cer should be able to avoid a collision with an offshore facility by
reprogramming the automatic systems.

As proposed by Endsley, the three-level approach focuses on
cognitive processes and takes the mind of each individual as the
unit of analysis. However, this approach has certain limitations
in terms of our understanding of how SA is achieved in collabora-
tive systems. In this respect, a more recent perspective on SA pro-
vides an alternative manner in which to examine SA. Following
from the concept of distributed SA, SA is viewed as a system prop-
erty in which SA related information is distributed between differ-
ent agents (both human and non-human) in a collaborative
system. In this perspective, the focus of study is on the interactions
between the agents comprising the system, and a central aim is to
understand how SA-related information is transferred between dif-
ferent agents in day-to-day operations (Salmon et al., 2012). In this

manner, the application of a distributed SA perspective may
enhance our understanding of the factors that influence SA forma-
tion among the bridge crew. Communication is a particularly crit-
ical dimension that might be a source of misinformation and thus
affect a bridge crew’s SA requirements (Kanki, 2010; Patrick and
Belton, 2003; Weick et al., 1999). Should a crew member fail to
transfer information or communicate information in an ambiguous
manner, the bridge crew‘s SA formation might suffer (Endsley,
1995b). The technological environment of the bridge also provides
SA-related information; thus, man–machine interactions are of
particular importance on board offshore vessels. The extent to
which and how the technology provides the bridge crew with
information is therefore a critical dimension in the SA context
(Endsley, 2012). It has also been suggested that planning activities
aimed at anticipating events might have a positive effect on bridge
crews’ abilities to achieve SA. High-quality planning should ideally
improve the understanding of risk and enable crew members to
seek information in advance and plan for various scenarios
(Endsley and Robertson, 2000; Flin et al., 2008). Such planning
may be particularly important in situations in which the bridge
crew has limited time to act to avoid consequences. In addition
to highlighting interactions with both humans and the environ-
ment, Bolstad et al. (2005) emphasised that the operators’ abilities
are a central component in the formation of SA in collaborative sys-
tems. From this perspective, emphasis should be placed on factors
such as training regimes, including how the shipping companies
ensure that the bridge crew has sufficient knowledge to under-
stand what they sense.

The loss of SA is frequently seen as an important contributing
factor to accidents in various industries, such as the aviation
(Endsley, 1995a; Jones and Endsley, 1996) and maritime industries
(Barnett et al., 2006; Grech et al., 2002). An accident analysis from
the offshore drilling industry indicates that the loss of SA is a sig-
nificant antecedent of human error. Of the 135 cases that were
associated with a loss of SA, 67% were attributable to a lack of per-
ception of critical information (SA level 1), 20% were attributed to a
failure to comprehend the situation (SA level 2), and 13% were
attributed to an inability to project the situation into the near
future (SA level 3) (Sneddon et al., 2006). To the best of our knowl-
edge, no previous studies have examined the significance of the
loss of SA during bridge operations on board offshore vessels.

1.2. International standards and industry guidelines

Several international standards and guidelines have been devel-
oped to support seafarers and help them operate safely at sea. The
oldest such standard is the International Convention for the Safety
of Life at Sea that was developed by the International Maritime
Organization as a response to the Titanic disaster. This convention
was adopted in 1914 and was most recently revised in 2011. The
main objective of this convention is to specify minimum standards
for the construction of and equipment on board vessels. Of particu-
lar significance in the SA context is the principle that bridge design
and the design of navigational systems and equipment should
enable the bridge crew to have convenient and continuous access
to essential information that is provided in a clear and unambigu-
ous manner (International Maritime Organization, 2012).
Furthermore, following a series of major accidents at sea in the
early 1990s, the International Maritime Organization began to
develop new regulations that account for human factors
(Gholamreza andWolff, 2008). This update included a new revision
of the Standard for Training, Certification and Watch-Keeping
for Seafarers (International Maritime Organization, 2011) that
incorporated new minimum requirements for the training and
competence of seafarers and thus aimed to increase the knowledge
and skills of seafarers worldwide. This update also included a
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revision of the International Safety Management Code
(International MaritimeOrganization, 2010) that aimed to establish
a minimum standard for safety management systems (Rodriguez
and Champbell Hubbard, 1998–1999). However, because the code
sets out functional requirements, rather than specific operating
procedures, the industry is still relatively free to customise its
safetymanagement systems to its own needswithin the framework
of the code. A recent example is the North West European Area
(NWEA) guidelines for the safe management of offshore supply
and anchor-handling operations.2 These guidelines were developed
as a joint project bymaritime and offshore organisations in Denmark,
the Netherlands, the UK and Norway, and they were implemented in
2006. The purpose of these guidelines was to incorporate the best
practices in offshore supply and anchor-handling operations into
the industry (the North West European Area Guidelines, 2009).
Although the NWEA guidelines are officially only recommendations,
in reality, clients require shipping companies that provide supply and
rig moving services to adhere to them. Several requirements that
were incorporated into the NWEA guidelines were intended to
increase the awareness of bridge crews of the situation and the
upcoming operations, for example, by mandating that two navigators
are on the bridge when operating inside the safety zone around an
offshore facility and by providing checklists and standards for risk
assessment that must be completed and met prior to entering the
safety zone. International standards and industry guidelines can thus
be seen as structured recommendations that are intended to assist
bridge crews in their work performance.

2. Methodology

2.1. Sample description

The objective of this study was to understand the human factors
and processes that contributed to the 27 collisions between atten-
dant vessels and offshore facilities on the Norwegian continental
shelf in the period of 2001 to 2011. The only available data about
these incidents are presented in reports from various investiga-
tions, and this study is based on reviews and analyses of the data
presented in these reports. Initially, we were able to collect reports
about 24 of the incidents, but one was excluded due to sparse
information. Three of the incidents included in this study were
investigated by more than one agency or organisation, resulting
in a total of 28 accident reports. In these three cases, the accident
reports dealing with the same accident provided richer sources of
information about the cases in question. However, the suggested
causes were not counted more than once. Ten reports originated
from operators, fourteen from shipping companies, two from con-
sulting firms in cooperation with shipping companies, one from
the owner of the offshore facility and one from the Norwegian
Petroleum Safety Authority. The reports varied in length from 4
to 63 pages, and the total number of pages including appendixes
was 701. Table 1 presents an overview of the types of vessels that
were involved in the incidents, and Table 2 provides an overview of
the types of operations that were being conducted at the times of
the incidents.

2.2. Procedure

The coding was quite a challenge because the reports were sur-
prisingly diverse in terms of their contents, structures and applied
methodologies. Indeed, the methodologies were only explicitly
described in seven of the reports. In the remaining 21 reports,

the methodologies used to arrive at the findings and conclusions
were unknown. However, all of the reports contained statements
about the original investigators beliefs regarding the causes of
the incidents. To select the most appropriate approach for analys-
ing the accident reports, these statements were initially reviewed
and organised into major topics. The results indicated that human
error (caused either directly by the bridge crew or by inadequate
responses to technical faults), technical faults and adverse weather
conditions emerged as the major causal categories, and causal cat-
egories were implicated both separately and in combination.
Twenty-one cases involved some type of human error, nine cases
involved some type of technical fault, and six cases involved
adverse weather conditions (e.g., heavy fog, swells and waves). In
eight cases, human error occurred in combination with a technical
fault, in five cases, human error occurred in combination with
adverse weather conditions, and in the remaining eight cases,
human error was identified as the sole direct cause.

Based on the initial processing of the reports, we decided to fol-
low an approach that remained open to organizational, technolog-
ical, individual factors and environmental force-related factors. The
second analytical step consisted of a process of open and axial cod-
ing (Neuman, 2006) and provided opportunities to develop cate-
gories that described the causal factors and to examine the
associations between categories. In this process, failures related
to ‘problem detection’ and ‘problem diagnosis’ emerged as two
major categories of human error that contributed to the incidents.
These categories were considered to be congruent with Level 1 and
Level 2 in Endsley’s (1995b) theory of situation awareness, and this
concept therefore emerged as a major topic of the study.

Initially, we intended to end the procedure after the second
step. However, due to the identified link between the categories
and the theory of SA, we decided to elaborate further on the signif-
icance of the loss of SA. Consequently, a further analysis focused
exclusively on the 21 cases in which the incidents were caused
by human error alone or in combination with weather conditions
or technical faults. The third analytical step therefore involved
the use of Jones and Endsley’s (1996) conceptual framework, which
classifies and describes the sources of SA errors at each of the SA
levels, to reanalyse and reclassify the information about the causes
presented in the reports. In cases in which more than one SA error
was identified, we only coded the error that occurred closest in
time to the collision.

Because the previous analytical steps were not sufficient to
understand why the losses of SA occurred, we decided to extend
the analysis to identify the contributing factors. In the fourth step,
each accident report was re-examined to identify the human, tech-
nological and organisational contributing causes associated with

Table 1
Type of vessels involved in the incidents.

Type of vessel No of incidents

Platform supply vessel 17
Anchor-handling vessel 2
Standby vessel 2
Shuttle tanker 1
Well stimulation vessel 1

Table 2
Type of operation being conducted at the times of the incidents.

Operation No of incidents

Loading/offloading 10
Approaching offshore facility 8
Departing from offshore facility 2
Anchor handling 2
Stand-by services 1

2 The NWEA guidelines were replaced by Guidelines for Offshore and Marine
Operations (GOMO), which were implemented on the 1st of June 2014. However, the
NWEA guidelines were applicable at the time of the collisions included in this study.
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the SA errors. These contributing causes were assigned an initial
code, and the codes were later condensed into broad categories.
For example, ‘insufficient risk assessment’, ‘inadequate use of the
pre-entry checklist’ and ‘insufficient technical tests’ before the ves-
sels entered the offshore facilities’ safety zones were all cate-
gorised as ‘planning failure’. In addition to ‘planning failure’,
‘inadequate design’, ‘communication failure’, ‘distracting elements’
and ‘insufficient training’ emerged as major categories.

Finally, to increase the reliability of the coding, the reports were
independently analysed and classified (according to the SA concep-
tual framework) by two of the authors. Both authors remained
blind to the other’s classifications during this process. The raters
agreed in the majority of the cases. In cases of disagreement, the
raters discussed the cases and reached agreement by clarifying
and explaining their positions. In all but two cases, the raters
reached agreement about their classifications. For these two cases,
a third rater analysed and classified the accident reports. The final
classifications were in accordance with the classifications of the
majority. The two cases in question are marked with asterisks (⁄)
in Table 5.

2.3. Methodological challenges

As noted in previous studies that have analysed accident
reports, the present study contains limitations and shortcomings
concerning the ability to represent all aspects of an incident; ‘[all
such reports] are – even the best of them – a highly selective version
of the actuality, and it is also very much a subjective process’ (Reason,
2008, p. 58). Although the accuracy of a report can never be known
with any degree of certainty, it is important to identify the condi-
tions that might have led to inaccuracy (Scott, 1990). As previously
noted, the accident reports were surprisingly diverse in terms con-
tent, structure, and applied methodology. Although some of the
reports contained a relatively comprehensive analysis, it should
be noted that some of the reports contained rather sparse informa-
tion beyond the acute phase of the incident and emphasised tech-
nical faults and human error. Therefore, it is likely that the
organisational contributing causes were underrepresented in the
sample. Thus, the distribution of contributing causes might be
somewhat distorted relative to the actual distribution. Because
the methodologies applied in the investigations were not explicitly
described in the majority of the reports, it is also difficult to assess
whether and how various SA aspects were covered in the investi-
gations. In addition to the arguments outlined above, an important
question is whether the researchers were able to draw the correct
conclusions based on the data presented in the accident reports.
Although the data utilised in this study consists of the investiga-
tors’ descriptions of the incidents and their beliefs regarding the
causes of the incidents, the coding process always includes subjec-
tive judgements. For example, in the present study, failures to
apply the mandatory checklists before the vessels entered the off-
shore facilities’ 500-m safety zones were coded as ‘planning fail-
ures’. Another code that might have been applicable in these
cases is ‘procedure violation’, which would have communicated
another aspect of the causal picture. However, we attempted to
established transparency in this study such that the description
of the incidents and associated contributing factors are presented
as narrative text to a large extent. The reader must however bear
in mind that the reliability of this study might be affected by the
aforementioned conditions.

3. Results

The cases included in our study varied in relative severity, both
in terms of actual consequences and loss potential. The majority of

the cases (n = 15) involved minor impacts with the offshore facility
and limited to minor material damage to the offshore facility
and/or vessel. Typical scenarios in these cases were that the vessel
drifted into the offshore facility due to technical problems or due to
inattentiveness by the bridge crew. Thus, in these cases, relatively
low amounts of force were involved. Additionally, the bridge crews
were able to restore normal states by pulling out from the offshore
facility relatively swiftly. The remaining cases (n = 8) were
assessed either by the Norwegian Safety Petroleum Authority or
the service provider as having severe loss potentials. In these cases,
the vessels hit the offshore facility at relatively high speeds3 or
made contact with the offshore facility repeatedly due to problems
pulling out from the offshore facility and restore a normal state.
Table 3 provide some examples of the actual consequences accord-
ing to severity rating.

According to the accident reports, the wind speeds were at calm
and high wind, moderate gale, and near gale levels at the times of the
incidents. However, no information about wind speed was avail-
able in three of the accident reports. In two other reports, the wind
speeds were described as light and thus could not be classified
according to Beaufort’s scale. The wave heights at the times of
the incidents according to the accident reports were between zero
and six metres.4 However, in three of the accident reports, no infor-
mation about wave height was available. In two other reports, the
conditions were described as calm seas. An overview of the weather
conditions at the times of the incidents is provided in Table 4.

SA errors were identified in 18 of the 21 cases we analysed.
Table 5 provides an overview of the classifications of these 18 cases
according to Jones and Endsley’s (1996) conceptual framework.
Thirteen incidents were classified as Level 1 errors, four cases were
classified as Level 2 errors, and one case was classified as a Level 3
error. Regarding the SA Level 1 errors, the most common source
was a ‘failure to monitor or observe data’, which was applicable
in 8 of the 13 cases. The most common source of the Level 2 errors
was a ‘lack of/poor mental model’, which was applicable in all four
cases. The incident classified as a Level 3 error was due to a failure
to project the possible consequences of a particular manoeuvre
when the vessel was about to leave the offshore facility. In twelve
of the cases, the bridge crew failed to perceive or comprehend crit-
ical information regarding the vessel’s technical status.

Table 6 provides an overview of contributing causes that were
associated with each source of SA error according to Jones and
Endsley’s (1996) conceptual framework. The column on the left
shows the numbers of incidents associated with each source of
SA error as presented in Table 5. The remaining columns show
the numbers of cases associated with each category of contributing
cause as identified in our analysis.

Overall, ‘planning failure’ was identified as the most common
contributing cause and was applicable in 10 of the 18 cases. The

Table 3
Consequences.

Severity
rating

Consequences No of
incidents

Minor Minor or no material damage to facility and/or vessel 15
Examples: minor damage to railing, antennas, fender
lists, bulk hoses and minor dents in bulwark

Severe Considerable material damage to facility and/or vessel 8
Examples: dents in shaft and bracing on the offshore
facility and dents in the vessels hull

3 In one of the cases the vessel collided with the offshore facility at a speed of
9.7 knots.

4 In nine cases, whether the wave height was measured as significant or maximum
wave height was not specified. In four cases, wave height was significant wave height,
and in three cases, it was measured as maximum wave height.
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next most common causes were ‘inadequate design’, ‘communica-
tion failure’ and ‘insufficient training’, which occurred in seven of
the 18 cases. ‘Planning failure’ in combination with ‘failure to mon-
itor or observe data’ was identified as the most common contribut-
ing cause among the SA Level 1 errors and was applicable in five of
eight cases. The most common contributing cause among the SA
Level 2 errors was ‘insufficient training’ associated with ‘lack
of/poor mental model’, which was applicable in all four cases. In
the following sections, we elaborate on our findings and provide
examples drawn from the accident reports in accordance with
the structure provided by Jones and Endsley’s (1996) conceptual
framework.

3.1. Level 1 error – perception

3.1.1. Failure to monitor or observe data
In eight cases, the source of the SA error was the bridge crew’s

failure to monitor or observe critical available information. In five
of these cases, the bridge crew failed to detect settings in the ves-
sel’s technical system. Notably, two cases followed an almost iden-
tical course of events in that they were both caused by the bridge

crew believing that the vessel was on manual steering when it was
actually on autopilot. Because the autopilot overrides manual
steering, all attempts to steer the vessel failed, which led to
unavoidable impact with the offshore facility. After one of the inci-
dents, the investigators stated, ‘he [the officer] checked critical func-
tions (. . .) but he did not check the status of the autopilot’ (Report no
I06 – D01, p. 8). The last three cases were due to insufficient mon-
itoring of the vessel’s relative distance to the offshore facilities. In
one of the accident reports, it was noted that ‘both the master and
the first officer were present on the bridge on [name of the vessel]
when the vessel was within the 500-m safety zone of [name of the
installation], but for a while, no one kept lookout in the vessel’s longi-
tudinal direction’ (Report no I15-D02, p. 15) (translated from
Norwegian into English). When the bridge crew’s attention was
finally drawn to the longitudinal direction, it was too late to
reverse the situation because the vessel was critically close to
the offshore facility.

The investigators emphasised what has been classified as ‘plan-
ning failure’ as the most common contributing cause associated
with the ‘failure to observe or monitor data’, which was applicable
in five of the eight cases. In three of these five cases, more active
use of the available checklists during the planning stage before
the vessel entered the offshore facility’s safety zone might have
helped the bridge crew to perceive critical data from the vessel’s
technical system. The second most common contributing causes
associated with ‘failure to monitor or observe data’ were ‘commu-
nication failure’ and ‘distracting elements’, which were both appli-
cable in four of the eight cases. Regards ‘communication failure’,
two cases were related to ambiguities in communication during
the transfer of command. In one of these cases, the ambiguity in
communication led to confusion about who was actually in com-
mand of the vessel. The investigators stated that ‘the master was
of the opinion that the first officer was in command of the vessel
(. . .). The master did not monitor the vessel’s position, while the first
officer took it for granted that the master was in control and command
of the vessel’ (Report no I09-D01, pp. 12–14). That no one was in
command resulted in an unmonitored approach to the offshore
facility. Regarding ‘distracting elements’, these elements stemmed
from incoming telephone calls, the performance of administrative
tasks and distractions due to other activities on deck. These

Table 4
Weather conditions.

Wind speed Wave height Number of incidents

Fresh breeze – high wind, moderate gale, near gale (17–33 knot) 0–4 m 7
Fresh breeze – high wind, moderate gale, near gale (17–33 knot) 1.5–6 m 11
Fresh gale – hurricane (34 knot–P64 knot) N/A 0
Described as light wind Described as calm sea 2
Information not available Information not available 3

Table 5
Sources of SA errors according to Jones and Endsley’s (1996) conceptual framework.

Level of error No of incidents

Level 1 error – perception 13
Failure to monitor or observe data 8⁄

Hard to discriminate or detect data 1
Data not available 2
Misperception of data 2
Memory loss 0

Level 2 error – comprehension 4
Lack of/poor mental model 4
Use of incorrect mental model 0
Over-reliance on default values 0
Other 0

Level 3 error – projection 1
Lack of or incomplete mental model 0
Over-projection of current trends 0
Other 1

Table 6
Contributing causes associated with sources of SA errors.

Sources of SA errors Contributing causes

Inadequate design Planning failure Communication failure Distracting elements Insufficient training

Level 1 error – perception (n = 13)
Failure to monitor or observe data (n = 8) 2 5 4 4 3
Hard to discriminate or detect data (n = 1) 1 0 0 1 0
Data not available (n = 2) 1 1 1 0 0
Misperception of data (n = 2) 1 2 1 0 0

Level 2 error – comprehension (n = 4)
Lack of/poor mental model (n = 4) 2 1 1 0 4

Level 3 error – projection (n = 1)
Other (n = 1) 0 1 0 1 0

Total 7 10 7 6 7
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activities are believed to have reduced the bridge crew’s attention
to the navigational activities.

3.1.2. Hard to discriminate/detect data
One of the incidents included in our study was caused by the

bridge crew’s difficulty in detecting critical information because
the vessel was moving between offshore facilities in the dark and
in heavy fog. Due to the visibility conditions, the crew failed to
detect one of the offshore facility’s legs, which resulted in a minor
impact.

The investigators emphasised both factors that were classified
as ‘inadequate design’ and ‘distracting elements’ as potential con-
tributing causes of the incident. Firstly, regarding design issues, it
was noted that due to the shape of the bridge, the bridge crew
was not able to see parts of the offshore facility from the manoeu-
vring position. Additionally, it was noted that the legs of the off-
shore facilities were painted a dark colour that was difficult to
discern in reduced visibility conditions. Secondly, regarding ‘dis-
tracting elements’, the accident report stated that a moment of
inattention by the master due to VHF communication contributed
to the incident.

3.1.3. Data not available
In two cases, critical information concerning the state of the

vessel’s technical system from the bridge was not accessible (in
due time). In one of the cases, a technical fault in one of the thrus-
ters was a contributing cause to the incident, but because the joy-
stick manoeuvring system did not have a system for monitoring
the individual movements of the thrusters, the bridge crew
received no failure warning before beginning to position the vessel
close to the offshore facility. The other case was related to faulty
settings in the dynamic positioning5 (DP) system. A mishap that
occurred while making adjustments to the DP system resulted in a
situation in which the joystick’s references regarding forward and
stern were switched relative to the expectations of the bridge crew.
There were no indicators available on the bridge that could have
informed the crew about this faulty setting at the time of the
incident.

According to the investigators, ‘inadequate design’ was a con-
tributing cause of the first incident because there was reason to
believe that the incident could have been prevented if the design
of the technical system had supported the information needs of
the bridge crew regarding the status of the thruster. In the second
incident, the investigators highlighted what were classified as a
‘planning failure’ and a ‘communication failure’ as contributing
causes. The accident report states that it was common procedure
on board the vessel to test all functions of the DP system before
the vessel enters an offshore facility’s safety zone. Thus, although
the functions were not tested, after making adjustments to the
DP, the bridge crew could have detected the faulty settings in
the planning stage if the mandatory test of the DP had been
performed. However, the adjustments to the DP were performed
in cooperation with the DP manufacturer, who helped the bridge
crew with the software via phone. In this context, the investigators
noted that the communication between the involved parties,
particularly the information received from the manufacturer, was
not sufficient.

3.1.4. Misperception of data
Two of the cases were related to misperceptions of available

information. In the first case, the bridge crew assessed the current
direction as be northeast, but it was actually southwest. In the

investigators’ view, this misperception played an important role
in the course of the events. In the other case, the vessel approached
the offshore facility on autopilot, and all attempts to steer the ves-
sel manually failed. According to the investigators, the duty officer
stated that he performed a functional test of the rudders prior to
entering the safety zone and that he was convinced that the rud-
ders were working in manual mode. However, this perception
proved incorrect.

In the first case, both ‘communication failure’ and ‘planning fail-
ure’ might have contributed to the bridge crew’s misperceptions.
Regarding the ‘communication failure’, the accident report high-
lighted that the previous shift had kept the vessel outside of the
safety zone for a while and would have had information about
the current conditions, but this information was not transferred
during the shift changeover. The investigators also noted that
according to standard procedure, the weather conditions, including
how the current is affecting the positioning of the vessel, should be
assessed approximately 50 m away from the offshore facility.
Because this assessment was not performed, the bridge crew
missed an opportunity to reassess the perceived current conditions
while planning the approach to the offshore facility. In the second
case, the ‘planning failure’ might have contributed to the incident
because the investigators emphasised that the technical systems
were not checked before entering the safety zone in accordance
with the vessel’s procedures.

3.2. Level 2 errors – comprehension

3.2.1. Lack of/poor mental model
In the four cases that were classified as SA Level 2 errors, the

bridge crews perceived critical information but failed to compre-
hend its meaning. All four cases are believed to have been caused
by a ‘lack of or poor mental models’, and all of these incidents were
related to a type of miscomprehension of the status of the vessel’s
technical system. One of the incidents occurred when the vessel’s
DP was activated during a loading/offloading operation alongside
an offshore facility. Due to a known failure in a computer card,
one of the propeller units was deselected in the DP. Although the
redundancy requirements for the DP operation were not met, the
bridge crew decided to perform the operation because they
thought it would be sufficient to use the deselected propeller unit
as a manual backup. At some point, the DP reference systems were
lost, and the vessel began to drift towards the offshore facility. In
an attempt to reverse the situation, the bridge crew attempted to
stop the movement by utilising the deselected propeller unit while
the vessel’s DP system was still activated. As a consequence of
operating the system in this manner, a strong force that the DP sys-
tem was not aware of was introduced. Consequently, the vessel
continued to drift towards the offshore facility with the DP system
activated, while the manual use of the deselected propeller unit
caused a strong rotation that led the forepart of the vessel to col-
lide with the offshore facility. According to the investigators,
‘Apparently, the crew were not aware of the risk involved and the
effect of operating with the system configured as it was’ (Report
I08-D01, p. 12).

‘Insufficient training’ was believed to be a common contributing
cause in all four of the cases that were associated with ‘lack of/poor
mental models’. Two of the accident reports highlighted relatively
comprehensive deficiencies in training. For example, in the case
outlined above, the investigators stated that ‘no systematic training
was given in handling the vessel or training on a simulator, despite
several of the navigators having no experience of this DP control sys-
tem, limited or no experience in the handling and use of diesel electric
propulsion, and operations close to offshore installations’ (Report no
I08-D01, p. 18).

5 DP is an advanced automated manoeuvring system that is based on positioning
reference systems such as global positioning systems.
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3.3. Level 3 errors – projection

3.3.1. Other
One case in our sample was classified as an SA Level 3 error,

indicating that the bridge crew failed to project future states. In
this case, the duty officer was positioning the vessel using the joy-
stick control. When the loading operation commenced, the vessel
was not in a stable position and was still drifting towards the off-
shore facility. At approximately the same time that the crane hook
was disconnected from the deck load, the duty officer noticed that
the gyro repeater had lost its signal, and he therefore decided to
switch from joystick to manual control to pull back from the off-
shore facility. However, because the vessel was still drifting
towards the facility, he failed to project the consequences of his
counter manoeuvre. Consequently, the stern drifted towards the
offshore facility and made contact with one of its legs.

‘Distracting elements’ and ‘planning failure’ were identified as
contributing causes in the incident. It was noted in the accident
report that a possible contributing factor to the incident was the
fact that the duty officer was distracted by the gyro repeater.
Additionally, the report highlighted that the vessel should have
been, but was not, in a stable position before the loading operation
commenced.

4. Discussion

The present study presents a comprehensive analysis of the col-
lisions between attendant vessels and offshore facilities on the
Norwegian continental shelf over a 10-year period. Our primary
aim was to determine the role of SA in these collisions. The results
indicated that SA errors likely have preceded the collisions in 18 of
the 21 cases. In this context, SA errors should not be confused with
decision errors because the duty officers believed that they had
made the right decisions based on their perceptions and assess-
ments of the situations. However, due to inadequate situational
assessment, as judged by the subsequent collisions or significant
breaches of safety barriers, their actions were demonstrated to
be wrong.

Notably, 12 of the 18 cases associated with SA errors were
related to the vessel’s technical status, e.g., missing critical infor-
mation regarding the vessel’s steering mode or deficient compre-
hension related to the status of the technical system. These
findings may not be surprising because the bridge crew’s duties
on board attendant vessels largely involve operating and monitor-
ing technology. In this context, it is notable that in the last decade,
the overall technical system in the bridge has developed towards
increased automation (e.g., electronic maps and dynamic position-
ing systems) with the intention of improving operational efficiency
and safety (Dekker, 2005; Lee and Moray, 1994). However, the
bridge crew still plays a crucial role in the control of these systems.
For example, DP keeps the vessel in a fixed position that is consis-
tent with the bridge crew’s programming of the system. However,
the bridge crew needs to monitor parameters, respond to alarms
and diagnose failures to maintain safe operations alongside the off-
shore facilities. Such activities can be taxing, and automation may
therefore provide the illusion of a reduced workload while, in real-
ity, increasing the workload (Bhardwaj, 2013). In contrast to the
tasks entrusted to the automatic systems, those entrusted to the
bridge crew rely on demanding cognitive processes, such as sus-
tained attention, perception and diagnostic skills. In this context,
it is also significant that automation often adds to the complexity
of a system, which in turn, can cause human performance prob-
lems. Perrow (1999) took a rather deterministic stand when he
claimed that accidents are unavoidable in systems that are charac-
terised by complex interactions and tight couplings. Accidents are

bound to happen due to characteristics such as a limited under-
standing of the system, indirect information from the monitors
and alarms, time-dependent processes and little room for error
in the system. One of the main problems of complex systems is
that they challenge the operator’s ability to form reliable mental
models of how the system works (Endsley, 2012; Parasuraman
and Riley, 1997). Complexity may consequently slow the ability
to detect a failure or other important information. Furthermore,
complexity challenges the operator’s ability to comprehend the
information correctly and project future states. Although vessels
using DP in close proximity to the offshore facilities have built-in
technical redundancy, there is little room for error if the technol-
ogy fails because the time that is available for a response is notably
limited. In such situations, it is of the utmost importance that all
failures are detected early and correctly diagnosed and that the
crew acquires manual control when necessary.

Our analysis identified six sources of SA errors among which
‘failure to monitor or observe data’ associated with SA Level 1
errors was the most common source of failure. These results are
in line with similar studies from the aviation (Jones and Endsley,
1996), offshore (Sneddon et al., 2006) and marine transport
(Grech et al., 2002) industries that have also indicated that most
common types of SA failures are related to situations in which all
of the information are available, but that information is not per-
ceived by those involved. In this context, it is notable that the num-
ber of items of equipment at the main workstation increased from
22 to 40 during the period of 1990 to 2006 (Lützhöft et al., 2006).
Correspondingly, on a randomly selected offshore vessel, the DP
operator is required to retrieve information from 6 monitors and
17 control panels of varying sizes at the DP station, which requires
the switching of attention between various computer systems
while also attending to the surrounding environment. Therefore,
there is a risk of missing critical information. Organisational redun-
dancy might also be a factor that should be considered in this
respect. Redundancy in the form of manning the bridge with two
navigators while operating inside an offshore facility’s safety zone
would in principle facilitate safety because the officers could mon-
itor each other and raise critical questions (Rosness, 2001).
However, there is evidence from our sample that the implementa-
tion of this principle could have both positive and negative effects.
Failures to clarify the division of labour could lead to incorrect
assumptions about who is responsible for specific tasks, which in
turn, could lead to insufficient monitoring of critical information.

Finally, in recognition of the limitations of a solely SA-centred
approach, our final aim in this study was to examine whether
human, technological and organisational factors might have
affected the bridge crews’ abilities to achieve and maintain SA. In
our analysis, we divided the contributing causes into five cate-
gories and found that ‘planning failure’ was the most significant
factor overall. In the planning phase, the bridge crew is required
to retrieve information from various sources to decide on the most
favourable approach and positioning of the vessel alongside the
offshore facility. Among others, these information sources include
weather forecasts, personnel from the offshore facilities and tech-
nical equipment on board the vessel. Therefore, it is important that
the bridge crew pays attention in the planning phase to obtain the
necessary SA for operation. A majority of the cases associated with
‘planning failure’ can be regarded as incidences of procedural vio-
lations. According to the shipping companies’ safety management
systems and the NWEA guidelines, the bridge crews are supposed
to use checklists that contain items such as the status of the ves-
sel’s technical system, weather conditions and communication
lines prior to entering an offshore facility’s safety zone. Although
checklists do not contain SA information per se, they contain items
that are meant to ensure that the important SA information is
retrieved and considered during the planning phase. In this
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manner, checklists are important tools in the process of achieving
SA prior to entering an offshore facility’s 500-m zone. However,
when failures to comply with mandatory checklists are observed,
it is necessary to understand why the procedural violations
occurred and not simply ascertain that they have occurred
(Dekker, 2005). Although the accident reports included in our
study seldom provided explanations in this context, research sug-
gests several potential explanations. For example, Rasmussen
(1997) highlighted that factors such as production pressure and
individual motivation to exert less effort may lead to violations
of safety procedures. Dekker (2005) also emphasised that procedu-
ral violations can be viewed as sensible actions overall when the
pressures and trade-offs that exist in what he calls ‘real work’
are considered. Moreover, an important factor for ensuring compli-
ance with procedures is that the procedures are perceived to be
practicable and meaningful by the bridge crew, or as Reason
(2008, p. 58) phrased it, ‘attitudes and beliefs leading to
non-compliance are only half the problem. The other half, or more,
arises from bad procedures’.

Regarding the SA Level 2 errors, ‘insufficient training’ was iden-
tified as the most significant contributing cause. Because human
working memory has a very limited capacity, we tend to rely on
mental models that are stored in our long-term memory during
the processing of information. Well-developed mental models are
created from training and experience and can influence an opera-
tor’s ability to achieve SA at all levels (Endsley, 1995b). In the cur-
rent study, insufficient training was primarily associated with the
SA Level 2 errors that were caused by ‘lack of or incomplete mental
models’ related to the vessels’ technical systems. In general, a fairly
large proportion of the maritime training regime consists of
on-board training in the sense that senior officers train the cadets
and junior officers on board their vessels. However, it is notable in
this context that a lack of equipment standardisation appears to be
characteristic of the maritime industry. For example, different ves-
sels of the same type in a shipping company’s fleet can be equipped
with devices from different manufacturers, and these differences
can entail significant differences in man–machine interfaces.
Autopilot can serve as a simple example. Attempts to steer a vessel
manually when the autopilot is activated can have the following
consequences: (a) no signals other than the autopilot button indi-
cate that the autopilot is activated, (b) control is automatically
transferred to manual steering after a few seconds, or (c) an alarm
sounds to indicate that the autopilot is activated. This lack of stan-
dardisation means that retraining and practice are of the utmost
importance whenever an officer is transferred to a different vessel
(Grech et al., 2008). If such training and practice does not occur, the
officer might work based on a simplified mental model and thereby
be vulnerable to SA errors.

5. Conclusions

Several studies have reported that the loss of SA is a significant
factor in incidents and accidents that are associated with human
error (Endsley, 1995a; Grech et al., 2002; Jones and Endsley,
1996). In this respect, our findings confirm earlier research in that
18 of 21 cases associated with human error may involve the loss of
SA. Our study further suggests that ‘inadequate design’, ‘planning
failure’, ‘communication failure’, ‘ distracting elements’ and ‘insuf-
ficient training’ may have been significant contributing factors to
the incidents. These findings are perhaps not surprising because
the avoidance of these factors is an important precondition for
the safe operation of any system. However, this study demon-
strated how these factors might have influenced the SA of the
bridge crews during the courses of the events. In so doing, this
study examined the contributing factors from the perspective of

the potential consequences on SA rather than as general weak-
nesses in the system. To our knowledge, no previous studies of
accident reports have examined the roles of contributing factors
related to the loss of SA in accidents and incidents.

Extensive SA-related research has been performed over several
decades. However, whether these research efforts have actually led
to improvements in the industry has been questioned (Salmon and
Stanton, 2013). In this context, the present study will hopefully
have practical implications for the petro-maritime industry
because it identified some potential areas for improvement. Most
notably, errors due to reduced vigilance and misconceptions of
the technical automation systems emerged as the primary antece-
dents of collisions. In this context, Endsley (2012) recommended
design principles that are believed to support SA in man–machine
interactions. To create technological environments that support
the SA needs of bridge crews, the industry should provide for
design processes that are driven by SA theory in both new builds
and modifications of existing vessels in the fleet. Overall, ‘inade-
quate planning’ was identified as the most common contributing
cause. This finding is important because it might have direct prac-
tical implications for the shipping industry such as revising exist-
ing procedures for planning activities and/or ensuring that bridge
crews comply with existing procedures. The current study also
revealed that ‘insufficient training’ was the most common con-
tributing cause associated with failure to comprehend or assess
the situation at hand. Because well-developed mental models
come from experience and training (Endsley, 1995b), it is of the
utmost importance that shipping companies adopt procedures that
ensure that sufficient on-board training is provided in addition to
training on navigation simulators. Due to the lack of standardisa-
tion of technical equipment, these procedures should provide suf-
ficient overlap periods and training whenever an officer is
transferred to a new vessel in a shipping company’s fleet.
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This study provides empirical data about shipboard practices in bridge operations on

board a selection of platform supply vessels (PSVs). Using the theoretical concept of

distributed situation awareness, the study examines how situation awareness (SA)-

related information is distributed and coordinated at the bridge. This study thus favours a

systems approach to studying SA, viewing it not as a phenomenon that solely happens in

each individual’s mind but rather as something that happens between individuals and the

tools that they use in a collaborative system. Thus, this study adds to our understanding of

SA as a distributed phenomenon. Data were collected in four field studies that lasted

between 8 and 14 days on PSVs that operate on the Norwegian continental shelf and UK

continental shelf. The study revealed pronounced variations in shipboard practices

regarding how the bridge team attended to operational planning, communication

procedures, and distracting/interrupting factors during operations. These findings shed

new light on how SA might decrease in bridge teams during platform supply operations.

The findings from this study emphasize the need to assess and establish shipboard

practices that support the bridge teams’ SA needs in day-to-day operations.

Practitioner points

� Provides insights into how shipboard practices that are relevant to planning, communication and the

occurrence of distracting/interrupting factors are realized in bridge operations.

� Notes possible areas for improvement to enhance distributed SA in bridge operations.

The oil and gas industry is dependent on services from the maritime industry for rig-

moving operations, platform supply operations, and standby services, among other

functions. Because of the potential for severe damage to human, environmental, and
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economic assets, collisions between attendant vessels1 and offshore facilities are among

theworst-case scenarios in the industry.On8 June 2009, such an event occurredwhen the

well-stimulation vesselBigOrangeXVIII lost control and collidedwith an offshore facility

on the Norwegian Continental Shelf at a speed of approximately 9.7 knots. Although the
consequences were limited to financial losses, the Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority

considers this incident to have had a large hazard potential (Kvitrud, 2011). In general,

collisions between attendant vessels and offshore facilities involve the risk of damage to

substructure and hydrocarbon pipelines, with subsequent leakage and possible ignition

and fire.2 According to the investigators in the Big Orange XVIII case, the direct cause of

the collision was the duty officer’s assumption that the vessel was on manual steering

when it was, in fact, on autopilot (Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority, 2009). As a

result, all attempts to steer the vessel manually failed, and the ensuing collision with the
offshore facility was unavoidable.

From 2001 to 2010, 26 collisions between attendant vessels and offshore facilities

on the Norwegian continental shelf were reported, and at least six are believed to have

had catastrophic potential (Kvitrud, 2011). These six cases were analysed in two earlier

studies that sought to identify common contributing factors. Oltedal (2012) found that

human errors in detecting or interpreting a technical state or error were the direct

cause in four of the six cases. These findings are in agreement with the conclusions of

Kvitrud (2011), who identified poor understanding of and training in advanced
technical equipment as important underlying factors. A recent study of 23 available

accident reports from 2001 to 2011 concerning collisions between attendant vessels

and offshore installations on the Norwegian continental shelf suggests that 18 of 23

collisions were caused, at least in part, by the bridge teams’ loss of situation awareness

(SA) (Sandh�aland, Oltedal, & Eid, 2015). SA was then defined as ‘awareness of what is

happening around you and understanding what that information means to you now

and in the future’ (Endsley, 2012, p. 13). Another notable finding of the Sandh�aland
et al.’s (2015) study was that planning failure was an antecedent to loss of SA in 10 of
these 18 cases. A typical example of planning failure was inadequate use of available

checklists prior to the operation, which in turn caused a lack of awareness regarding

the vessels’ technical status. The study also identified communication failure as an

antecedent to loss of SA in seven of the 18 cases. An example of a communication

failure is the inadequate transfer of command at the bridge or the failure to transfer

critical information during shift handover. Finally, distracting/interrupting elements

were identified as antecedents to loss of SA in six of the 18 cases, for example the need

to perform administrative tasks that drew attention away from the navigational
equipment or surrounding environment.

The bridge on a ship represents a complex collaborative system in which highly

specialized individuals operate navigational equipment and interact to perform safety-

critical operations. Following from a systems ergonomics perspective, the bridge is a

prototypical example of a system in which performance is closely dependant on

interaction with and efficient use of tools, such as steering documents, checklists, and

1 This term refers to vessels that provide services to offshore installations, such as platform supply vessels (PSVs), anchor-handling
vessels, standby vessels, and oil tankers. Historical data indicate that 98% of collisions between vessels and offshore facilities on
the Norwegian continental shelf involve attendant vessels (The North West European Area Guidelines, 2009).
2 SeeDaley (2013) for a description of theMumbaiHighNorth accident, in which amultipurpose supply vessel lost control and hit
several marine risers on an offshore facility on the west coast of India. The collision caused a gas leak, which ignited and caused 22
fatalities.
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technology. According to Stanton, Salmon, Walker, and Jenkins (2010), distributed

situation awareness (DSA) is a salient characteristic of complex collaborative systems that

can be defined as ‘activated knowledge for a specific taskwithin a system at a specific time

by specific agents’ (p. 34). Following from this perspective, it is important to examine
interactions between agents (human and non-human actors), including interactions

between individuals and interactions between individuals and tools, to describe how SA

information is distributed and coordinatedwithin the system (Salmon, Stanton,Walker, &

Jenkins, 2009). In this study,wedrawon the concept ofDSA and extend thefindings of the

Sandh�aland et al. (2015) study, which indicated that inadequate planning, communica-

tion failure, and interrupting/distracting elements are important antecedents to loss of SA.

In particular, we wanted to increase our understanding of how interactions between

agents in bridge operations on board a selection of PSVs are reflected in established
practices related to planning, communication, and management of distracting/interrupt-

ing elements, and in turn, how shipboard practices affect the bridge teams’ SA needs.

Previous research has relied heavily on accident analysis to understand the complex

individual and contextual factors that increase the likelihood of accidents in the maritime

industry; however, accident analysis might overemphasize the unique and salient aspects

of the situation because of distortion, self-serving bias, and decay of information over time

(Macrae, 2009). In this study, we chose an ethnographic, true-to-life approach, sampling

and assessing everyday situations on board a selection of PSVs.
Because a significant proportion of the work on board a PSV happens near offshore

facilities, there is a risk of collisionswith these facilities. For that reason, we put particular

emphasis on shipboard practices related to safe approach and positioning of the vessels

alongside the offshore facilities. We were especially interested in observing the planning

and execution of operations alongside offshore facilities, the communication between

bridge team members, and potentially distracting/interrupting elements that could have

implications for the bridge teams’ SA.

Moreover, although the bridge teams’ SA could be influenced by factors independent
of the bridge (e.g., if the team made decisions during coffee breaks or off-duty periods),

our study was limited to practices at the bridge.

Theoretical foundation

Theories of SA

The concept of SA has been debated, and different approaches to studying SA have been

suggested. From a psychological perspective, SA is understood as cognitive processes in

the minds of individuals in a system. From a systems ergonomics perspective, SA is

understood as a process that happens through interactions between individuals and the

tools that they use to accomplish their goals (Stanton et al., 2010). These two approaches
to studying SA are further detailed below.

Within the psychological tradition, the most cited model of SA is Endsley’s (1995)

three-level model. She suggested that an individual builds SA at three different levels. First

(SA level 1), the operator perceives critical information that is relevant to his or her goals.

In the context of safe navigation, this information may include factors such as the vessel’s

operational status, the vessel’s positioning, and other approaching vessels. Second (SA

level 2), the operator will integrate and evaluate the information at hand. She or he has to

understand the perceived information in relation to relevant goals and objectives, such as
safe approach to an offshore facility. Third (SA level 3), the operator uses his or her
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perception and comprehension of the situation to forecast and estimate likely imminent

outcomes, opportunities, or threats. For instance, by calculating speed, currents, and

wind, the duty officer can avoid colliding with the offshore facility by taking manual

control or reprogramming the automatic navigation systems.
Following from Endsley’s three-level model, studies of SA involve examining the

cognitive processes in each individuals mind. In contrast, the concept of DSA favours a

system ergonomic approach to studying SA by considering the physical or social

environment in which these cognitive processes occur. In accordance with the

concept of distributed cognition (Hutchins, 1995), a central assumption in DSA is that

SA information is held by different agents that comprise a collaborative system. An

intriguing implication of conceptualizing SA as distributed cognition is that SA

information is not only distributed within the team but also in the tools that they use to
accomplish their goals (Salmon et al., 2009; Stanton et al., 2006). At the bridge on

board a PSV, several tools provide the bridge team members with SA information

including radar equipment, anemometers, wave riders, current and tide tables, weather

forecasts, and steering documents. Following from this conceptualization, Stanton

et al. (2006) proposed that DSA is a product of coordination among these agents such

that the system itself holds the SA that is required to accomplish its goals. It is thus

critical that the right information is transferred to the right team member at the right

time in order for each individual to achieve and maintain the SA necessary for their
function in the system (Stanton et al., 2010). Thus, in contrast to the psychological

approach to SA, a DSA approach views SA as a system property ‘by consideration of the

information held by the artefacts and people and the way in which they interact’

(Stanton et al., 2010, p. 34).

In maritime bridge operations, safe navigation and execution of cargo operations are

the result of a team effort rather than the work of an isolated individual. From a

psychological perspective, the concept of team SA, which is defined as ‘the degree to

which every team member possesses the SA required for his or her responsibility’
(Endsley, 1999, p. 270), recognizes the different SA needs and requirements that are

associated with different roles in a team. However, according to Endsley (2012), the

degree of SA shared among the members in the team should be high. Although it may be

intuitively appealing, the concept of shared SA is problematic because unique personal

preferences, schemata, skills, and training influence each team member’s perception of

the situation. In response to these inherent difficulties, proponents of a DSA perspective

have suggested that different team members have different roles and therefore need to

comprehend and use information differently (Stanton et al., 2010). It is further
emphasized that the agents that comprise a collaborative system may have different but

potentially compatible SA, depending on the role of each agent in the system (Stanton

et al., 2006).

A DSA approach to examining SA in collaborative systems does not imply that

psychological approaches to studying SA are redundant; rather, DSA approaches provide

an alternative and complementary view of SA in collaborative systems (Salmon et al.,

2008). We have adopted a DSA approach because this perspective captures more of the

human–system interaction in complex operational systems such as PSVs. We also believe
that this approachwill enhance our understanding of the factors that influence the bridge

teammembers’ SA.TheDSAperspectivewill furtherpoint to thepotential valueofusingan

ethnographic, process-oriented approach to investigate SA in complex collaborative

systems.
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Antecedents to SA

Previous research has identified factors that are believed to affect SA in operational

settings. For instance, Sneddon, Mearns, and Flin (2013) found that stress, sleep

disruption, and fatiguewere associated with lower levels of work SA in a study of offshore
drill crews. Endsley (2001, 2012) proposed that both system design (availability of

information) and interface design (how information is presented) are important in SA.

Factors such as training, knowledge, and skills are also important in regard to the bridge

team’s achievement and maintenance of SA in operational settings (Endsley, 1995;

Espevik, Johnsen, & Eid, 2011). Planning activities, communication, and distracting/

interrupting elements have also been suggested to influence SA. In the following sections,

we will elaborate on these themes.

Planning. High-quality planning prior to performance of a task can reduce the risk of

loss of SA because it can increase bridge teams’ awareness of the risks that are associated

with an upcoming task (Flin, O’Connor, & Crichton, 2008). If critical information

provided by other agents is missed ormisperceived, this miscommunication could lead to

loss of SA and severe consequences. It is therefore particularly important that the bridge

team pay close attention to planning. In particular, contingency planning – anticipating

possible scenarios and threats –may contribute to consolidating and developing schemata
and structural aspects of social tasks. Insofar as planning provides shared knowledge

about the system, possible threats, and strategies, it may increase the likelihood of the

bridge team achieving an SA that will facilitate individual and collective task performance

(Mohammed, Ferzandi, & Hamilton, 2010).

Communication. In our observations of bridge teams at work, our point of departure

was that interactions such as information sharing and interaction with technological
equipment or the environment are vital for optimal systemperformance (Bolstad, Cuevas,

Gonzalez, & Schenider, 2005). A notable aspect of this dependence is that communication

failure is often reported to precede loss of SA because communication is commonly

considered to be a key factor in connecting and maintaining the different parts of a

distributed system (Stanton et al., 2010). In analysing team communication, it might be

helpful to distinguish between information exchange and communication to under-

stand how practices can affect bridge teams’ information needs. Thus, information

exchange refers to the type of information that is transferred between the bridge team
members. The transmission of critical information, such as the location of nearby vessels

and the transfer of command during shift handover, is relevant for safe navigation. In

contrast, communication refers to how the information is transferred between the bridge

team members. Communication should involve the use of succinct and accurate

terminology without circuitous language (Smith-Jentsch, Johnston, & Payne, 1998). In

addition, it is critical to ensure that the information is understood. To this end, closed-loop

communication, inwhich the receiver repeats the information and the sender confirms it,

may be an effective technique (Bowers, Jentsch, Salas, & Braun, 1998).

Distracting/interrupting elements. Direct attention is necessary to perceive and

understand received information (Endsley, 1995). Thus, the bridge teammembers’ ability

to sustain attention is a critical dimension. In operational settings, the flow of information
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between agents can be complex and dynamic, which makes operators vulnerable to

distractions and interruptions (Endsley & Robertson, 2000; Flin et al., 2008; Robertson &

Endsley, 1995). Distracting and interrupting elements can stem from various sources,

such as incoming telephone calls or other crewmembers, and they increase the strain on
limited attention resources (Loukopoulos, Dismukes, & Barshi, 2009).

System description

In addition to national regulations, international conventions, and shipping companies’

safety systems, the North West European Area (NWEA) guidelines for the safe

management of offshore supply and anchor-handling operations3 provide structured

recommendations to assist bridge teams in their day-to-day operations. The NWEA
guidelineswere developed as a joint project betweenmaritime and offshore organizations

in Denmark, the Netherlands, the UK, and Norway to incorporate best practices in

offshore supply and anchor-handling operations in the industry (The North West

European Area Guidelines, 2009). Although the guidelines have the status of recommen-

dations, vessels that provide supply services to the offshore industry must comply with

the guidelines according to client requirements. The NWEA guidelines note possible

dangers, encourage vigilance, and prescribe a systematic, data-driven approach to safe

navigation. In effect, the guidelines shape the bridge teams’ assessment and comprehen-
sion of situations and prescribe best practices. Therefore, theNWEA guidelines constitute

a common framework for establishing SA during offshore operations.

The bridge team on board a PSV usually consists of four officers divided into two shifts.

The chief officer and themaster are usually on separate shifts and are pairedwith an officer

of lower rank. In addition, cadets are occasionally added to the bridge team for training

purposes. The offshore facilities are protected by a safety zonewith a radius of 500metres,

and access to the offshore facilities requires permission from the offshore facility’s control

room. Whenever the vessels operate inside the safety zones, the NWEA guidelines
mandate that the bridge be manned with two officers or, alternatively, one officer and a

cadet with a bridge-watch certificate; however, sailing between port and the offshore

facilities is frequently performed with a single officer present on the bridge. Before the

vessels are given permission to enter the offshore facilities’ safety zones, the bridge teams

must confirm that mandatory checklists have been completed. These checklists concern

the vessel’s technical status, assessment of weather conditions and communication lines,

and other items. According to the NWEA guidelines, loading/offloading operations

alongside the offshore facilities should, to the greatest extent possible, be performed on
the leeward side to ensure that if a vessel experiences any technical problems, it will be in

a drift-off position and thus avoid colliding with the offshore facility.

The bridge team on board a PSV employs a variety of tools to navigate safely, but the

vessels included in our study had different bridge arrangements regarding the placement

of tools and the interior of the bridge. Figure 1 depicts a typical bridge.

Loading/offloading operations alongside the offshore facilities are performed from the

stern steering position and usually through dynamic positioning (DP). DP is an advanced

automated manoeuvring system that is based on positioning reference systems such as
global positioning systems. The DP system requires minimal intervention by the bridge

3 TheNWEA guidelines were replaced by Guidelines for Offshore andMarine Operations (GOMO) on 1 June 2014. However, the
NWEA guidelines remained in effect at the time this study was conducted.
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team to keep the vessel in a fixed position; the main task for the bridge team is to monitor

the technical system and surrounding environment and take action as needed. During

loading/offloading operations, both officers were positioned at the stern steering

position. The normal division of responsibility is that the DP operator is responsible for

navigational activities, whereas the other officer is responsible for the loading/offloading

operation, communication with other actors, and supporting the DP operators that are

engaged in monitoring. Sailing back and forth between port and offshore facilities, in
addition to between offshore facilities, was usually performed using autopilot from the

forward steering position. All of the vessels used the Electronic Chart Display and

Information System as an alternative to paper nautical charts. In addition to electronic

chart information, the system integrates information that is provided by an automatic

identification system, such as other vessels’ positions, heading, and speed, and generates

alarms when the vessel faces a risk, such as a collision with another vessel. The vessels

were also equipped with radar systems that use radio waves to detect objects in the

fairway. In addition, available control panels provided various indicators related to the
vessels’ technical systems, such as engine-control indicators.

Method

A theory-driven ethnographic approach

A critical challenge in ethnographic studies is the choice of a focus because the researcher
simply cannot observe everything. A theoretical proposal is needed to guide data

collection (Willis & Trondman, 2002; Yin, 2009). In this respect, this study builds on

concepts at several levels of abstraction. First, the concept of DSA allows us to examine

practices to describe how SA information is distributed and coordinated on the bridge.

Figure 1. Sketch of a typical bridge on board a platform supply vessels (PSV).
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Second, the selected themes (i.e., planning, communication, and management of

distracting/interrupting elements) connect toDSA in that they refer to interactions among

agents that comprise the system. These activities are also believed to influence the bridge

team’s ability to achieve and maintain SA. Finally, this study required more accurate
concepts within each theme, which we termed ‘observable practices’ (e.g., planning of

the approach to the offshore facility, communication related to the transfer of command,

and conduction of administrative tasks during navigational activities), to focus on

situations that are relevant to the PSV setting. In this process, we drew on findings from

previous studies of collisions between attendant vessels and offshore facilities (Kvitrud,

2011; Oltedal, 2012; Sandh�aland et al., 2015), along with information derived from a

preparatory field trip on board a PSV and informal conversations with navigators.

Concepts were selected based on previous research and the informed opinions of
practitioners regarding critical components of safe navigation on board a PSV. Together,

these concepts served as a framework that gave the study direction.

Sample descriptions

The fieldwork was conducted on board four PSVs that belong to two Norwegian-

controlled shipping companies. Both shipping companies were selected based on their

extensive experience in providing supply services to the oil and gas industry. PSVs were
chosen because they are the type of vessel that most frequently approaches offshore

facilities. The vessels included in the study were state-of-the-art PSVs built between 2003

and 2012.With some variations, a typical vessel was 90 m long and 20 mwide and carried

5000 tonnes of deadweight tonnage. The crew members had private cabins and shared

off-duty recreational facilities, such as fitness equipment, television, and internet facilities.

The rotation arrangementwas 4 weeks atwork and 4 weeks off on all of the vessels. All of

the vesselswere on long-term charters to three different oil companies. Two of the vessels

operated on the Norwegian continental shelf, and the remaining two operated on the UK
continental shelf. Apart from some vessel-specific adjustments to the checklists, both

shipping companies had to follow the NWEA operational guidelines. All four vessels

aimed to supply the offshore facilities in an efficient and safe manner.

A total of 18 bridge teammembers (15 officers and three cadets) from eight shifts were

included in this study. All participants spoke Norwegian fluently and, except for one

participant, all had trained at Norwegian educational institutions.

Data collection

Each fieldwork period lasted for between 8 and 14 days, with an average attendance on

the bridge of approximately 10 hr a day. Approximately 450 hr of observational datawere

collected for the study. The fieldwork was conducted over a 1-year period from October

2012 to October 2013.

To minimize disturbance to the operations performed at the bridge, only one

researcher worked on board the vessels. The researcher who conducted the field work

has a theoretical background in risk and safety management and has also worked with
safety issues in the oil and gas industry.

Several studies have highlighted the importance of trust and cooperation for the

collectionof accurate anddependabledata infieldwork (Aase&Foss�askaret, 2007;DeWalt

& DeWalt, 2011; Fangen, 2005). In this respect, a role that was consistent with Gold’s

(1958) ‘participant-as-observer’ was adopted. That is, the researcher followed the crew in
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their day-to-day activities and spentmore time participating and interactingwith the crew

members than observing fromadistance. In practice, this involved informal conversations

and asking questions when the crewmembers were available. In addition, the researcher

observedhowthebridge teammembers interactedwith eachother andwithother entities
to gain first-hand experience of naturally occurring events and some familiarity with the

underlying operational procedures. The bridge teams also demonstrated how the

equipment on the bridge (e.g., the DP system and position reference systems) worked,

thereby providing the opportunity to further elaborate on technical information that

emerged during conversations and observations. The researcher also asked questions

related to observations. For instance, when the bridge team positioned the vessel

alongside the offshore facility without any prior overt discussion, the researcher might

have asked ‘What type of assessment did youdowhen youmade this particular approach?’
Some theorists have suggested that writing field notes in view of the informants might

strain relationships with the researcher and distract the researcher in the field (Emerson,

Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Fangen, 2005). Field notes were therefore written in between the

observation periods. The researcher withdrew to the cabin several times a day or

immediately after significant events to record observations. Observations and quotations

presented in this study are excerpts from the researcher’s field notes. Thus, the reader

should be aware that observations and quotations are as remembered by the researcher.

Processing and presentation of results

Initially, observations and quotations were systematized according to the concepts in the

framework. We thereby used a ‘provisional coding’ method, in which codes were

generated from investigations performed prior to the fieldwork (Salda~na, 2009).

Thereafter, the data were re-examined, and the initial categories were refined. Finally,

the data were re-examined to identify similarities and differences between vessels. The

coding of the field notes was performed by the first author, who also performed the field
work. The findings were discussed with experts in navigation and safety sciences

throughout the coding process.

The representational style of this study might, according to Van Maanen’s (2011)

classification of voices of the field, be characterized as a ‘realist tale’. We present our

findings as concrete images of shipboard practices on the bridge that are related to

planning, communication, and management of distracting/interacting elements. The

researcher’s experience in the field is not highlighted; rather, the story that we tell

conveys concrete descriptions of what the bridge teams do and say and is organized
according to our selected themes and observable practices.

Each vessel and informant was assigned a code to identify their observations and

quotations. The vessels are coded V1, V2, V3, and V4; officers are given the codes O1, O2,

O3, and O4; and cadets are given the codes C1 and C2, which are in turn linked to their

vessel (e.g., V1-O3 and V3-C1). Occasionally, it was necessary to refer to a particular shift;

shifts are coded as S1 or S2 and similarly linked to the vessel (e.g., V1-S1).

Methodological challenges

We hope that the above chapter convinces the reader that ethnography is a useful

methodological approach in this context; however, all methodological approaches have

limitations. In this section, we will concentrate on the major limitations that we believe

influenced our findings. First, the relationship between the researcher and the bridge
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team may have influenced the findings in several ways. Structurally, the researcher

inhabited an ‘unknown’ position in that all bridge team members had clear rights and

duties in relation to each other, but the researcher was an outsider with no clear rights

and duties in relation to the vessel. This position may have caused some uncertainty both
about the researcher’s role on board the vessel and the aims of the study. Additionally,

the researcher’s presence may have influenced the bridge team’s behaviour. Statements

such as ‘I have to say, you do the checklists thoroughly when she [the researcher] is

present’ (V4-O3) suggest that the researcher’s presence promoted increased use of

checklists and other steering documentation. Second, the researcher’s lack of a nautical

background is important in terms of the researcher’s understanding of the system. In a

high-tech expert-run system, such as a PSV, outsiders are unlikely be able to fully

understand the ongoing processes. The use of highly specialized terminology and tacit
agreements among the bridge team members may also have impeded the researcher’s

understanding.

Results

In the following sections, we describe how shipboard practices related to planning,
communication, and management of distracting elements were realized in day-to-day

operations. Regarding planning activities, we focus on planning of the approach to the

offshore facility and contingency planning related to operations alongside the offshore

facility. In regard to communication practices, we focus on communication between

bridge team members during completion of checklists, transfer of command, DP

operations, and changes in the vessel’s manoeuvring position. Finally, distracting and

interrupting elements are examined in terms of interferencewith administrative tasks, use

of electronic devices, and non-essential conversations.

Planning practices

The NWEA guidelines underscore the importance of the planning phase before vessels

enteranoffshore facility’s safetyzone(TheNorthWestEuropeanAreaGuidelines,2009). In

this phase of the voyage, thebridge teamuses a variety of informationprovidedby assorted

agents tomake a safe approach and position the vessel alongside the offshore facility. This

information includes, but is not limited to, information about environmental forces
provided by tools (e.g., anemometers, wave riders, current and tide tables, and weather

forecasts), information provided by the offshore facility regarding operational conditions

onboardtheoffshore facility (e.g.,positioningandrangeofcranes,potentialanchorchains,

heading, and flaring), and information provided by the technical equipment on board the

vessel regarding the vessel’s technical status and loadingplans regarding thepositioningof

cargo on deck. The following sections present observations and quotations to illustrate

findings that relate to pre-entry safety planning, including contingency planning.

Planning of approach

On one of the vessels (V2), the senior officer on both shifts initiated active discussions

about how to approach and position the vessel alongside the offshore facilities. The

following narrative describes a conversation between a senior officer and his junior officer

prior to approaching the offshore facility and positioning the vessel:
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A senior officer and his junior officer have different suggestions about how to approach and

position the vessel alongside the offshore facility. The senior officer asks the junior officer to

state the arguments for his viewpoint. Subsequently, the senior officer suggests a different

solution and adds that they have always performed it like that. The junior officer then replies ‘I

don’t care if you have performed it like that for the last 100 years, there may be better

solutions’, towhich the senior officer replies ‘You’re right. Let’s do it yourway.’ After awhile,

once the vessel is well positioned alongside the facility, the senior officer comments, ‘It was a

good idea to position it like this.’ (V2-O1 and V2-O3)

In the situation outlined above, different solutions for how to approach and position the
vessel are proposed. On the remaining three vessels (V1, V3, V4), planning practices

varied; however, planning for the approach and positioning very often took the form of a

brief exchange and tacit agreement among the bridge team members, as follows: Officer

V3-O1: ‘Which side do they [the offshore facility] prefer?’ and Officer V3-O3: ‘The east

side.’ Little additional verbal communication occurred among the bridge team members,

thereby implying that these assessments and the subsequent decision regarding the

situation occurred in each individual’s mind, without explicit communication about

procedures. The differences in planning practices among the vessels seem to be
associated with shipboard leadership and the associated training philosophy. The senior

officers on board the vessel that held overt discussions frequently encouraged the junior

officers and cadets to express their viewpoints, as supported by an observation in which

one senior officer listened to the discussion between a junior officer and his cadet

regarding how to approach and position the vessel. The senior officer did not interfere in

the discussion before they finished; afterwards, he asked them to state the arguments in

support of their decision. Based on the ensuing discussion, the initial plan was adjusted

(V2-O2, V2-O4, and V2-C1).

Contingency planning

Although all known risk factors were considered and the vessel was well positioned,

unforeseen events such as technical failures remain possible. Several of our informants

expressed concerns about this possibility:

As a DP operator, I constantly think about what might go wrong and what to do if anything

should happen (. . .) we often talk about how important it is to think through what might

happen and how to address the situation if the worst-case scenarios should ever materialise.

(V1-O1)

No explicit discussions of such scenarios were witnessed, thus indicating that

contingency planning was primarily performed as an individual activity rather than as

a team activity on board the vessels; however, one of the participants had a different

opinion:

It is not possible to keep in mind what could go wrong at all times—then it is impossible to

work. If, for example, we have positioned the vessel on theweather side, wind limitations are

within requirements and you have enough engine power, then you just have to rely on your

equipment—living is dangerous as well. If we are positioned on the downwind side, then

there is nothing to worry about anyhow. (V3-O2)

This quotation indicates that there are other views regarding the value of contingency
planning.
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Communication practices

Operations on board a PSV require interaction among various agents, both on board the

vessel and on the offshore facility. For the bridge team to gain access to safety-critical

information, it is important that the information is communicated in a clear and
unambiguous manner. The overall picture shows great variation in communication

practices on board the vessels. In the following section, we provide examples of

communication related to the completion of checklists, transfer of command, and DP

operations alongside offshore facilities, including switching between the vessel’s

manoeuvring positions.

Completion of checklists

The bridge teams have mandatory checklists that are available during the planning of

an approach that can support their awareness of critical information before the

vessel enters the safety zone. The pre-entry checklist has checkpoints for the

vessel’s operational status, communication lines with the offshore facility and other

departments on board, and weather conditions, among other items. If the vessel is

preparing for DP operations, an additional checklist that pertains to the operational

status of the DP and its backup systems must also be completed. However,

communication among the bridge team members during the completion of
checklists varied considerably between vessels. On one vessel (V1), Officer A cited

the items in the checklists, whereas both Officer A and Officer B checked the

system independently and reported on the items. On another vessel (V2), Officer A

cited items in the checklist, whereas Officer B checked the system and reported

back to Officer A. On the two remaining vessels (V3 and V4), the method for

completion of the checklists depended on the officer on duty. The general rule on

these vessels was that the checklists were performed by a single officer, either

without any communication with the other officer or with two-way communication
about some of the items. The following is an example of the latter:

The vessel is heading towards the offshore facility’s safety zone, and the cadet is completing

the 500-metre pre-entry checklist. He is reading some of the items aloud, and the officers reply

with a yes or no.When he reads the item ‘autopilot off’, the two other officers both reply ‘not

yet.’ The cadet continues with the rest of the items. Meanwhile, there is a shift handover and,

as part of the handover, the cadet informs the oncoming shift that ‘the 500-metre checklist is

completed, everything OK’. (V3-S1)

No further information regarding the status of the autopilot was exchanged. In addition to
providing an example of how the checklists were completed on board the vessel, this

situation also demonstrates that the checklist was started and completed by the bridge

team that was going off shift rather than the shift responsible for the approach and

positioning alongside the offshore facility.

Some participants, especially the less experienced officers, stated that they regarded

the checklists as useful tools, whereas others emphasized that they would complete the

listed tasks with or without the checklists. Checklist activities were occasionally

completed bymemory, independent of the paper copy andwithout communicationwith
other bridge team members.
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Transfer of command

Everyone must have a clear understanding of which officer is in command of the vessel at

any given moment. To this end, transfers of command must be made explicitly. Such

transfers occur both between shifts and during the shift. During shift handovers, the
transfer of command was, as far as it was observed on all the vessels, performed using the

statements ‘good watch’ and ‘good watch below’. This was performed after necessary

operational and safety-critical information had been given to the oncoming shift;

however, explicit communication is important when command is transferred between

and within shifts. For instance, on two of the vessels (V1 and V2), both the chief officers

and the masters frequently approached the bridge even when they were off duty.

Although there seemed to be a common understanding regarding who was in command,

their interactions with the duty officer on watch appeared to create situations with a
potential for confusion. The following passage describes a situation on board one of the

vessels:

The vessel is on autopilot heading towards port. The officer on watch leaves the control

stand in order to make coffee and perform some minor routine tasks. The master of the

vessel, who has already entered the bridge, positions himself by the control stand. No

explicit information exchange about the command of the vessel or about the vessel’s

operational status occurs. When the officer on watch finishes his duties, he joins the

master at the control stand, where they both remain for a while—until the master

leaves the bridge. (V1-O1 and V1-O4)

In the situation outlined above, command issues seem to be based on tacit agreement

rather than a clear and unambiguous transfer of command. In addition, no information
regarding the voyage was exchanged before the officer on watch left the control stand.

DP operations and changes in the vessel’s manoeuvring position

During DP operations alongside the offshore facilities, misperceptions and misun-

derstandings may have serious consequences. In such operations, the responsibilities

of the officers are normally predefined such that one is responsible for the DP

operation, whereas the other is responsible for loading/offloading, communication
with other parties, and support for the DP operator’s monitoring responsibilities.

Because the vessels are equipped with two DP stations, both officers have access to

navigational equipment and communication devices. On most of the observed shifts

(V1-S1, V2-S1, V2-S2, V3-S1, V4-S2), the predefined division of responsibility seemed

to be followed; however, on three shifts (V1-S2, V3-S2, V4-S1), frequent deviations

from the predefined division of responsibility were observed. Observations from two

of the shifts (V1-S2 and V4-S1) are relevant to communication because they indicate

that the officer responsible for loading/offloading sporadically acknowledged pre-
warnings on the DP system that indicated that the vessel’s location deviated from

the DP set point. Such warnings are indicated not by an audible alarm but rather by

text and a colour code on the DP screen. In these cases, the pre-warnings were

acknowledged without communication of the action to the DP operator.

When vessels operate on DP, their steering mode is transferred from the forward

manoeuvring station to the DP station that is positioned aft. Thus, changes in the vessel’s

manoeuvring position can represent a risk (The North West European Area Guidelines,

2009). Until the transfer and takeover of command are acknowledged from the other
steering position, the bridge team is not in control of the vessel’s movements. On two of
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the vessels (V3 andV4), this operationwas primarily performedby a single officer, thereby

making communication irrelevant. On the remaining two vessels (V1 andV2), the transfer

of the manoeuvring position was performed by two officers – One at the forward

manoeuvring station and the other at the aft manoeuvring station. On these vessels, the
transfers were, as a general rule, performed using a standardized communication

procedure: ‘All controls set to neutral position—are you ready?’ and ‘All controls set to

neutral position—I am ready.’ With only minor changes in the wording, this communi-

cationwas consistent on one of the vessels (V2). On the other vessel (V1), the bridge team

occasionally deviated from this standardized communication. The following passage

describes one of those situations:

The vessel has completed its loading/offloading operation and is about to exit the offshore

facility 500-metre safety zone. The following describes the communication during transfer of

manoeuvring control: Officer A, who is positioned aft, asks: ‘Do you want her?’ whereupon

Officer B at the forward position answers: ‘Yes.’ A few seconds after transfer of control,

Officer A mumbles, ‘There is something wrong here’, and at the same time, Officer B shouts,

‘Deactivate the thrusters!’ Officer A then replies, ‘I cannot do it.’ Subsequently, Officer B joins

Officer A at the aft position and, within a few seconds, they have sorted out the problem.

(V1-O1 and V1-O2)

It turned out that their problems were caused by the controls, which were not set in the
neutral position; this, in turn, caused unexpected movements. It is reasonable to assume

that the use of standardized communication would have created greater awareness

regarding the status of the technical system.

Interruptions and distractions

Most professionals manage interruptions and distractions on a daily basis, and bridge

teams on board PSVs are no exception. In addition to navigation, the bridge teams have to
manage radio communication and incoming telephone calls, among other things.

Although interruptions and distractions are an essential part of bridge operations, their

potential negative consequences for safe navigation should not be ignored.We focused on

interrupting and distracting elements that originate from ‘non-task-related’ factors, that is

factors that were not related to an ongoing operation. The most prominent factors were

related to concurrent taskmanagement, such as administrative tasks, the use of electronic

devices, and informal, non-essential conversations. We will elaborate on these findings in

the following sections.

Administrative tasks

Some participants stated that the number of administrative tasks did not influence their

ability to attend to navigational activities because there was a sensible allocation of tasks

among the bridge team members; this claim was also supported by observations.

However, other participants indicated that the number of administrative tasks on board

the vessel challenged their ability to fulfil their navigational responsibilities. The following
passage describes one of those situations:

One of the officers is alone on the bridge, and the vessel is on autopilot heading towards port.

Located in the administrative area of the bridge, the officer is busy updating maritime

documents. In that position, he had a limited view of both the control stand and the
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surrounding environment. According to the officer, ‘I have to do this when we are sailing

because I don’t have time to do it in port; on the other hand, when we are sailing, I am

supposed to navigate. If we get audits, theywon’t let us leave until it [the paperwork] is done.

Now I am two weeks behind and have to finish before we reach port.’ (V1-O4)

In the situation outlined above, no onewas paying attention to the technical system or the

fairway for a long period of time, which was not typical. However, other participants also

expressed concerns about the number of administrative tasks in relation to their ability to

perform navigational tasks:

When we are leaving port, we are far at sea before we have finished the paperwork. We are

supposed to finish beforewe leaveport, but that is not the case. Iwould havepreferred that he

[the second watch officer] was looking out of the windows instead of doing paperwork. (V3-

O1)

In the statement above, the informant is suggesting that the intended organizational

redundancy of manning the bridge with two persons is decreased because of

administrative requirements during a demanding phase of the voyage.

Electronic devices

Other disturbing elements, such as the use of private mobile phones and personal
computers, could also be characterized as distracting elements in this context. Major

differences were observed both among the vessels and between shifts on each

vessel, ranging from few or no observations on many of the shifts (V1-S1, V1-S2, V2-

S1, V2-S2, and V3-S1) to the extensive use of such devices by some shifts (V3-S2, V4-

S1, and V4-S2). The use of electronic devices on the bridge seems to be associated

with age: It mainly involved the youngest crew members. It also seems to be

associated with shipboard leadership, because minutes from HSE (Health, Safety and

Environment) meetings indicate that the use of such devices had previously been an
issue on board a vessel (V1) on which no such observations were made in this

study. The minutes stated that the use of personal electronic devices was prohibited

on the bridge.

Non-essential conversations

To maintain attention during periods of low workload, conversation might be necessary;

however, conversations could distract from the bridge team’s monitoring tasks. The
following passage describes the context of a conversation that took place on one of the

vessels:

The vessel is positioned for its loading/offloading operation in close proximity to the offshore

facility. The officer whose responsibility it is to operate the DP system is conversing about

personal issues with another crew member who is off duty. The upper part of the DP

operator’s body is turned towards the other crew member (sideways in relation to the DP

station), and he (presumably) switches his attention back and forth between the DP station,

the surroundings and his off-duty colleague. (V1-O2)

Does this conversation distract from theDPoperator’smonitoring tasks? According to one

of the vessel’s officers, it does not:
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At the same time, the researcher and another officer are conversing on a topic related to

technology and attention demands [on another part of the bridge]. During the conversation,

the officer says, ‘It takes a lot experience to converse like he is doing [points towards the DP

operator] and still be able to operate the DP.’ (V1-O1)

In the situation outlined above, the officer emphasizes the importance of experience for

the ability tomanagemultiple tasks. Similar situations were observed on the other vessels.

In general, access to the bridge does not seem to be restricted, thereby increasing the risk

of distractions and interruptions by other crew members.

Summary of findings
This study presents new empirical information about how shipboard practices regarding

planning, communication, and management of interrupting/distracting elements are

realized in real-world settings onboard four selected PSVs. Several practices highlighted in

our study were observed in all of the vessels: Contingency planning as an individual

activity, distractions/interruptions due to non-essential conversations, and limited use of

standardized communication during transfer of command. It is worth noting that the two

vessels that practised two-way communication when completing the checklists had

limited or no use of personal electronic devices on the bridge and practised standardized
communication during the transfer of the steering position belonged to the same shipping

company.

In the following sections, we will discuss the findings summarized in Table 1 in the

light of the theoretical concept of DSA.

Discussion

Planning practices

Prior to the decision of how to approach and position the vessel alongside the offshore

facility, information has to be collected from agents in the system, including anemom-

eters, wave riders, current and tide tables, and weather forecasts. This information is

Table 1. Summary of findings

Themes Observable practices

Planning Planning of approach as an individual activity: V1 (*), V2 (�), V3 (*), V4 (*)
Contingency planning as an individual activity: V1 (+), V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+)

Communication Completion of checklists as an individual activity: V1 (�), V2 (�), V3 (*), V4 (*)
Limited use of standardized communication during transfer of command: V1 (+),
V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+)

Inadequate transfer of information during DP operations: V1 (*), V2 (�), V3 (�),

V4 (*)
Limited use of standardized communication during transfer of manoeuvring

position: V1 (*), V2 (�), V3 (+), V4 (+)
Distractions and

interruptions

Administrative tasks: V1 (*), V2 (�), V3 (+), V4 (+)
Electronic devices: V1 (*), V2 (�), V3 (+), V4 (+)
Non-essential conversations: V1 (+), V2 (+), V3 (+), V4 (+)

Note. (+), could find; (*), found a tendency; (�), could not find.

DP, dynamic positioning.
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crucial for the bridge team’s ability to choose the safest strategy. This study revealed

notable differences in planning practices, ranging from overt discussions to an implicit

agreement among the bridge team members. Because SA information is held by different

teammembers, they must share information to achieve an adequate understanding of the
situation. There are thus some compelling arguments in favour of planning as a team

activity. First, it is a reasonable assumption that planning as a team activity facilitates

exchange of information that is relevant to SA. Second, because each team member has a

different perspective on the world, they have to interact to help each other in making

sense of their perspectives including howwind,waves, and currents, in combinationwith

the vessel’s technical status, will affect the vessel. Through collaboration, they can

construct a more complete understanding of the situation than would be available to any

individual alone (Weick, 2005). In other words, planning as a team activity may bolster
safety by increasing the likelihood of relevant information being transferred and properly

assessed by the bridge team prior to the operation.

Whenever the vessel is positioned alongside the offshore facilities, there is limited time

to act if something unforeseen should occur. Technical faults, loss of signals to the

positioning reference systems, and sudden changes inweather conditions are examples of

unforeseen events that could lead to severe consequences without immediate mitigating

actions. It is therefore particularly important that the bridge team be cognizant of

potential threats anddisturbances likely to act on the systemandhave an idea of how to act
if the worst-case scenarios should materialize. In a DSA perspective, it is emphasized that

each agent’s SA should be compatible in a manner that binds collaborative systems

together (Stanton et al., 2010). Although the officer in command is responsible for the

safe approach and positioning of the vessel, the co-pilot should be able to provide support

whenever needed. Contingency planning as a team activity prior to the operation may

therefore facilitate a shared understanding of potential threats and disturbances. We

acknowledge, however, that shared SA is problematic because personal differences in

schemata, skills, and training influence how information is processed. Nonetheless, there
remains a need for shared information when the bridge team members have overlapping

responsibilities. A high degree of shared knowledge about potential threats and

disturbances may facilitate and promote coordinated actions in stressful situations, when

decisions must be made rapidly.

Communication practices

Checklists are important tools in the planning stage prior to entering an offshore facility’s
safety zone. From aDSA perspective, checklists are an important tool for ensuring that SA-

relevant information is transferred within the system. Although checklists do not contain

SA-relevant information, they can be used to ensure that SA-relevant information is

retrieved. The maritime industry often looks to the aviation industry for guidance

regarding the use of checklists. In the aviation industry, checklist are used when

configuring the plane. Two of the stated objectives that are generally highlighted are to

‘allowmutual supervision (cross checking) among crewmembers’ and to ‘enhance a team

(crew) concept (. . .) by keeping all crewmembers “in the loop”’ (Degani &Wiener, 1993,
p. 347). To meet these objectives, the manner in which the checklists are completed is

relevant. Surprisingly, significant variation in the use of checklists on board the vessels

was observed. Although practices on some of the vessels allowed for mutual supervision

and/or keeping both bridge teammembers informed, other vessels did not seem to utilize

this potential because the checklists were generally completed by a single officer or a
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cadet. In addition, checklists were sometimes conducted by the bridge team that was

going off shift rather than the bridge team thatwas responsible for safe navigation. In such

cases, the checklists did not ensure information exchange between external agents (e.g.,

technical equipment and the offshore facility) and the officers that depended on the
information to achieve SA for the task at hand. This practice may indicate a false sense of

security in that completing checklists becomes a task rather than a safeguard.

Previous research lends support to the idea that higher-performing teams transfer

information between team members to a greater extent than lower-performing teams

(Westli, Johnsen, Eid, Rasten, & Brattebo, 2010). It follows from a DSA perspective that

each team member’s SA should be compatible for the system as a whole to function well

(Stanton et al., 2006). Considering that the situation on board a PSV is dynamic and

involves extensive flow of information, accurate information exchange among bridge
teammembers is especially important. In particular, information exchange must support

each officer’s SA needs regarding their function in the team. An example highlighted in

this paper concerns observations that indicated that the co-officer acknowledged pre-

warnings in theDP systemwithout transferring thepotentially essential information to the

DP operator. In this case, the DP operator’s SA could have been affected by shortcomings

in information exchange.

Practices related to the transfer of command were also highlighted in our study, both

during shift handover and during shifts. For the officer in command to acquire the
information necessary for his/her SA, an exchange of information about the vessel’s

operational status must precede the transfer of command; however, our observations

indicate that command was occasionally transferred during a shift without such an

exchange. Although the information is available from tools at the bridge, such asmonitors

and control panels, verbal exchange is conducive to intuitive understanding. A practice

that allows technology to dominate exchanges of information may therefore delay the

duty officers’ achievement of SA. It is a reasonable assumption that consistent transfer of

operational information, both during and between shifts, will reduce the likelihood of
misunderstandings.

According to Smith-Jentsch et al. (1998), there is a distinction between information

exchange and communication: A critical dimension of communication ishow information

is exchanged. The use of standard communication phrases is one of the most important

factors in communication in safety-critical organizations. This practice enables quick and

effective communication while simultaneously reducing the likelihood of misunder-

standings (International Air Transport Association, 2011). Standard Maritime Communi-

cation Phrases (InternationalMaritimeOrganization, 2005) include, for instance, standard
communication phrases for the transfer of command on the bridge; however, the use of

standardized phrases to indicate the transfer of command, such as ‘You are now in

command’ or ‘I am now in command’, was not observed. This finding was surprising

because their use is proposed in the Standard Maritime Communication Phrases. The

usefulness of such phrases is further emphasized by the fact that confusion about the

transfer of command was a contributory factor in two cases of collisions between

attendant vessels and offshore facilities on the Norwegian continental shelf in the last

decade (Oltedal, 2012). Our observational findings suggest that the limited use of
standard maritime communication phrases and closed-loop communication during

transfer of command might increase the risk of misunderstandings regarding each team

member’s role and responsibilities.
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Interrupting and distracting elements

Interruptions and distractions pose a serious threat because of their impact on the

distribution of the team members’ attention. In previous studies in the maritime industry

(Grech, Horberry, & Smith, 2002) and other industries (e.g., Jones & Endsley, 1996;
Sneddon,Mearns& Flin, 2006), failure tomonitor or observewas themost common cause

of loss of SA. In otherwords, inadequate transfer of information between the operator and

other agents in the system preceded loss of SA. Our observations and statements from the

PSVs indicate that concurrent task management was frequent and that it occasionally

shifted attention away from the bridge team’s responsibilities to monitor other agents in

the system (e.g., monitors and the surrounding environment). Concurrent non-essential

tasks highlighted in this study include administrative tasks, use of electronic devices, and

non-essential conversations. These tasks were conducted while the bridge team had
important monitoring responsibilities related to both the technical equipment and the

surrounding environment. Whereas some of the informants described conflicting

requirements between administrative tasks and navigational responsibilities, we have

no data that could explain why they chose to let other disturbing elements interfere with

their navigational responsibilities. However, it is a reasonable assumption that if the DP

operator turns his/her back on technology for long periods, trust in technology might be

an influencing factor.

Regardless of whether disturbing/interrupting elements arise from the need to
complete administrative tasks, the use of electronic devices, or non-essential conversa-

tions, they require attention and cognitive resources. Although the officers frequently

directed attention towards their monitoring tasks, distractions might still have significant

implications for the bridge teams’ SA requirements. Even if attention is shifted in a timely

manner, additional cognitive effort is required to update SA (Loukopoulos et al., 2009).

This problem is recognized in the aviation industry, in which the ‘sterile cockpit’ rule was

implemented after a series of aviation accidents. The rule prohibits the crew from

performing non-essential duties and conducting non-essential conversations in specific
safety-critical situations (Sumwalt, 1993).Themaritime industryhas also acknowledged the

risk associatedwith interruptions and distractions. For instance, theNWEAguidelines state

that during the planning stages and approach to offshore facilities, all non-essential tasks

should be stopped or delegated (TheNorthWest European AreaGuidelines, 2009). From a

DSAperspective, this practicemakes sensebecause it is critical to eliminate factors that can

hamper timely and adequate transfer of SA-relevant information in day-to-day operations.

Conclusions

By consideration of the physical and social environment that surrounds the bridge team,

DSA models acknowledge that SA-related information is held both by human and by non-

human agents in the system, such as DP, Electronic Chart Display and Information

Systems,wind riders, and documents. SA is thus considered to be a systemproperty rather

than an individual property. Because both human and non-human agents comprise a

network, in which each agent holds SA-specific information, each agent’s SA is constantly

modified and updated through information exchange and interactions with other agents,
including the technological environment. In thismanner, a DSA approach better captures

the dynamic characteristic of complex collaborative systems than individual approaches

to SA. The bridge of a PSV represents a typical collaborative system in which bridge team

members interact with each other and with external agents in a high-tech environment.

To our knowledge, no previous studies have examined SA as a distributed phenomenon in
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the maritime industry. Our study is particularly relevant because the paper provides a

description of conditions thatmay influence the bridge teams’ SA in day-to-day operations,

and adds to our understanding of SA as a distributed phenomenon. By noting possible

areas for improvements regarding planning activities, communication practices, and
management of distracting/interrupting elements, the study provides an opportunity for

the maritime industry to establish shipboard practices that meet the bridge team’s

informationneeds in a complex environment. The studymight also provide awindow into

studying SA as a distributed phenomenon in other industrial settings; additionally,

because planning, communication, andmanagement of interrupting/distracting elements

are essential tasks in many collaborative systems, our findings may have implications for

other industrial settings as well.

Our findings may have practical implications for increasing DSA and reducing the risk
of adverse outcomes during bridge operations. First, we argue that planning as a team

activity may increase the likelihood that SA information will be shared and properly

assessed, because team members may possess different information. Second, communi-

cation emerges as a key factor in connecting and maintaining the parts of a distributed

system. It is therefore important that communication practices facilitate efficient and

reliable transfers of information between agents through increased use of closed-loop and

standardized communication. Finally, because achievement and maintenance of SA

require focused attention,management of interrupting/distracting elements is important.
Impaired attention may delay awareness of information provided by other agents, which

may in turn affect the bridge team’s SA needs.
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a b s t r a c t

We examined how active and passive leadership styles (i.e., authentic leadership and laissez-faire lead-
ership) and psychological job demands combine and influence safety related outcomes in terms of situ-
ation awareness and the willingness to take a risk in day-to-day operations. To this end, a conceptual
model was developed, and by means of path-analysis with a maximum likelihood estimation the model
was tested using survey data collected on board offshore vessels within a Norwegian controlled shipping
company. The model was tested in both the deck department (n = 178) and the machine department
(n = 103). The results indicated that relatively little variations in job demands could be explained by
laissez-faire leadership (6.3% and 3.7% in the deck and machine department samples, respectively).
With regards to situation awareness, on the other hand, 21.6% of the variations could be explained by
the combined influence of authentic leadership, laissez-faire leadership and job demands in the deck
department sample, whereas 27.5% of the variations in situation awareness could be explained by the
two leadership styles alone in the machine department sample. In the deck department sample, job
demands and situation awareness explained 18.9% of the variations in risk-taking, whereas these two
variables explained 30.8% of the variations in the machine department sample. The differences between
the deck department sample and the machine department sample are explained in the manuscript. The
study expands our understanding of how active and passive leadership styles may combine with psycho-
logical job demands to influence situation awareness and safety in maritime operations.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Accident analysis has increased our understanding of how
major accidents may be attributed to unfavourable interactions
at several levels in the organization (Reason, 1997). For instance,
subsequent accident analysis from the capsizing of the passenger
ferry Herald of Free Enterprise on March 27, 1987, found evidence
of substandard leadership, production pressure, lack of risk factor
awareness and violation of safety procedures. It concluded that
‘from top to bottom the body corporate was infected with the dis-
ease of sloppiness’ (Sheen, 1987, p. 14). In addition to extensive
human and economic losses, the Harold of Free Enterprise capsiz-
ing had a significant impact on safety management within the
maritime industry worldwide. In particular, the capsizing is con-
sidered to have initiated the International Safety Management

Code, which provides a minimum standard for the safe manage-
ment and operation of ships worldwide. However, several decades
after the Herald of Free Enterprise capsizing, substandard leader-
ship has been identified as a significant contributing cause of 94
maritime navigational accidents in the UK (Batalden and Sydnes,
2013). A better understanding of how leadership personnel can
reinforce safety behaviours and promote safety awareness in the
maritime industry is therefore needed. In addition there is a need
to improve our understanding of howmanagerial pressure towards
increased productivity may constitute a threat to accident preven-
tion. To this end, the overarching purpose of the present study is to
simultaneously evaluate how active and passive leadership styles
(i.e., authentic and laissez-faire leadership) and psychological job
demands may combine to influence situation awareness (SA) and
safety behaviour (i.e., willingness to take risks) during day-to-day
operations.

A conceptual model (see Fig. 1) was developed and tested on
board a selection of offshore vessels.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ssci.2016.12.004
0925-7535/� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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To the best of our knowledge, this model expands our under-
standing of how active/passive leadership styles and psychological
job demands combine to maintain SA and minimize unsafe beha-
viour. The theoretical basis for the model and suggested relation-
ships in Fig. 1 are further outlined in the following sections.

1.1. Theory and hypothesis

1.1.1. Willingness to take risks
Risk taking behaviour typically refers to ignorance of safety pro-

cedures, carrying out forbidden activities and incorrect task perfor-
mance, and similar form of non-compliance (Rundmo and Hale,
2003), and has proved to be strongly associated with accidents
and incidents (Mearns et al., 2001). In the literature, risk-taking
behaviour is recognized as a consequence of latent conditions in
the organization – such as substandard leadership and other unfa-
vourable workplace factors (Reason, 1997). For instance, Rundmo
(1996) found that management prioritization of production goals
at the cost of safety goals was the strongest predictor for workers’
acceptance of procedure violations. Several other studies have also
proved that there is a link between the management’s commitment
to safety and the employees’ risk taking behaviour (e.g., Bosak et al.,
2013; Yule and Flin, 2007). In a study from the maritime industry,
Oltedal (2011) found that shipping companies’ commitment to
safety combinedwith on board leadership influence risk perception
and safety oriented behaviour. The results of several studies suggest
that a rather large proportion of accidents and incidents in the mar-
itime industry are, at least in part, caused by some sort of human
error (Hetherington et al., 2006; Sandhåland et al., 2015b, 2015a;
Wagenaar and Groeneweg, 1987). Further research is therefore
needed to investigate factors that may contribute to human errors.
For this reason, willingness to take risks is used as the outcome vari-
able in our conceptual model.

1.1.2. Situation awareness
Loss of situation awareness (SA) has proved to be a significant

antecedent of human error in the maritime industry according to
previous studies (Grech et al., 2002; Sandhåland et al., 2015a,
2015b). SA is then understood as ‘being aware of what is happen-
ing around you and understanding what that information means to
you now and in the future’ (Endsley, 2012, p.13). That is, the seafar-
ers have to accurately identify key aspects of the environment (SA
level 1), understand the meaning of what they sense (SA level 2)
and have a good idea of what might occur (SA level 3). The concept
of SA is closely linked to decision-making and is generally seen as a
prerequisite to making good decisions (Endsley, 1995). When con-
sidering decision making in the context of unsafe behaviour, it is
useful to differentiate between taking a risk and running a risk.
While the former refers to deliberate risk taking, the latter refers
to situations where seafarers do not recognize their behaviour as

problematic (Rosness et al., 2004). This might be caused by missing
information or insufficient knowledge and thus result in impaired
assumptions, which in turn influence the ability to make good
decisions. However, even though taking a risk (e.g., procedure vio-
lation) is deliberate, the potential bad outcome typically is not
(Reason, 2008). Either way, it could be argued that inadequate SA
will likely precede risky behaviour. While a person taking a risk is
likely to have misjudged the consequences of his/her behaviour
(SA level 3), a person running a risk is likely to have missed critical
information or have failed to comprehend the information properly
(SA level 1 and SA level 2). It is therefore assumed that loss of SA at
all levels may affect risk-taking behaviour. We therefore propose
the following research hypothesis:

H-1. SA is negatively related to the willingness to take risks.

1.1.3. Psychological job demands
Overload in psychological job demands occurs when the

demands exceed the individual’s resources (Karasek, 1979). The
construct may be defined as ‘the extent to which the work pace
is high and the availability of sufficient time to execute the
required work’ (Demerouti et al., 2001, p. 281). In other words,
overload in psychological job demands refer to situations where
the worker has too much to do, has irregular workload so that
work piles up, has to work at a rapid pace or has to work overtime
to get the job done. In previous studies overload in psychological
job demands has been linked to negative outcomes. For instance,
in a study performed by Li and colleagues (Li et al., 2013) they
found that among crude oil production workers the level of psy-
chological job demands was related to emotional exhaustion
which in turn was related to safety outcomes (i.e. near-misses
and injuries). This is in line with a study performed by Lourel
et al. (2008), who found that psychological job demands predicted
emotional exhaustion among fire-fighters. In addition, previous
studies have found an association between psychological job
demands and physical health issues such as the common cold
(Mohren et al., 2001) and heart disease (Netterstrom et al., 2006).

Because the maritime industry to a large extent necessitate con-
tinuous work operations, safe working conditions depend on vigi-
lant workers who are able to continuously achieve and maintain
SA. However, overload in job demands is a frequently cited factor
that may increase the level of stress and fatigue (MacDonald,
2003), which in turn is associated with the risk of deteriorated
SA (Sneddon et al., 2013). We therefore assume that overload in
psychological job demands has a negative effect on seafarers’ abil-
ity to achieve and maintain SA. We further assume that overload in
psychological job demands has a direct effect on risk prone beha-
viour. In line with these propositions, the following research
hypotheses are proposed:

Laissez-faire
leadership

Authentic 
leadership

Psychological job 
demands

Situation 
awareness

Willingness to 
take risks

H- 4

H- 6

H-7

H-3

H-1

H-2

H-5

Fig. 1. Theoretical model showing hypothesized relationships among the willingness to take risks, situation awareness, psychological job demands, authentic leadership and
laissez-faire leadership.
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H-2. Psychological job demands are negatively related to SA.

H-3. Psychological job demands are positively related to the will-
ingness to take risks.

1.1.4. Leadership
According to Ford and Harding (2011) Bernard M. Bass was the

first to introduce the term ‘authentic leadership’ in his theory of
‘transformational leadership’. He included the concept of ‘authentic
leadership’ as an answer to critics who pointed out the possibility
for ‘narcissistic and authoritarian managers to masquerade as
transformational leaders’ (Ford and Harding, 2011, p. 464). Bass
argues that ‘authentic transformational leadership must rest on a
moral foundation of legitimate values’ (Bass and Steidlmeier,
1999, p. 184). Following Bass’s introduction of ‘authentic leader-
ship’ several authors have further developed the concept. In this
paper we rely on Avolio and Gardners (2005) theory on authentic
leadership that suggest that authentic leadership is composed of
the following four components: Self-awareness, relational trans-
parency, balanced processing and internalized moral perspective.
Self-awareness refers to an awareness of how the leader makes
meaning of the world and how that meaning influences the way
the leader views him/herself. Relational transparency is related to
how the individual presents his/herself to others, such as openly
sharing information and honestly expressing one’s thoughts and
feelings, thus presenting a true self. Balanced processing refers to
leaders who objectively consider all relevant data before they reach
a decision. Authentic leaders also encourage workers to express
viewpoints that challenge the leader’s own position. Finally, inter-
nalized moral perspective refers to the fact that authentic leaders
are guided by their own moral standards in their decision-making
and behaviour. Instead of complying with the expectations of
others, authentic leaders hold their own positions (Shamir and
Eilam, 2005). Authentic leaders are aware that their behaviour
and decisions will send important signals to others and thus influ-
ence worker behaviour. In this way, authentic leaders serve as pos-
itive behavioural models (Avolio et al., 2004; Ilies et al., 2005). In a
study from the maritime industry, Borgersen et al. (2013) found
that authentic leadership by masters was positively related to crew
perceptions of safety. This is in accordance with a study performed
by Nielsen et al. (2013b) in which a positive relationship was
demonstrated between authentic leadership and safety climate in
the oil and gas industry. These authors also found that authentic
leadershipwas negatively related to workers’ risk perception. Over-
all, the accumulated data suggest that authentic leadership has a
positive effect on safety-related outcomes. The importance of a
safety-oriented shipboard management is also highlighted in other
studies (e.g., Håvold, 2010; Hetherington et al., 2006; Oltedal and
Wadsworth, 2010; Oltedal and Engen, 2009). Thus, it would be
expected that safety is a prioritized goal among authentic leaders,
and that this is reflected in the leaders’ behaviour and statements
(Hystad et al., 2014). Assuming that safety and the well-being of
workers are prioritized goals, authentic leaders will go to great
lengths to ensure that job demands do not exceed theworkers’ abil-
ities and resources. Authentic leadership rolemodelling encourages
workers to prioritize safety. It is further assumed that workers who
prioritize safety goals will have a greater awareness of safety infor-
mation and establish greater SA during daily operations. This leads
to the following research hypotheses:

H-4. Authentic leadership is positively related to SA.

H-5. Authentic leadership is negatively related to psychological
job demands.

Theories on authentic leadership have not been without con-
troversy, however. For instance, Wetzel (2015) argues that the
idea of a ‘stable core self’ in the sense that it can be recognized
and explained both to our self and others is a myth (p. 41). A lea-
der will thus always fail in his/her search for authenticity or his/
her true self. Ford and Harding (2011) likewise discuss the notion
of a ‘true self’ and argues that the theory of authentic leadership
‘refuse to acknowledge the rounded subject as someone full of
contradictions’ (p. 476). Wetzel (2015) also argues that leaders
do not hold unambiguous roles in organizations. Rather, leaders
face contradictions in expectations and demands that influence
their behaviours. In other words, both leaders and organization
lack a stable core – whereupon authenticity will be impossible.
This argument is supported by a study conducted by Nyberg
and Sveningsson (2014) who reported that leaders experience a
tension between their authenticity and the expectations of other
members in the organization. Consequently these leaders
reported that they had, at times, restrained their authenticity in
order to be perceived as good leaders. According to the authors,
it is thus misleading to examine leadership disconnected from
the context in which it takes place. We acknowledge the critique
that has been raised towards the concept of authentic leadership
– in particular, how expectations of others may challenge the
authenticity in the masters’ leadership. That being said, when it
comes to the effect of authentic leadership on followers’ beha-
viour it might be argued that it is whether or not the masters
leadership is perceived as authentic that is important rather than
whether or not he/she demonstrates ‘‘true” authenticity in his/her
leadership. In other words, we maintain that it is reasonable to
assume that if the crew perceives the master’s leadership as
authentic that will have a positive effect on the crew’s safety
related behaviour.

In contrast to constructive forms of leadership, laissez-faire
leadership represents little to no exchange between the leader
and workers and has shown to be negatively associated with
worker job satisfaction (Judge and Piccolo, 2004). According to
Bass (1997), laissez-faire leaders ‘avoid accepting their responsibil-
ities, are absent when needed, fail to follow up requests for assis-
tance, and resist expressing their views on important issues’ (p.
134). Surprisingly few studies have examined the effect of
laissez-faire leadership on safety related outcomes as opposed to
studies concerning more active leadership. However, Kelloway
et al. (2006) found support for passive and active leadership as
empirically distinct constructs in a sample of part-time workers.
These authors argue that active and passive leadership should
not be treated as opposite ends of the same continuum, but rather
should be considered as distinct constructs. They also found that
passive leadership explained unique variance in safety-related out-
comes over and above what was explained by active leadership
(i.e., transformational leadership). Another study that examined
the effects of laissez-faire leadership on safety-related outcomes
was conducted by Zohar (2002) who, not surprisingly, found that
laissez-faire leadership was negatively related to the group-level
safety climate (i.e., preventive actions considered, or taken, by
the superior). Compared with active leadership (i.e., authentic
leadership as described above), it is expected that laissez-faire
leadership will have the opposite effect on SA and psychological
job demands. We therefore propose the following research
hypotheses:

H-6. Laissez-faire leadership is negatively related to SA.

H-7. Laissez-faire leadership is positively related to psychological
job demands.
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2. Methods

2.1. Participants and procedures

The present study was conducted in a Norwegian controlled
shipping company that owns and operates a large fleet of
purpose-built offshore vessels. Questionnaires were sent out via
the shipping company’s onshore shipping and forwarding agent
to 926 crew members on board 22 vessels. In total, 402 question-
naires were returned, yielding a response rate of 43.4%. We were
interested in participants working in either the deck or engine
departments. Therefore, questionnaires from respondents working
in the galley department were excluded, leaving an eligible
research sample of N = 281 (n = 178 in the deck department and
n = 103 in the engine department).

Ten different nationalities were represented in the deck sub-
sample. Norwegians constituted the largest group (50.6%), fol-
lowed by Filipinos (29.2%). Overall, 65.2% were permanent employ-
ees, 29.2% were on temporary contracts and 3.4% were apprentices
(2.2% missing responses). The mean length of the respondents’ sea-
faring career was 14.6 years, and the mean length of employment
with the shipping company was 3.8 years.

Ten different nationalities were also represented in the engine
sub-sample. Norwegians constituted the largest group (31.1%), fol-
lowed by Filipinos (30.1%) and Polish employees (25.2%). Perma-
nent employees accounted for 52.4% of the sample, whereas
36.9% were on temporary contracts and 9.7% were apprentices
(1% missing responses). The mean length of the seafarer career
was 14.3 years, and the mean length of employment with the ship-
ping company was 3.3 years. Thus, there were minor differences in
demographic variables between the two samples.

This research was reviewed and approved by the Norwegian
Social Science Data Service, the institution that serves as the
University of Bergen’s Privacy Ombudsman for Research. Participa-
tion was voluntary, and all participants gave their informed con-
sent and were informed that they could withdraw from the
study at any time.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Authentic leadership
Authentic leadership was measured by the Authentic Leader-

ship Questionnaire (Gardner et al., 2011). The respondents were
asked to rate the behaviour of the master on 16 items using five
response categories (1 = not at all; 5 = often, nearly always). The
questionnaire measures the four components of authentic leader-
ship: Self-Awareness (e.g., ‘‘Seeks feedback to improve interactions
with others”), Relational Transparency (e.g., ‘‘Is willing to admit
mistakes when they are made”), Balanced Processing (e.g., ‘‘Solicits
views that challenge his or her deeply held positions”) and Inter-
nalized Moral Perspective (e.g., ‘‘Demonstrates beliefs that are con-
sistent with actions”). Only a total mean authentic leadership score
was computed for the present study (Cronbach’s a = 0.94).

2.2.2. Laissez-faire leadership
Laissez-faire leadership was measured by the Multifactor Lead-

ership Questionnaire (Avolio and Bass, 2004). The respondents
were asked to rate the behaviour of the master on five items with
response categories ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very often or
always). Examples of items included: ‘‘has avoided telling me
how to perform my job” and ‘‘has steered away from showing con-
cern about results”. Three items that are negatively scored were
reversed before creating a total mean laissez-faire leadership score.
Cronbach’s a in the present study was 0.71.

2.2.3. Psychological job demands
Psychological job demands were measured by four items drawn

from the General Nordic Questionnaire for psychological and social
factors at work (QPSnordic) (Dallner et al., 2000). The QPSnordic is a
comprehensive questionnaire designed to measure a wide variety
of psychological and social factors at work. It contains 80 items
that are used to form 26 different scales. In the current study we
chose the four items constituting the quantitative demands scale,
as this was deemed most relevant for our purpose (as opposed to
decision- and learning demands). This scale measures the degree
to which the work environment places demands on the individual
in terms of time pressure (‘‘Is it necessary to work at a rapid
pace?”) and work load (‘‘is your work load irregular so that work
piles up?”, ‘‘Do you have to work overtime?” and ‘‘do you have
too much to do?”). The quantitative demands scale has previously
demonstrated good internal- and concurrent validity (Wännström
et al., 2009). All items were rated on a five-point scale ranging from
1 (seldom or never) to 5 (very often or always). Cronbach’s a in the
present study was 0.71.

2.2.4. Situation awareness
To measure the seafarers’ SA, respondents were asked to rate

themselves on a context-general situation awareness scale
(Sætrevik, 2013). The questionnaire consists of 13 items that are
scored on a five-point scale ranging from 1 (completely disagree)
to 5 (completely agree). This instrument measures SA according to
the three levels from Endsley’s (1995) theoretical model. Four of
the items reflect Level 1 (e.g., ‘‘I sometimes lose track of safety
due to receiving too much information at the same time”), five of
the items reflect Level 2 (e.g., ‘‘I know which situations in my work
involve higher risk than others”), and finally, four items reflect
Level 3 (e.g., ‘‘I plan ahead in order to handle various adverse inci-
dents that may arise”). The questions in the scale use words that
are relevant across different work settings and may therefore be
characterized as context general. The advantage of using a context
general measure is that results can be easily compared among dif-
ferent work settings on board a vessel (i.e., the engine and deck
departments). The results can also be generalized to other indus-
tries (Sætrevik, 2013).

Five items that were negatively scored were reversed before
creating a total mean SA score. Cronbach’s a in the present study
was 0.78.

2.2.5. Willingness to take risks
Willingness to take risks was measured by seven items that

were adapted from a review of the relevant literature (e.g.,
Nielsen et al., 2013a, 2013b). The participants were required to
respond to items such as ‘‘I have been in situations where I
exposed myself to danger to get the work done” and ‘‘To get the
job done, I sometimes ‘cut corners’ with regards to safety” on a
five-point response scale ranging from 1 (very seldom, or never)
to 5 (very often, or always). Cronbach’s a in the present study was
0.73.

2.3. Statistical analyses

To test Hypotheses 1–7, we performed path-analyses with a
maximum likelihood estimation using Stata version 13.1. All anal-
yses were conducted separately for the deck and machine sub-
samples. In addition, we used a generalization of the Huber/
White/sandwich estimator (Rogers, 1994; Williams, 2000) that
relaxes the assumptions of normality in the errors and is also
robust to heteroskedasticity. This estimator also relaxes the usual
requirement that the observations be independent (i.e., indepen-
dence of errors) and replaces it with the assumption of indepen-
dence between clusters. In other words, the observations are
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assumed to be independent across the 22 ships included in our
study, but not necessarily within ships.

Model fit was judged by examining the magnitude and statisti-
cal significance of path loadings, the variance explained and the
standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR). The coefficient
of determination (CD) and the SRMR are the only goodness-of-fit
statistics that Stata provides when the Huber/White/sandwich
estimator is used.

3. Results

Means, standard deviations and intercorrelations between the
study variables are provided in Table 1.

In the following sections, the combined results for both the deck
and the machine departments are presented. In both samples, sit-
uation awareness was negatively related to the willingness to take
risks, b = �0.20, p = 0.003 and b = �0.35, p < 0.001 for the deck and
machine departments, respectively, thereby confirming Hypothe-
sis 1.

Both Hypotheses 2 and 3 were confirmed in the deck depart-
ment sample, as job demands were negatively related to SA
(b = �0.15, p = 0.02) and positively related to the willingness to
take risks (b = 0.34, p < 0.001). In the machine department sample,
however, job demands predicted willingness to take risks (b = 0.41,
p < 0.001), but SA did not (b = �0.09, p = 0.33).

Authentic leadership and laissez-faire leadership were signifi-
cantly associated with SA in both the deck (b = 0.26, p = 0.002
and b = �0.29, p < 0.001, respectively) and machine department
samples (b = 0.47, p < 0.001 and b = �0.21, p = 0.02, respectively),
confirming Hypotheses 4 and 6.

Addressing Hypotheses 5 and 7, authentic leadership did not
significantly predict job demands in either the deck or machine
department samples, whereas laissez-faire leadership was signifi-
cantly associated with job demands in the deck department sam-
ple (b = 0.25 and p = 0.02) and ‘‘marginally” significantly
associated with job demands in the machine department sample
(b = 0.19 and p = 0.051). Hypothesis 5 was thus not supported,
whereas Hypothesis 7 was partially supported.

Based on the results from the initial path-analyses, we re-
specified the hypothesized models taking into account the non-
significant relationships. In the re-specified model, the association
between laissez-faire leadership and job demands was also statis-
tically significant in the machine department (b = 0.19 and
p = 0.048). The re-specified models are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, relatively little of the variations in job
demands could be explained by laissez-faire leadership (6.3% and
3.7% in the deck and machine department samples, respectively).
With regards to SA, on the other hand, 21.6% of the variations could
be explained by the combined influence of authentic leadership,
laissez-faire leadership and job demands in the deck department
sample, whereas 27.5% of the variations in SA could be explained

by the two leadership styles alone in the machine department
sample. In the deck department sample, job demands and SA
explained 18.9% of the variations in the willingness to take risks,
whereas these two variables explained 30.8% of the variations in
the machine department sample. In terms of model fit, the SRMR
for both models indicated a well-fit model (SRMR for deck depart-
ment = 0.042; SRMR for machine department sample = 0.051)
based on the usual recommendations (Hu and Bentler, 1998;
McDonald and Ho, 2002).

4. Discussion

Our point of departure was a conceptual model examining how
active and passive leadership styles (i.e., authentic and laissez-faire
leadership) and psychological job demands influence SA and the
willingness to take risks during day-to-day operations. With a
few notable exceptions, the results support our hypothesized
model in both the deck and the machine department samples. In
sum, the current study highlights leadership style, psychological
job demands and SA as antecedents to risk taking behaviour. How-
ever, some differences between the samples are worth noting.
While the effect of job demands on SA proved to be significant in
the deck department, it proved to be non-significant in the
machine department. Additionally, the effect of authentic leader-
ship on SA appeared to be noticeably stronger in the machine
department (b = 0.47) than in the deck department (b = 0.26).
These findings may at first seem surprising because personnel in
the machine department relate to and interact with the chief engi-
neer to a greater extent than the master in day-to-day operations.
Thus, from a perspective of interaction alone, one would have
expected a reduced effect of the masters’ leadership style (i.e.,
authentic leadership) in the machine sample compared with the
deck sample. However, even though the master is not involved in
the day-to-day operations in the machine department, he is still
the superior officer for the technical branch and may hold an
important role in influencing the unique working environment of
the vessel and the organizational culture and safety climate on
board. That being said, personnel in the deck department will, to
some degree, relate to the chief officer and the bosun as their
immediate superiors (e.g., during loading/offloading operations)
and in this way interact with leaders other than the master. How-
ever, personnel in the deck department may interact with the mas-
ter to a greater extent than personnel in the machine department
in day-to-day operations. From a review of authentic leadership lit-
erature, Yammarino et al. (2008) have called for a multilevel per-
spective of leadership research, and our findings may indicate
that authentic leadership behaviour could have a strong and last-
ing influence on organizational culture above the immediate
leader-follower relationship. The most notable difference beyond
this was that in the machine department sample, the combination
of job demands and SA explained 30.8% of the variations in the

Table 1
Means, standard deviations and intercorrelations for all of the included variables presented separately for the deck and machine departments.

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 M SD

1. Authentic leadership – �0.04 �0.09 0.48*** �0.23* 3.85 0.66
2. Laissez-faire leadership �0.11 – 0.32* �0.26** 0.30** 2.55 0.98
3. Psychological demands �0.16* 0.28*** – �0.19* 0.47*** 2.48 0.57
4. Situation awareness 0.30*** �0.35*** �0.26*** – �0.41*** 3.90 0.47
5. Risk taking �0.11 0.37*** 0.36*** �0.30 – 1.86 0.67
M 3.93 2.36 2.32 3.90 1.77 – –
SD 0.73 0.87 0.71 0.43 0.69 – –

Note: Statistics for the deck department are shown below the diagonal and statistics for the machine department are shown above the diagonal.
* p < 0.05.

** p < 0.01.
*** p < 0.001.
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willingness to take risks compared to 18.9% in the deck department
sample. A potential explanation for these findings could be that
two navigators man the bridge, whereas the machine department
is typically manned by one engineer. For instance, during particu-
larly demanding phases of the voyage, such as cargo operations
inside the offshore facility safety zones, the bridge is manned by
two navigators, while machinery functions are monitored and
taken care of by one watch-keeping engineer (Guidelines for
offshore marine operations, 2013). Therefore, some sort of social
control between the navigators may prevent procedure violations
and other risk prone behaviour despite the psychological job
demands.

In the following sections, we discuss each variable in our con-
ceptual model with regard to implications for practice and previ-
ous research.

4.1. Leadership

Our findings have implications both for practice and leadership
research and its effect on safety-related outcomes. First, this study
supports Skogstad et al. (2007) argument that laissez-faire leader-
ship should be seen as a distinct form of destructive leadership as
opposed to a type of zero-leadership. Although the current study
has demonstrated the undesirable effects of laissez-faire leader-
ship on both psychological job demands and SA, further research
is needed from other private or public sector organizations to
examine the effect of laissez-faire leadership on other safety
related variables. It is notable that laissez-faire leadership was a
stronger predictor of psychological job demands than authentic
leadership in both samples. This should prompt researchers to con-
sider negative forms of leadership because previous research on
the effect of leadership styles on safety outcomes has mainly
examined active forms of leadership, such as transformational

(Zohar, 2002) and authentic leadership (Hystad et al. 2014). Our
findings lend support to Kelloway et al. (2006)) argument that
active and passive leadership styles should be seen as distinct con-
structs and that future research on the subject should include both
active and passive leadership styles. Second, our findings on the
effect of authentic leadership support previous research in that
authentic leadership has a positive effect on safety-related out-
comes within the maritime industry (e.g., Nielsen et al., 2013b).
Furthermore, our results indicate that authentic leadership
improves SA. The aforementioned ability of authentic leaders to
engage in balanced processing and awareness of worker needs
(Avolio et al., 2004) may explain these positive outcomes related
to authentic leadership. This in turn may have practical implica-
tions for the shipping companies relative to recruitment processes
and leadership development. The shipping industry differs from
many other industries in that the internal recruitment of unit lead-
ers (i.e., masters, chief officers and chief engineers) is based on
assessments of their performances in positions of lower rank. We
acknowledge that some shipping companies offer formal leader-
ship training for unit leaders. However, our findings indicate that
shipping companies should consider placing greater emphasis on
formal leadership training to avoid the negative consequences of
laissez-faire leadership and promote the beneficial aspects of pos-
itive leadership behaviour.

4.2. Psychological job demands

Not surprisingly, our study showed that psychological job
demands have a strong effect on risk taking behaviour in both sam-
ples. That is, factors such as job demand overload, rapid pace of
work or work that piles up due to irregular workload increase
the willingness to take risks. A recurring theme in previous
research is that risk-taking behaviour, such as a procedure viola-
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Situation 
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Willingness to 
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-.20***

-.15*

R2 = .189

R2 = .063

R2 = .216

Fig. 2. Final model for the deck department sub-sample. Standardized coefficients are shown. SRMR = 0.042; CD = 0.225. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.
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Fig. 3. Final model for the machine department sub-sample. Standardized coefficients are shown. SRMR = 0.051; CD = 0.301. *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.
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tion, is an important antecedent to accidents and incidents
(Batalden and Sydnes, 2013; Dekker, 2005; Mearns et al., 2001).
Our findings therefore further our understanding of the mecha-
nisms underlying accidents and incidents in the maritime industry.
It is interesting to note that psychological job demands had a
strong effect on risk-taking behaviour in the context of goal con-
flicts. No organization exists solely for the purpose of being safe,
and production of goods or services are vital to the existence of
any organization. A proper balance between safety concerns and
production goals is therefore a key issue to operate both safe and
financially viable organizations (Reason, 1997). In day-to-day oper-
ations, conflicts between safety goals and production goals may,
however, arise in safety critical organizations, such as those in
the maritime industry. To describe how people relate to such situ-
ations, Hollnagel (2004) introduced the ETTO principle (Efficiency-
Thoroughness-Trade-Off), which is a way of noting the fact that
trade-offs between efficiency and thoroughness is a common fea-
ture in human performance. In the context of safety, if job
demands in terms of production pressure are very high, people
are more willing to lower their demands for thoroughness, i.e.,
they are willing to take a greater risk to get the job done. The oppo-
site might also be the case, but according to Rasmussen (1997),
production goals in many organizations take priority over safety
goals. In the present study, our data has not provided a clear pic-
ture of what work aspects affect the crews’ psychological job
demands and whether these are related to cognitive demands,
physical demands or both. From a previous study of platform sup-
ply vessels in the North Sea, observational data indicate that com-
pliance with demands for completing paperwork, documentation
and work reports from time to time are in conflict with safe navi-
gation procedures (Sandhåland et al., 2015a). This could indicate
that cognitive demands may be of greater importance than physi-
cal demands in modern maritime operations. The exact nature and
form of job demands in the maritime industry may be an area for
further research. Our findings revealed, however, that psychologi-
cal job demands have a minor effect on SA. This finding was sur-
prising considering that factors associated with psychological job
demands, such as stress and fatigue, had a negative effect on SA
in previous studies (Sneddon et al., 2013). We therefore expected
a stronger relationship between these variables. A potential expla-
nation for these findings could be that employee training and pro-
fessionalism contributed to a satisfactory SA, despite being
exposed to high job demands.

4.3. Situation awareness

From our previous discussion, it is interesting to note that
authentic leadership had a positive and laissez-faire leadership
had a negative relationship to SA. In the literature on SA, the cog-
nitive perspective has been emphasized by Endsleys’ (1995) three-
level model of the operator’s ability to (a) perceive, (b) compre-
hend, and (c) estimate possible future outcomes of an operational
situation, such as maritime cargo operations. From this perspec-
tive, expert judgments and the behaviours of the individual opera-
tors are quite independent of other external subject matter. In
other words, SA may be understood to be cognitive processes in
the minds of individuals within a system. On the other hand, a sys-
tem ergonomics perspective would emphasize the interaction
between the operator and his/her immediate supervisor. From this
perspective, SA may be seen as a process that occurs through inter-
actions among operators, their supervisors, and decision support
systems, such as satellite navigation systems or engine room con-
trol stations (Stanton et al., 2010). The results from both samples in
the present study may indicate that a system ergonomic perspec-
tive may be useful in maritime operations.

Our study also reveals that SA is negatively related to the will-
ingness to take risks. These findings are not surprising because a
well-developed SA is normally seen as a prerequisite to good
decision-making and safety-related behaviour (Endsley, 1995).
From a system ergonomic perspective, it is important that both
technological aids at the bridge and shipboard practices facilitate
transaction of SA related information to the person who needs it
in an accurate and timely manner (Stanton et al., 2010). Shipping
companies should therefore prioritize measures that facilitate
SA-related information transactions. First, the research literature
on SA includes technological design principles that are believed
to support the operator’s abilities to manage information provided
by the technology (Endsley, 2012). Shipping companies should
therefore strive for SA-driven design processes that allow the tech-
nological environment to support the operators’ SA needs. Second,
shipping companies should establish shipboard practices that sup-
port transactions of SA-related information among team members.
In this respect, effective routines for communication, planning and
management of disturbing elements are important factors
(Sandhåland et al., 2015a, 2015b). Finally, seafarers have to do
more than simply perceive SA relevant information in the environ-
ment. In order to achieve SA for the task they must understand the
integrated meaning of what they have perceived, in light of their
goals (Endsley, 2012). Practical training and basic knowledge about
the functionality of key components in the system are thus impor-
tant factors in this context.

4.4. The willingness to take risks

In both samples, reduced SA and increased psychological job
demands were related to an increased tendency to engage in
risk-taking behaviour. The combined effect of reduced SA and
increased psychological job demands may limit an employee’s
ability to perceive, assess and consider future consequences of cur-
rent actions. In other words, the cognitive appraisal of the situation
will be reduced in favour of a more immediate and emotional
assessment of the unfolding events. Thus, reduced SA and
increased job demands may lead to more risk prone behaviour,
which may be explained by the workers turning to a more emo-
tionally driven decision making process, as Loewenstein et al.
(2001) argued in their risk-as-feelings hypothesis where people,
in response to critical incidents, have a tendency to rely on feelings
when judging risk. According to Loewenstein et al. (2001), people’s
‘responses to risky situations (including decision making) result in
part from direct (i.e., not cortically mediated) emotional influences,
including feelings such as worry, fear, dread, or anxiety’ (p. 270).
Thus, the tendency to engage in more risk-oriented behaviour
may be a consequence of a more emotionally driven decision
process.

5. Limitations and conclusions

Self-reporting can in itself be problematic, but especially so in
regard to the reporting of deviant work behaviours and treatment
by leaders. It is easy to imagine that many employees might have
been reluctant to provide truthful responses to questions about fol-
lowing prescribed safety procedures or taking risks that could
compromise safety on board the vessels. Instead, crew-members
might under-report such behaviours in fear of reprisals from their
employer or job loss. That being said, we could also argue that self-
reporting is the most practical measure of deviant behaviour. After
all, the crew-member is the only one that is fully aware of the
behaviours that he or she actually performs. Further, the response
rate from the survey should ideally have been higher than what
was actually achieved in this study. However, a response rate of
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43.4% is acceptable compared with the response rate that normally
is achieved in organizational research (Baruch and Holtom, 2008).

Apart from authentic leadership, the Cronbach’s alphas in this
study were all in the lower region of what is generally considered
‘‘acceptable” (i.e., 0.70). Although Cronbach alpha is the most
widely known and reported indicator of a test’s reliability, it is also
considered a lower bound to reliability and known to give severe
underestimates in many cases (Sijtsma, 2009). Cronbach’s alpha
should therefore be regarded as a conservative estimate of reliabil-
ity. Moreover, Cronbach alpha also depends on the number of
items in a test (Nunnally, 1978), with more items generally equal-
ling higher alpha estimates. With the exception of situation aware-
ness, the scales with relatively low alphas in this study all contain
few items (between 4 and 7 items). Finally, the alphas obtained in
this study are comparable with alphas reported in the existing lit-
erature (e.g., Sætrevik (2013) for situation awareness; Wännström
et al. (2009) for job demands; Nielsen (2013) for laissez-faire).

This study provides support to our conceptual model suggesting
that active and passive leadership styles (i.e., authentic and laissez-
faire leadership) combine with psychological job demands and SA
in ways that influence safety related outcomes (i.e., willingness to
take risks). Specifically, the study points to the fact that laissez-
faire leadership was a stronger predictor of psychological job
demands than authentic leadership in both samples. However,
both authentic leadership and laissez-faire leadership proved to
be associated with SA. Thus, shipping companies should take
notice of this when they recruit new leaders and evaluate or
develop their leadership training programs. Not surprisingly, a
high level of psychological job demands proved to be associated
with the willingness to take risks. Therefore, leaders should strive
for reasonable distribution of tasks among crew-members and pro-
vide a reasonable scheduling of tasks during the watch. Finally, SA
also proved to be associated with the willingness to take a risk.
Thus, shipping companies should therefore pay attention to factors
that are believed to affect SA during day-to-day operations. For
instance, establish good and sound procedures relative to commu-
nication, planning and management of distractions (Sandhåland
et al., 2015a, 2015b).
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